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The Behaviour Driven Development (BDD) technique enables teams to specify software requirements as example interactions with the system. Due to the use of natural language, these examples (usually referred to as scenarios) can be understood by most project stakeholders, even end users. The set of examples also acts as tests that can be executed to check the behaviour of the System Under Test (SUT). Despite BDD’s benefits, large suites of examples can be hard to comprehend, extend and maintain. Duplication can creep in, leading to bloated specifications, which sometimes cause teams to drop the BDD technique. Current tools for detecting and removing duplication in code are not effective for BDD examples. Moreover, human concerns of readability and clarity can rise. Previous attempts to detect and remove duplication in BDD specifications have focused on textually similar duplicates, not on textually different scenarios that specify the same behaviour of the SUT.

To fill this gap, this thesis does the following. **First**, we surveyed 75 BDD practitioners from 26 countries to understand the extent of BDD use, its benefits and challenges, and specifically the challenges of maintaining BDD specifications in practice. We found that BDD is in active use amongst respondents; and the use of domain specific terms, improving communication among stakeholders, the executable nature of BDD specifications, and facilitating comprehension of code intentions emerged as some of the main benefits of BDD. The results also showed that BDD specifications suffer the same maintenance challenges found in automated test suites more generally. We map the survey results to the literature, and propose 10 research opportunities in this area. **Second**, we propose and evaluate a framework for detecting duplicate scenarios
based on the comparison of characteristics extracted from scenario execution traces. We focus on the patterns of production code exercised by each scenario, and consider two scenarios to be duplicates if they execute the same functionality in the SUT. In an empirical evaluation of our framework on 3 open source systems, the comparison of execution paths of scenarios recorded more recall and precision than the comparison of full execution traces, public API calls, or a combination of public API calls and internal calls. Also, the focus on essential characteristics in the execution traces of scenarios improved the recall and precision of the duplicate detection tool. Third, we propose four principles describing BDD suite quality that can be used to assess which of a pair of duplicate scenarios can be most effectively removed. All of the four principles were accepted by at least 75% of the practitioners we surveyed. An empirical evaluation of the four principles on 3 open source systems shows that each principle gave acceptable remove suggestions, and thus the principles can be used to guide human engineers in removing duplicate scenarios from BDD specifications.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Owners and users of software systems expect the software to both satisfy business requirements and behave reliably when in operation. However, sometimes, software systems exhibit behaviours that deviate from business requirements, and they (software systems) experience failure during operation. To address this problem, software testing seeks to ensure that the software behaves as expected and to expose faults in the functioning of a software system [5, 6]. Testing is used extensively in many projects and can be responsible for up to 50% of the development costs [7, 8]. Intuitively, therefore, given the high costs involved in testing, it is important that software product owners appreciate the value brought by the investment in testing. One way to make software product owners appreciate the value of testing is to ensure that the tests created during the development process continue to be useful for as long as possible in the lifetime of a software system. However, during the lifetime of a software product, tests can become hard to maintain [9, 10], and thus becoming unfit for purpose.

Testing can be conducted manually, requiring human intervention every time the software has to be tested, or automatically in which the behaviour of the software system can be verified without human intervention [11, 12, 13]. Inter alia, automating the software testing process was introduced in a bid to lower the costs of testing [14]. Thus, test automation is particularly important in reducing the efforts required by teams to deliver software products within limited schedules and budgets [15], and in ensuring that code modification (for defect fixing or introduction of new feature) does not introduce defects into the software, and that the behaviour which code modification aims to introduce is exhibited by the software system [16]. Apart from reducing the cost
and time required for testing, test automation minimises the threat of human errors associated with manual testing, fosters repeatability of tests, and facilitates efficient use of team members for other activities \[17\]. In Agile Software Development practices \[18, 19\], test automation is also used as a mechanism for getting quick feedback on the functioning of code submitted by different team members \[20\]. Despite the numerous benefits of automated testing, unfortunately, during the lifetime of the software, suites of automated tests can become hard to maintain due to design issues, among other reasons \[9, 10, 21\]. This can render the test suites ineffective, failing to serve the purpose they were created for.

In a software development project, the tests to be automated can be identified with or without customers. On the one hand, in the absence of customers, tests that are written during the development of a software product have a risk of ensuring that the produced code fulfils the intentions of developers, at the expense of precise business requirements. Because writing of tests requires understanding of specific development technologies, this kind of testing is often referred to as technology-facing testing and it produces tests that, in most cases, only members of the development team can understand. Typical examples of technology-facing testing can be found in teams that practice Test-Driven Development (TDD) \[22\] whereby, in each iteration, the following steps are followed by developers: writing a failing unit test; making the failing unit test pass by writing the required production code; and refactoring of production code, to improve its design. Figure 1.1 shows the typical TDD cycle.

On the other hand, when customers are involved in software testing, the main focus is usually on ensuring that the software satisfies business requirements. This supports the notion of business-facing testing, which encourages writing of software tests that customers can understand \[23\].

Acceptance Test Driven Development (ATDD) is an agile technique that facilitates business-facing testing by enabling a customer to collaborate with members of the development team to write acceptance criteria, which are then converted to functional test cases by testers and developers. Using ATDD, before a feature is developed, project team members create shared understanding by writing concrete examples with stakeholders, which are then converted into automated acceptance tests. This practice reduces information loss between a customer and members of the development team, and can ensure that the right software product is built \[24\]. During ATDD, implementing one acceptance test can involve the implementation of several unit tests, as shown
in Figure 1.1, an acceptance test focuses on a high level functionality which can be associated with several low level implementation units (e.g., classes/methods), each of which is covered by a particular unit test. An acceptance criteria is converted into an executable acceptance test, which should fail because, at that moment, the required functionality is not implemented yet. After the failing acceptance test is in place, the required functionality is implemented by following the TDD cycle. When all the required functionality for a particular acceptance criteria has been implemented, the acceptance test will pass, signifying complete implementation of the required functionality. Then, the team selects the next acceptance criteria and follows the same process.

Related to TDD and ATDD is BDD (introduced in Section 1.1) which is another agile technique that enables teams to perform business-facing testing by producing software tests that all project stakeholders can understand. In BDD, tests are specified as requirements [25, 26] using a natural language. The tests expressed in a natural language are linked to the SUT using “glue code”, and can be executed to verify if the SUT is behaving as expected. This approach has many advantages. Among other things, it improves communication and collaboration between project stakeholders, and it provides the living documentation that can be used to verify if the System Under Test behaves
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The next section provides more information about the BDD technique, by introducing the key concepts required to understand the problem of focus in this thesis.

1.1 Behaviour Driven Development

This section introduces BDD, and the typical setup of a BDD project.

In Behaviour Driven Development [29, 30, 31], the behaviour of the required software is given as a collection of example interactions with the system, expressed using natural language sentences organised around a “Given-When-Then” structure (e.g., Listing 1.1), in a language called Gherkin. This gives a specification that is expressed in non-technical, domain-specific terms, that should be comprehensible by end-users. Importantly, the specification is also executable, thanks to “step definition functions” (e.g., Listing 1.2) that link the natural language sentences to the code that is being built. Each step in a scenario can be mapped to a step definition function for execution against the SUT. Thus, the set of examples acts both as a high-level specification of the requirements for the software and as a suite of acceptance tests that can verify whether the current implementation meets the specification or not.

More specifically, in BDD, the behaviour of a software system is described by a suite of features. Each feature is specified by a collection of scenarios. Each scenario describes an end-to-end interaction with the system, in terms of concrete data examples typical of what might be used in real system use. Scenarios are written in a form of structured
1.1. BEHAVIOUR DRIVEN DEVELOPMENT

Listing 1.1: Example ATM Transactions Feature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature: ATM transactions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>As an account holder, whenever</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I perform ATM withdrawals, I want my</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>balance to be updated, and I should get apt messages</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Scenario: Successful withdrawal from account

| Given my account is in credit by $100 |
| When I request withdrawal of $20 |
| Then $20 should be dispensed |
| And my balance should be $80 |

Scenario: Unsuccessful withdrawal from account

| Given my account has an initial balance of $80 |
| When I request withdrawal of $100 |
| Then nothing should be dispensed |
| And I should be told that I have insufficient funds |

English, following a “Given-When-Then” pattern. Listing 1.1 shows a simple example feature, adapted from an open source specification for an ATM machine.

The feature with two contrasting scenarios show the BDD technique at work. Both the Feature and Scenario keywords are followed by a phrase describing the high level purpose of the feature or scenario that they represent. A scenario consists of a sequence of steps, each beginning with the reserved keywords Given, When, Then, And and But. The Given step (or steps) give the starting assumptions for the example. In the case of the first scenario in Listing 1.1 the Given step states that the user of the ATM is assumed to have an account with the bank that is in credit by a certain amount. The When steps give the series of actions that are presumed to be taken by the user (or an external trigger) in the example interaction. In the first scenario in Listing 1.1 this step states that the user requests the withdrawal of an amount of money from their account. The Then part describes a condition that should hold at that stage in the scenario. For the first scenario in Listing 1.1 the requested amount is dispensed and the balance is updated.

The second scenario in Listing 1.1 describes a similar interaction between a customer and the ATM, but with a different starting assumption. In this case, the customer does
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not have enough in their account for the withdrawal to go ahead, and so a different outcome is to be expected. The relationship between various steps of a BDD scenario is analogous to a Finite State Machine [32] in which, given a particular state and input, a machine transitions to a new state, producing an appropriate output.

As well as documenting the business requirements, these examples can be executed to see which scenarios or steps have been implemented and which scenarios or steps have not been implemented. A BDD engine is used to execute the scenarios, by mapping steps in the scenarios to their corresponding step definition functions. The engine executes each step in turn, reporting both the steps that pass and the steps that fail. For example, in the Cucumber-JVM BDD execution engine, to indicate a failed step, the Then step might be coloured red, if the software returns an amount for the balance that is different from the expected one; however, if the returned amount is the same as the expected one, then the Then step might be coloured green.

To execute the scenarios against the current state of the system implementation, we must provide some glue code, telling the BDD execution engine what production code methods to execute for each scenario step. Listing [1.2] presents the glue code expected by Cucumber-JVM, a Java implementation of the Cucumber execution engine, for the first ATM scenario. It can be seen that the glue code is a collection of methods, each of which is annotated with either @Given, @When or @Then, to indicate that the method is a step definition (i.e., it defines how a scenario step is executed). The annotation takes a string parameter, consisting of a regular expression. When the feature files are executed, the Cucumber engine matches the text of each step against the regular expressions paired with the step definition methods. The first step definition that matches is the one that is executed. Values from the step are extracted from the text by groups in the regular expression, and passed to the body of the method as parameters.

The body of the method then has the task of carrying out the intent of the step that it matches. Given steps describe the conditions that are assumed to hold when the scenario is executed, so the body of these methods must cause those conditions to become true for the software under test. This is achieved by invoking production code methods that affect the state of the software: creating a bank account, setting the balance of the account. For example, on line 5 in Listing [1.2] a bank account is created through an object of the production class called BankAccount and the account balance is set, to fulfil the condition of the starting state as specified by the Given step of the first scenario in Listing [1.1]. The When steps are the ones that invoke the behaviour under
Listing 1.2: Glue code for scenario 1 in Listing 1.1

```java
public class ATMWithdrawalSteps {
    BankAccount account;

    @Given("my account is in credit by \$(\d+)\$
    public void my_acc_is_in_credit_by_(double amt) {
        account = new BankAccount(amt);
    }

    @When("I request withdrawal of \$(\d+)\$
    public void i_request_withdrawal_of(double amt) {
        account.withdraw(amt);
    }

    @Then("\$\d+ should be dispensed\$
    public void should_be_dispensed(double ant) {
        // cash dispensing code goes here
    }

    @Then("my balance should be \$(\d+)\$
    public void my_balance_should_be(double amt) {
        assertEquals(amt, account.getAccountBalance());
    }
}
```

test: withdrawing money from an account, crediting money to an account, etc. Refer to line 9 in Listing 1.2 whereby a call is made to the `withdraw (double)` method of the `BankAccount` production class. Then steps check that the state of the system after the behaviour has been invoked is what we expect: checking the balance of the account, checking the log of the ATM, etc. See line 17 in Listing 1.2 whereby the expected balance in the bank account is compared with the actual balance retrieved using the production method called `getAccountBalance()`. Cucumber-JVM executes each step as a JUnit test, and so we use JUnit assertion methods, such as `assertEquals`, to make these checks.

We next discuss the setup of a typical BDD project.

Software developed using the BDD approach will typically consist of three types of artefact, as shown in Figure 1.3.

- A collection of BDD scenarios, in semi-structured natural language and readable by end users. Each scenario belong to a particular feature, and one feature file (saved using a `.feature` extension) can have one or more related scenarios.
example, feature abc in Figure 1.3 has two scenarios, foo and bar. Other features will have varying numbers of scenarios, depending on the aspects of the system represented by the individual features. A typical BDD suite consists of a collection of several feature files, as shown using the multidocument symbol on the left side of Figure 1.3.

- Glue code, which is a collection of step definition functions. The organisation and/or implementation of glue code depends on the programming language behind a BDD tool. In Cucumber-JVM, for example, step definition functions are usually housed under one or more glue classes; and a glue class consists of glue methods, each annotated with regular expressions matching the steps in the scenarios. For brevity, in Figure 1.3 we only show (using the arrows) the links between the individual steps in scenario foo to their corresponding glue methods.

- The production code classes and methods that (will) implement the behaviour described by the BDD scenarios. The glue code invokes only methods in the service-level API of the production code. Some of the required functionality will be provided by private classes and methods, that the glue code cannot access directly. For example, in Figure 1.3 calls to two different private functionalities, IC1 and IC2, are made from the API class, Class A. Based on the arrows, while IC1 is called from two different places in Class A, IC2 is called from only one place in Class A; neither IC1 nor IC2 is called from Class B.

In summary, a BDD specification is formed by a collection of scenarios expressed in a natural language and organised around several features. The natural language scenarios are linked to the code for the SUT through the glue code, whereby, when a scenario is executed, regular expression matching is used to decide the glue methods to be executed as part of a scenario. We next discuss the problem faced by practitioners in maintaining large suites of BDD specifications, part of which is what this thesis addresses.

1.2 The Problem

Despite the advantages of BDD, it also raises problems. When BDD specifications grow large, they can become costly to maintain and extend. System functionality can
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become effectively frozen because of the costs and risks of changing the specifications. These maintenance challenges can be severe and could potentially cause teams to drop the BDD technique, returning to technology-facing testing to play the role of their BDD specifications. Moreover, the intellectual effort of understanding tens or hundreds of examples, and how they relate to one another and to the production code under construction, can be substantial. Tools to support developers in managing their suites of examples are still in their infancy, because BDD is still comparatively new. There could, therefore, be high costs for development teams when redundancy creeps into their BDD specifications. Execution times are likely to lengthen, increasing the delay between the entry of defects into an implementation and their detection by the BDD execution engine. This is especially possible for teams that rely on the execution of BDD specifications in order to detect defects in the System Under Test; in such cases, if test executions take longer, developers, too, might have to wait for too long before they discover the presence or absence of defects in the System Under Test. Waiting for too long before test execution completes might affect the ability of the development teams to plan, prioritise and perform various development tasks. More seriously, maintaining the quality and conceptual integrity of the specification could become significantly harder, increasing the risk that further redundancies, omissions

Figure 1.3: Organisation of a typical BDD project
and inelegances will be introduced.

Despite these challenges, existing tools perform poorly on this problem. Specifically, on the problem of detecting duplication in BDD specifications, existing tools can detect textual duplication between BDD scenarios [33], but not semantic duplication between BDD scenarios, particularly when different step phrases are used to express BDD scenarios that represent the same behaviour of the SUT. Besides, after duplicate scenarios are detected, the problem of managing them is non-trivial. For example, given a pair of functionally equivalent scenarios that are not syntactically equivalent, if the maintenance engineer wants to remove one scenario and keep the other, deciding which of the duplicate scenarios to remove is not easy. Naively speaking, given two duplicate scenarios, maintainers can remove any, since the scenarios are duplicates of each other. In practice, however, one scenario may be of better quality than the other. As such, removing a particular scenario may improve or impair the quality of a suite as a whole. There is, therefore, the need for a mechanism to guide maintenance engineers when making decisions on which duplicate scenarios to remove from the suite. To the best of our knowledge, such a mechanism does not exist yet.

1.3 Hypothesis and Research Questions

The central hypotheses in this work are that:

**H1:** Duplication is a cause for concern among BDD practitioners.

**H2:** Comparing how BDD scenarios exercise the production code can detect semantically equivalent BDD scenarios in a way that will outperform the detection of duplicate scenarios by existing approaches.

**H3:** We can use quality aspects of scenarios in a BDD suite to guide the removal of duplicate scenarios from the suite.

To confirm or refute these hypotheses, we posed the following research questions (RQs):

**RQ1:** To what extent is duplication a problem among BDD practitioners, and how do practitioners deal with duplication in BDD specifications?

**RQ2:** Can the comparison of how BDD scenarios exercise the production code
detect semantically equivalent BDD scenarios in a way that outperforms the detection of duplicate scenarios by existing approaches?

**RQ3:** What are the characteristics of a “good” quality BDD scenario, and how can we assess the quality of a scenario relative to other scenarios in a suite?

## 1.4 Thesis Contributions

This thesis makes the following contributions:

1. **The challenges faced by BDD practitioners in maintaining BDD specifications:** We contribute to the understanding of the challenges faced by practitioners in maintaining BDD specifications. In particular, we report the results of the survey of BDD practitioners regarding the problems of duplication in BDD specifications as well as other challenges of maintaining BDD specifications. We learned that duplication in BDD specifications is among the maintenance challenges of concern for BDD practitioners, and that, for the most part, practitioners rely on manual techniques to detect and manage duplication in their BDD specifications. We also learned that BDD specifications suffer the same maintenance challenges found in automated test suites more generally.

2. **Research opportunities to address BDD maintenance challenges:** We identify the need to investigate the adaptation of techniques for maintenance of unit tests, production code and other software artifacts to the problem of maintaining BDD specifications; and the need incorporate maintenance concerns in the BDD workflow, tools, and training materials.

3. **Benchmark of duplicate BDD scenarios:** We develop a benchmark of semantically equivalent BDD scenarios, which can inform further research on BDD specifications.

4. **Understanding the limitation of existing duplicate detection tools on the problem of detecting duplicate BDD scenarios in which different step phrases are used to express the same behaviour of the SUT:** We observed that, when applied to the problem of detecting semantically equivalent but textually dissimilar BDD scenarios, the three mature duplicate detection tools we experimented with either missed the duplicates of interest or returned too many false positives.
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This gives us insight into the limitation of tools developed for duplicate detection in program code on the problem of detecting semantically equivalent BDD scenarios that specify the same behavior using different step phrases.

5. **A framework to detect semantically equivalent BDD scenarios:** We propose a framework that differentiates between essential and accidental characteristics of a BDD scenario by analysing several execution traces of a scenario, and compares the essential characteristics to detect semantically equivalent BDD scenarios.

6. **Use of execution traces to detect semantically equivalent BDD scenarios:** During the evaluation of our framework on duplicate scenarios in 3 open source systems, the comparison of execution paths of scenarios detected more duplicate pairs than the comparison of public API calls, public API calls and internal calls, or their combination (execution paths, public API calls, and public API calls and internal calls). Also, the comparison of essential characteristics of scenarios was more effective at detecting semantically equivalent BDD scenarios than the comparison of the characteristics of scenarios observed when each scenario under consideration was executed only once.

7. **BDD Suite Quality Principles:** We propose four principles describing BDD suite quality that can be used to assess which of a pair of duplicate scenarios can be most effectively removed from a suite.

8. **Practitioner Support for the BDD Suite Quality Principles, and Other Quality Facets of BDD Suites:** We report the results of a survey of practitioner support for the four quality principles. All principles received support from the community (with at least 75% of respondents voting in support of each principle), though all of them also received a number of dissenting votes. We also report practitioners’ opinions on other quality aspects of BDD suites that are not covered by the four principles.

9. **Operationalization of the BDD Suite Quality Principles:** We propose an approach to operationalize each principle, so that BDD specifications can be assessed automatically against it.

10. **Use of the BDD Suite Quality Principles in generating refactoring advice:** We use the operationalized principles to propose duplicate scenarios for removal, and evaluate the approach on 3 open source software systems. The results from
both the lab evaluation and evaluation with an industry practitioner suggest that the principles can give advice acceptable to human engineers on which duplicate scenarios to remove from the feature suites.

### 1.5 Publication Activity

Part of this work has been published in the following co-authored articles:


### 1.6 Thesis Organisation

The rest of this thesis is organised as follows:

Chapter 2 reports the survey of the existing literature on duplication in software systems, to determine whether existing approaches and techniques can detect and remove semantically equivalent BDD scenarios. It also surveys the existing literature on BDD suites analysis and improvement, and identifies the research gap, which this thesis aims to fill.

Chapter 3 presents the survey of BDD practitioners, to understand the challenges they face with respect to maintenance of BDD specifications. Based on the analysis of
the literature related to the identified challenges, the research opportunities to support practitioners in maintaining BDD specifications are also presented.

Chapter 4 presents the development of a benchmark of known duplicate BDD scenarios. In particular, it covers the description of the three systems used to develop the benchmark, the approach used to develop the benchmark, as well as the resulting benchmark of known duplicate scenarios across the three systems we used.

Chapter 5 discusses the limitations of existing tools on the problem of detecting semantically equivalent BDD scenarios, and presents and evaluates the framework we propose for detecting semantically equivalent BDD scenarios.

Chapter 6 enunciates the principles we propose for preserving the quality of BDD suites, the support for the principles from the community of BDD practitioners, and the use of the principles to provide removal advise for semantically equivalent BDD scenarios.

Chapter 7 summarises the contributions of this thesis and discus future research directions.
Chapter 2

Literature Review

In this chapter, we want to discover whether the problem of detecting and removing semantic duplication in BDD feature suites has been solved. We first discuss the problem of duplication in software systems in general. Thereafter, through the review of the literature about detecting and removing duplication in software systems, as well as the literature on analysis of BDD feature suites, we demonstrate that existing approaches and techniques have not addressed the maintenance challenge of detecting and removing semantic duplication in BDD feature suites.

Specifically, we look for solutions and solution components in two areas of the literature. The first area is work on duplicate detection and/or removal in non-BDD contexts (for non-BDD artefacts). The second area is work on analysis and/or improvement of BDD feature suites. This includes studies that may or may not be about duplicate detection and/or removal.

We start by presenting, in Section 2.1, the terms used to talk about duplication in (and testing of) software systems. Thereafter, in Section 2.2, we present the general problem of duplication in software systems, evidence of its presence in real world software systems, reasons for its introduction in software systems, as well as its advantages and disadvantages. We then describe how duplication is dealt with in software systems, covering the different approaches for its detection (Section 2.3) and removal (Section 2.4) in software artefacts other than BDD feature suites. We then survey work on analysis and improvement of BDD feature suites (Section 2.5), covering aspects such as quality of scenarios in a suite, coverage of production code by scenarios in a suite, and maintenance of scenarios in a suite. Based on the analysed literature, the
research gap addressed in this thesis is presented in Section 2.6. Finally, Section 2.7 summarises the chapter by stating the answers we found for the various questions that were of interest during literature review.

2.1 Terminology

This section introduces the terminology used in the literature to talk about duplication in software systems and the different types of duplication, measuring the performance of duplicate detection tools, as well as testing of software systems.

2.1.1 Terminology on Duplication

The definitions and types of duplication we present next are adapted from the literature on “software clones” (e.g., [34, 35, 36]).

*Code fragment:* A sequence of lines of code, with or without comments, forms a code fragment. It can be at the granularity of a function level, code block, statements sequence, or a complete statement.

*Code duplicate:* In a software system, two or more identical or similar code fragments are regarded as duplicates of each other.

*Duplicate pair:* A duplicate pair is formed by two code fragments which are identical or similar to each other.

*Duplicate class:* A duplicate class (also called a duplicate group) is formed by a group of identical or similar code fragments.

The “software clones” research community has categorised the different types of duplicates in software systems as follows [1, 35]:

*Type 1:* Identical code fragments with possible variations in comments and whitespaces.

*Type 2:* Code fragments with similar syntax but exhibiting differences in identifiers, literals, types, comments and layouts.

*Type 3:* Code fragments copied and modified to insert or delete statements, and to alter identifiers, literals, types and layouts.
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**Type 4:** Functionally similar but textually different code fragments.

Table 2.1 gives the example pairs of duplicate code fragments for each of the four types of duplication.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Duplicate Type</th>
<th>Code Fragment 1</th>
<th>Code Fragment 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type 1</td>
<td>if (a &gt;= b) {</td>
<td>if (a&gt;=b) {</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c = d + b; // Comment1</td>
<td>// Comment1’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>d = d + 1;}</td>
<td>c=d+b;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>else c = d - a; //Comment2</td>
<td>d=d+1;}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>else // Comment2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>c=d-a;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 2</td>
<td>if (a &gt;= b) {</td>
<td>if (m &gt;= n)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c = d + b; // Comment1</td>
<td>{ // Comment1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>d = d + 1;}</td>
<td>y = x + n;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>else</td>
<td>x = x + 1; //Comment3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c = d - a; //Comment2</td>
<td>}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>else</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>y = x - m; //Comment2’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 3</td>
<td>if (a &gt;= b) {</td>
<td>if (a &gt;= b) {</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c = d + b; // Comment1</td>
<td>c = d + b; // Comment1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>d = d + 1;}</td>
<td>e = 1; // This statement is added</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>else</td>
<td>d = d + 1; }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c = d - a; //Comment2</td>
<td>else</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>c = d - a; //Comment2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 4</td>
<td>int i, j=1;</td>
<td>int factorial(int n) {</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>for (i=1; i&lt;=VALUE; i++)</td>
<td>if (n == 0) return 1 ;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>j=j*i;</td>
<td>else return n * factorial(n-1) ;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Example code fragments for different types of duplication in program code (adapted from Roy and Cordy [1])

Moreover, three terms are particularly common when evaluating the accuracy of duplicate detection tools [4]:

**True Positives:** Code fragments reported by a duplicate detection tool, and are actually duplicates of each other.

**False Positives:** Code fragments reported by a duplicate detection tool, but are actually not duplicates of each other.
**False Negatives:** Code fragments not reported by a duplicate detection tool, but are actually duplicates of each other.

The following metrics are commonly used to measure the performance of duplicate detection tools. Precision is a measure of the degree of accuracy with which an algorithm detects true duplicates, while recall is used to measure how good an algorithm is at detecting all the duplicates in a system \[4\]. Figure 2.1 illustrates the general relationship between the actual duplicates that might exist in a software artefact.

Adapting the definitions from the clone detection community, as described by Roy and Cordy \[4, 37\], and with reference to Figure 2.1, recall and precision for a duplicate detection tool \(T\) can be defined by equations 2.1 and 2.2:

\[
\text{recall} = \frac{|\text{Actual duplicates in } S \text{ detected by } T (D)|}{|\text{All actual duplicates in } S (A)|} \tag{2.1}
\]

\[
\text{precision} = \frac{|\text{Actual duplicates in } S \text{ detected by } T (D)|}{|\text{Candidate duplicates in } S \text{ reported by } T (C)|} \tag{2.2}
\]

Further, the F-score (F1) metric gives the harmonic mean of precision and recall. Through it, we can get the balanced view of precision and recall. It is defined by
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Equation 2.3—as summarized by Sasaki et al. [38]:

\[
F_1 = \frac{2 \cdot \text{precision} \cdot \text{recall}}{\text{precision} + \text{recall}}
\] (2.3)

2.1.2 Other Terminology

The following definitions are adapted from the Guide to the Software Engineering Body of Knowledge (SWEBOK) [39]:

*Software testing*: Verification that a program behaves as expected on a finite set of test cases, which are selected appropriately from the domain that is typically infinite.

*Defect*: Deficiency in a software that causes it (software) to not behave as required or specified. The term “defect” is sometimes used interchangeably to mean either a cause of software malfunction (fault) or an undesired effect observed in the service provided by the software system (failure).

*Bug*: “A defect in source code. An incorrect step, process, or data definition in computer program. The encoding of a human error in source code.” ([39], p. 10-10)

2.2 Duplication in Software Systems

This section presents the problem of duplication in software systems, covering the availability of duplication in real world systems, how and why duplication is introduced, as well as the upsides and downsides of duplication.

2.2.1 Evidence of Duplication in Real World Systems

Duplication of code and/or functionality is commonplace in software systems [40, 41, 42, 43, 44]. It can be introduced intentionally or accidentally [45, 46]. To understand the manifestations of duplication in test code, Hasanain et al. analysed a software system which was in use in industry and found that 49% of test code was duplicated [47]. In a survey of developers to understand their experience with functionally similar code,
Kafer et al. found that 91% of respondents had encountered functionally similar code in their professional practice; and 71% of respondents had experienced the problems caused by the presence of functionally similar code [40]. In an analysis of a repository of 68 Java projects, Suzuki et al. found functionally equivalent methods in 28 out of the 68 projects (41.2%) [48]. Li et al. found that 22.3% of code in the Linux kernel and 20.4% of code in FreeBSD was duplicated [41]. In a payroll system analysed as part of the duplicate detection study by Ducasse et al., more than 50% of code in some files was duplicated [44].

### 2.2.2 Causes of Duplication in Software Systems

Reasons why duplicates get introduced into software systems are summarised in the works of Roy [36] and Rattan [35] as follows:

1. **Development strategy**: The use of a development strategy that encourages reuse of different software artefacts such as code, functionality, logic, design, architecture, etc. For example, copy/paste of code to guarantee syntactic and semantic reliability can increase the amount of duplication in a software system.

2. **Reduce development efforts and foster software reliability**: Duplication can be deliberately introduced to reduce development-time effort, and to keep the software reliable. For example, duplication can reduce both the costs of testing new code and risks of errors associated with new code.

3. **Overcoming development-time limitations**: Time limitations and difficulty in understanding an existing system can cause developers to write new functionality by using examples from existing code, thereby increasing the possibility of duplicating code. Also, the use of a language that lacks proper abstraction and inheritance mechanisms can cause developers to write the same code multiple times.

4. **Accidental duplication**: Different members working for the team at different periods of time can coincidentally implement the same functionality.
2.2.3 Upsides and Downsides of Duplication in Software Systems

Apart from the benefits of duplication that can be deduced from the reasons for its introduction (refer to Section 2.2.2), duplication in software systems offers the following additional benefits. It can help developers to overcome limitations of an implementation language, and shorten development times—for example, developers can learn how to use a particular API or library by mimicking existing code [45].

However, despite its benefits, duplication in software systems causes numerous problems:

1. **Increase in maintenance costs:** Although there is some disagreement among researchers on the impact of duplicate program code on software maintenance [49, 45], duplicated code has been reported to increase maintenance costs [50, 51, 52, 53]. Some studies on understanding the impact of duplication on the maintainability of program code have focused on measuring the effort required to understand and change duplicated code in the context of an evolving software system. For example, Mondal et al. [50] used hundreds of revisions of six open source systems written in Java, C and C# to estimate the effort required to understand and change duplicated and non-duplicated code. They estimated the effort spent on applying changes that had already taken place on methods, and predicted the effort that might be required to change the methods in the future. Duplicated code was found to require more maintenance effort than non-duplicated code. Specifically, their approach for estimating maintenance effort include the effort required to understand a particular method and its relatives\(^1\), as well as the effort required to change a particular method and its relatives. To estimate the maintenance effort for the changes that have already taken place on methods, they measure two things: (1) time required to understand a particular method and other methods that either have a duplicate relationship with a method of focus or co-change with a method of focus; (2) number of tokens that were changed in a particular method and other methods that either have a duplicate relationship with a method of focus or co-change with a method of focus. To predict the effort that might be required to change a particular method in the future, they also measure two things: (1) time that might be required to understand a particular method and other methods that either have a duplicate

\(^1\)Relatives of a method are methods that either have a duplicate relationship with a method of focus, or co-change with a method of focus during evolution.
relationship with a method of focus or co-change with a method of focus; (2) number of tokens that might have to be changed in a particular method and other methods that co-change with a method of focus. Due to the inability to know whether future changes will take place on duplicated or non-duplicated parts of a method, the number of tokens in duplicated methods were not included in the prediction of effort that might be required to change a method in the future.

Other studies on understanding the maintainability of duplicate program code have focused on measuring the effort required to fix bugs in duplicate code, as compared to the effort required to fix bugs in non-duplicate code. For example, in an experiment with developers, Chatterji et al. [51] measured the time taken by developers to fix bugs both when a bug was in duplicated code, and when a bug was in non-duplicated code; they also measured the probability of incorrect bug fixes both when a bug was in duplicated code, and when a bug was in non-duplicated code. They found that it was more difficult to correctly fix bugs in duplicated code than it was for bugs in non-duplicated code. Thus, the cost of providing correct fixes was higher in the presence of duplication than it was in the absence of duplication.

Another group of studies have focused on studying the stability of duplicated code, with the view that, if duplicated code changes too often than non-duplicated code, it (duplicated code) must be involving too much effort to maintain [54, 55, 56, 57]. For example, Lozano and Wermelinger [55] investigated the evolution of duplicate code over time, by analysing how methods with duplicated tokens had changed across different commits. They found that duplicate code was less stable than non-duplicate code, and posited that duplicate code has the potential of making human engineers spend more effort and time on making tweaks on duplicates, at the expense of implementing new software requirements. In another study, Monden et al. [53] analysed a 20-year old legacy industry software system and found out that modules with duplicated code were less maintainable than modules without duplicated code, because modules with duplicated code were found to have been revised more times compared to modules without duplicated code, to the extent that modules with duplicated code had become more complex to understand and change.

However, the view that duplicate code is less stable compared to non-duplicate code contradicts the view of other studies that suggest that duplicate code is
more stable than non-duplicate code \cite{58, 59}. An example of studies in which duplicated code is said to be more stable than non-duplicated code is the work of Krinke, who studied the changes that had been made on five open source software systems over the period of 200 weeks, and found that duplicated code had the lower average percentage of additions, deletions, or other modifications, compared to non-duplicated code \cite{59}. Krinke’s findings were further confirmed in a replication study conducted by Harder and Göde \cite{58}. Such contradicting views might arise due to the differences in the studied software systems, as well as the differences in the methodologies employed by the different studies. However, it calls for further research to seek for a consensus.

2. **Propagation of bugs:** A bug present in a piece of code is likely to be present in all other places where that code is duplicated. So the more the duplication of pieces of code that contain bugs, the higher the chances that bugs will be propagated across the system \cite{35}. For example, in software product-line engineering, a buggy component may be used in several products, increasing the possibility that a bug will be available wherever a buggy component is used \cite{60}. To ensure consistency, bug fixing in one place has to be applied in all other places with duplicated code. Failure to do so can, at a later point, cause erratic behaviour in a system.

Evidence of duplicate bugs in program code were reported in a study by Li et al. \cite{41} in which 49 duplicate bugs in the Linux kernel and 31 duplicate bugs in FreeBSD were discovered. Majority of the duplicate bugs discovered through that study were confirmed by developers of the respective systems and were fixed in the subsequent releases of the systems. Li and Ernst \cite{60} conducted an empirical study on four different projects (a software product line in industry, the Linux kernel, Git, and PostgreSQL) and found that, in a software product line, around 4% of bugs were duplicated across several products or files; they also discovered 282 duplicated bugs in the Linux kernel, 33 duplicated bugs in Git, and 33 duplicated bugs in PostgreSQL.

Several studies have investigated different aspects of bug replication and proneness in duplicated code. In an empirical study conducted on thousands of revisions of four Java systems and two C systems, Islam et al. \cite{61} found that replication of bugs because of code duplication was commonplace. Specifically, they found that: repeated bugs were in up to 10% of duplicated code; repeated
bugs were found more in Type 2 and Type 3 duplicates compared to the extent to which they (repeated bugs) were found in Type 1 duplicates; buggy duplicate code groups tended to have very large percentages (mostly 100%) of bug repetitions; and repeated bugs constituted 55% of bugs in duplicated code. Moreover, Barbour et al. [62] analysed several revisions of two Java systems to determine the relationship between late propagation (a phenomenon commonly used to refer to how late the changes in a piece of code fragment are propagated across its duplicate counterpart(s)) and bug proneness in duplicated code. They found that late propagation increased the risks of bugs in software systems. Mondal et al. [63] conducted an empirical study on thousands of revisions of nine software systems (four in Java, three in C, and two in C#) and found that: Type 3 duplicates were more prone to bugs compared to Type 2 and Type 1 duplicates; Type 3 duplicates were most likely to be co-changed during bug-fixing; Type 3 duplicates experiencing bug fixing had higher chances of evolving while preserving similarities among duplicates, compared to Type 1 and Type 2 duplicates; and bug-proneness of duplicates was less related to late propagation. Besides, Xie et al. [64] analysed several revisions of three Java systems and, among other things, they found that: mutating duplicate groups of code to Type 2 or Type 3 duplicates increased the risk of bugs; the risk of bugs in a duplicate code group was directly proportional to the extent of differences between code fragments in a duplicate group.

Some of the research about bugs in duplicated code has attempted to detect duplicate bugs in program code. An example of such research is the work of Jiang et al. [65] who devised an approach to detect bugs in duplicate code, and used it to detect bugs that had been introduced through duplication in the Linux kernel and Eclipse. 41 bugs were detected in the Linux kernel and 21 bugs were detected in Eclipse. The idea behind their work is that, if two code fragments are duplicates of each other, then any unjustifiable difference between their control flows would indicate the presence of a bug related to inconsistent changes in the duplicate code fragments. Their approach first uses Deckard [66] to detect duplicates in program code. Then, the parse trees of the reported duplicates are compared to detect inconsistencies in the control flows of the reported duplicates. After that, to minimise the number of false positives in the list of what they report as bugs, they apply several heuristics to filter the detected inconsistencies. The filtering process produces a reduced list of inconsistencies, which is
used to create bug reports that developers inspect to determine if they are bugs. Another example of research on detecting duplicate bugs in program code is the work of Li et al. [41] who proposed an approach that detects bugs in duplicated code based on the extent to which an identifier has been inconsistently changed in duplicated code. In their approach, they compute the extent to which an identifier has remained unchanged as the ratio of the number of times an identifier has remained unchanged to the total number of occurrences of an identifier in a given duplicated code fragment. The lower the ratio of unchanged identifier, the higher the chances that it could represent naming inconsistency, and thus indicate the presence of a bug. As stated earlier in the present section, this approach was used to detect 49 duplicate bugs in the Linux kernel and 31 duplicate bugs in FreeBSD. A similar approach that computes the ratio of identifiers that remain unchanged across pairs of duplicate code fragments was used by Inoue et al. [67] to detect bugs resulting from inconsistent changes in two Samsung mobile software systems. 25 true bugs were discovered in the first system, and 1 true bug was discovered in the second system. Li and Ernst proposed an approach that uses isomorphic graphs on the Program Dependency Graph (PDG) to detect semantically equivalent buggy code fragments [60].

Other research about bugs in duplicated code has focused on avoiding repetition of work that is likely to happen when fixing bugs in duplicated code. Nguyen et al. [68] conducted manual analysis of repeated bug fixes in five open-source software systems, and found that much of the repeated bug fixes occur in duplicated code. They subsequently developed a technique that utilises a graph representation of how objects are used in a software system to detect similar code and repeated bug fixes. Their approach also recommends other pieces of code to be modified based on bug fixes in their (pieces of code) duplicate counterparts. In another study, to facilitate consistent updates and fixing of bugs in duplicated code, Fish et al. developed a tool called CloneMap which analyses duplicates in different revisions of a software system and provides an interactive tree representation of source code, enabling developers to track the evolution of duplicates and get information about inconsistent updates of duplicates [69].

Other researchers have focused on detecting inconsistent bug fixing in duplicated code. For example, the work of Steidl and Göde [70] used features of duplicated code to construct a classifier for predicting inconsistent bug fixes in duplicate code.
code. During empirical evaluation, their classifier attained a 22% precision, suggesting the need for more research on increasing the precision of prediction of inconsistent bug fixing in duplicated code.

3. **Producing poor software design:** Duplicate code can produce software with poor design. This is especially true in the absence of practices such as refactoring, inheritance, and abstraction [71]. Components of a poorly designed software can be difficult to reuse in the long run [36]. Ducasse et al. posit that, “Code duplication often indicates design problems like missing inheritance or missing procedural abstraction. In turn, such a lack of abstraction hampers the addition of functionality.” ([44], p.1). Because duplication can degrade the design of a software system, its removal can improve the design, and thus the quality, of a software system. For example, to understand the impact of duplicate code removal on software quality, Fontana et al. [72] attempted to refactor code duplicates from five versions of Apache Ant and five versions of GanttProject. On almost all the studied source code quality metrics (for cohesion, complexity and coupling), refactoring of code duplicates had a positive impact on software quality, suggesting that the presence of duplicates produced poor design, which improved after the duplicates were removed. However, compared to the other problems of duplication which have been well-trodden in the literature, there is paucity of studies on exploring the question of whether or not the presence of duplicated code in a software system produces poor quality software design. This makes it hard to examine, by way of comparing and contrasting, both the quality and quantity of evidence in favour or against the position that duplication of code hampers the quality of system design.

4. **Increased consumption of technical resources:** Duplicate code can increase the cost of storage, compilation and execution of software, since the same piece of code has to be stored, compiled and executed multiple times [35]. Nonetheless, this claim is purely based on intuition because we could not find any study reporting empirical evidence on the relationship between duplicated code and the consumption of computational resources.

It is the need to address these disadvantages of duplication that have motivated much of the research aiming at detecting [73] and managing [74] duplication in software systems. Table 2.2 summarises work on evidence of duplication in software systems, as well as the advantages and disadvantages of duplication in software systems. After
introducing the terminology and the different types of duplication, as used by the “software clones” research community (Section 2.1.1), presenting evidence that duplication exists in software systems (Section 2.2.1), causes of duplication (Section 2.2.2) as well as its pros and cons (Section 2.2.3), we next discuss how it is dealt with. In particular, we discuss the various approaches and techniques proposed in the literature for detecting (Section 2.3) and removing (Section 2.4) duplication in software systems; we also demonstrate that existing approaches and techniques for detection and removal of duplication in software systems suffer significant limitations on the problem of detecting and removing semantic duplication in BDD specifications.

In short, duplicates in terms of “software clones” have been widely studied, and approaches for the detection and management of duplicates have been proposed. For more details on various duplication detection and management approaches, readers can see the summaries by Min and Ping [73], Rattan et al. [35], Koschke [75] and Roy et al. [74].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/n</th>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Example Citations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Evidence of duplication in real world systems</td>
<td>Duplication in test code</td>
<td>[47]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Duplication in production code</td>
<td>[48, 41, 44]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Professional experience with duplication</td>
<td>[40]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Advantages of duplication in software systems</td>
<td>Reduce development efforts and foster software reliability</td>
<td>[36, 35, 45]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Overcoming development-time limitations</td>
<td>[56, 55, 45]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Increases maintenance costs</td>
<td>[50, 51, 52, 53]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Propagation of bugs</td>
<td>[41, 42, 102, 103, 86, 85, 67, 108]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Producing poor software design</td>
<td>[71, 36, 44, 72]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Increased consumption of technical resources</td>
<td>[55]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2: Evidence, advantages, and disadvantages of duplication in software systems

### 2.3 Duplication Detection

This section reviews the state of the art in duplicate detection, to determine if existing approaches can detect duplicates in BDD specifications.

Existing duplicate detection approaches employ either static analysis, dynamic analysis, or a combination of both static and dynamic analysis.
2.3.1 Static analysis approaches

To detect duplication using static analysis approaches, programs are first converted into common intermediate representations such as text \[76, 77\], tokens \[78, 79, 43, 80\], syntax/parse trees \[66, 81\], Program Dependency Graphs (PDGs) \[82, 83, 84\], metrics \[85\] or a combination of these \[86, 87\]. The intermediate representations are then compared to detect duplicates. The following is a summary of the different types of duplicate detection techniques, as well as example studies in each type of duplicate detection techniques:

**Text-based techniques:** Segments of text are compared to detect duplication. Specifically, text-based techniques regard source code as a sequence of characters whereby, after whitespaces, comments, and newlines are removed from the source code, character sequences are compared, and code fragments that produce similar character sequences are regarded as duplicates of each other. For example, Ducasse et al. \[77\] proposed a duplicate detection technique in which, after uninteresting information such as comments and white spaces are removed from the source code, the resulting files are compared line-by-line to detect duplicates. When evaluated, their technique recorded the recall and precision values of more than 90%. Another example of text-based techniques can be found in the work of Roy and Cordy \[76\] who employed the Longest Common Subsequence (LCS) algorithm \[88\] to compare lines of source code text, to detect duplicate code fragments. Their technique had recall and precision values of up to 100% for some system, though on a small data set.

**Token-based techniques:** The source code of a software system is converted into a sequence of tokens, which are then compared to detect duplication. A token size is usually specified to limit the number of code fragments that get reported as duplicates based on matches between tokens. For example, in a technique proposed by Wang et al. \[78\] for detecting Type 3 duplicates, lexical analysis is performed to produce tokens for blocks of code, before comparing the resulting tokens to detect duplicates. During empirical evaluation, their tool had more than 80% of recall, precision, and F-score. Another example is the work of Sajnani et al. \[79\] who proposed a token-based duplicate detection technique that uses a language-aware scanner to create tokens for blocks of code, creates an index that maps tokens to their respective code blocks, and uses an index of tokens to search for similar blocks of code. When evaluated, their tool recorded the
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precision of 91% and the recall of more than 90%.

Tree-based techniques: Program code expressed in a language with a formal syntax is first converted into an Abstract Syntax Trees (AST) or a parse tree. The produced tree is then searched to detect similar sub-trees, and code fragments corresponding to similar sub-trees are reported as duplicates of each other. Jiang et al. [66] devised a tree-based duplicate detection technique that works as follows: it builds a parse-tree from the source code, generates vectors that represent structural information in the tree, and performs clustering of vectors; code fragments whose sub-trees produce vectors in the same cluster are regarded as duplicates of each other. During empirical evaluation, their tool was able to detect higher numbers of duplicates than state-of-the-art tools at the time. In another tree-based duplicate detection work, Falke et al. [81] proposed a technique in which program code is parsed into an AST, and then the suffix tree of an AST is analysed to detect similar sub-trees, and hence duplicate code fragments. Their tool had the recall of up to more than 70%.

Semantics-based techniques: The source code for a software system is transformed into representations of some aspect of its semantics (for example, program dependence graphs [82]). These representations are then compared, to locate candidate duplicate elements. Examples of semantics-based techniques in which PDGs are used are the work of Tajima et al. [89] who compare PDGs to detect functionally similar Java methods (precision of 71.7%), and the work of Krinke [83] in which similar sub-graphs on a PDG are used to detect duplicate code fragments (precision of 100%).

Other semantics-based techniques have employed the notion of program slicing in the process of detecting duplication in software [90, 91]. Given a variable x and its location in a program, a slice of x consists of other parts in a program that have affected x (backward slicing) or are affected by x (forward slicing) [92, 93]. For instance, by combining PDGs and program slicing, Komondoor and Horwitz use isomorphic subgraphs to identify duplicate code fragments, and detected a fairly good number of duplicates during empirical evaluation [90].

Metric-based techniques: Collections of code metrics, such as the number of calls to other functions and the number of decision points, are combined to form vectors for each code unit (e.g. class, method); the vectors of metrics are then compared to detect duplicate code fragments. For example, Mayrand et al. [85]
collected 21 source code metrics related to naming of identifiers, layout of source code, expressions and control flow, and code fragments with similar values of these metrics were regarded as duplicates of each other. A good number of duplicates was detected during evaluation.

Another example of metrics-based techniques is the work of Fang and Lam [94] in which, in test methods, assertions that are reachable through similar control flows are used to detect duplicate JUnit tests. For each JUnit test, they compute a metric called “assertion fingerprint”, and test methods with similar values of assertion fingerprint are reported as duplicates. An assertion fingerprint for each assertion in a test method consists of the following information: number of branch counts from the beginning of a method before an assertion can be reached; number of merge counts from the beginning of a method before an assertion can be reached; number of possible exceptions after an assertion; a boolean value indicating whether or not an assertion is in a loop; and a boolean value indicating whether or not an assertion is in a catch block. All assertion fingerprints of a particular test method, ordered according to how they appear in test code, are combined to form a set of assertion fingerprints for a particular test method. Sets of assertion fingerprints for different test methods are compared to detect duplicate unit tests. When evaluated, their technique achieved a precision of 75%.

**Hybrid techniques:** Several of the above techniques are combined into a single duplicate detection method. For example, Kodhai et al. [86] combined metrics and text comparison to detect Type 1 and Type 2 duplicate code fragments, and achieved up to 100% as values of recall and precision. In the work of Gabel et al. [87], after sub-graphs in a PDG are converted to Abstract Syntax Trees, to detect duplicate code fragments, they search ASTs for similar sub-trees. When evaluated, their technique detected higher numbers of duplicates than state-of-the-art techniques at the time.

### 2.3.2 Dynamic analysis approaches

Dynamic approaches analyse runtime information to detect duplication. On the one hand, some duplicate detection techniques employing dynamic analysis have focused on the analysis of untransformed programs expressed in a high level language. For
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example, Su et al. [95] devised a dynamic analysis duplication detection technique in which Java programs are instrumented and executed, recording execution traces that represent runtime behaviours of the programs. Then, program execution traces are modelled as dynamic call graphs, in which isomorphic subgraphs are used to indicate the presence of duplicate code fragments. They employ a page ranking algorithm [96] to minimize the number of pairwise comparisons when searching for isomorphic subgraphs. During empirical evaluation with Java projects from Google code jam [97], the implementation of this technique recorded the precision of more than 90% in detecting groups of duplicate code fragments.

On the other hand, duplicate detection techniques employing dynamic analysis have focused on the analysis of transformed high-level language programs. Egele et al. [98] devised a technique called “blanket execution” for detecting duplicate functions in executable binary code. They perform repeated executions of a particular function in a particular environment (for example, at specific initial values of registers and memory locations), producing a vector of features observed at runtime (for example, memory accesses and performed system calls). Two functions producing similar feature vectors when executed under the same environment are considered to be duplicates of each other. The similarity between feature vectors is computed using Jaccard index [99]. A precision of 77% was achieved during evaluation of the tool.

Park et al. analysed runtime stack behaviour to detect similarly behaving software [100]. Their technique does the following: takes as input binary executables; executes binary executables and collects the traces; analyses the traces to identify the relations between different function calls made at runtime, thereby producing the usage patterns for a stack; and compares the usage patterns for the stack, to detect similarly behaving code. The similarity score between stack usage patterns is computed using LCS algorithm [88]. When evaluated, the ability demonstrated by this technique in detecting similarly behaving software was comparable to MOSS [101], the state-of-the-art software similarity detection tool at the time.

2.3.3 Combination of static and dynamic analysis approaches

To minimize the amount of information to be processed at runtime, with the view of reducing the computational costs, some studies have combined both static and dynamic analysis approaches to detect duplicates. To detect duplicate code, techniques
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in this category have mainly focused on comparing inputs and outputs. In the work of Jiang and Su [102], static analysis is combined with dynamic analysis to detect duplicate code fragments based on if they have the same outputs for the same inputs. Their technique works as follows: First, function definitions in source code are parsed into statement sequences, and then each of the possible consecutive statement subsequences is regarded as duplication candidate. Second, variables that are used without being defined in a particular duplication candidate are regarded as input variables to the duplication candidate, and variables that are defined in a duplication candidate without being used in it are regarded as its output variables. Third, input generation is conducted, in which random values are generated for the input variables. Fourth, code fragments that are duplication candidates are executed on generated random input values, and code fragments that produce the same outputs on the same inputs are grouped together in a duplication class.

Using their approach, many duplicate code were detected in the Linux kernel 2.6.24. They also found that about 58% of the detected functionally similar code fragments were syntactically dissimilar, fortifying the need for duplicate detection techniques that focus on equivalence of functionality. They also recorded a precision of more than 67%.

Su et al. [103] devised a technique that compares inputs and outputs to detect duplicate Java methods. They first identify the outputs of a method as all variables that are written by a method and can be observed (e.g. used by a developer) after a method finishes execution. Examples of outputs include the following: a variable passed to another method, a variable returned by a method, a variable written to a static or instance variable, and a variable written to an array which is a parameter to a method. After the outputs are identified, they use data and control flow analysis to determine all the input variables that affect each of the output variables. This produces input-output (IO) sets for the methods under analysis. Then, they perform bytecode instrumentation for the variables in the IO sets, executes the methods and records the actual values of IO variables at runtime. Finally, during similarity analysis, using the Jaccard index, methods that produce similar IO sets are regarded as duplicates of each other.

During empirical evaluation, their approach detected more than 800 duplicate methods in Google code jam projects [97], with 68% and 15% respectively as the proportions of true positives and false positives in the candidate sets.
The work of Elva [104] combines static and dynamic analysis techniques to detect semantically equivalent Java methods. In their approach, two methods are considered to be semantically equivalent if they have the same input and output, and affect the heap in the same way. The dynamic analysis part is preceded by the static analysis part. During the static analysis phase, only methods that have the same parameter types, the same return types, and can write to the same variables, are regarded as duplication candidates and are put into the same group. After groups of candidate duplicate methods are identified, depending on the type (instance or static) of each method in the duplicate candidate groups, receiver objects are created and random values of method parameters are generated. Thereafter, methods are invoked on created receiver objects or on individual classes (for static methods), recording the return values of methods as well as heap state at the end of method execution. Methods that produce the same output (return value and heap state after method execution) on the same input (parameter values and heap state at the time of method invocation) are considered to be semantically equivalent. Their approach detected 502 semantically equivalent methods in six open source Java software systems. They also found that, on average, static analysis reduced the required dynamic analysis by 91%.

Table 2.3 summarises the existing duplicate detection approaches.

2.4 Duplication Removal

As presented in section 2.3, there has been a lot of work on identifying duplicates in software systems, but considerably less work on advising stakeholders on how to reduce the amount of duplication. After duplicate pairs of code fragments have been detected in a software system, there can be numerous ways to manage the detected duplicates [74]. While in some cases it may be appropriate to find a suitable way to merge the duplicates, in other cases it may be appropriate to remove one of the duplicates in a pair and keep the other. In cases where one duplicate has to be removed while keeping the other, the process of deciding which of the duplicate to remove can be non-trivial; various factors, some of which could be related to the overall system quality, can come into play. We now discuss the attempts made to reduce duplication in software systems, as reported in the literature. In so doing, we demonstrate that the problem of advising users on which BDD scenario should be removed, given a duplicate pair of BDD scenarios, has not been addressed.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/n</th>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Techniques</th>
<th>Example citations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Static analysis</td>
<td>Text-based</td>
<td>[77, 76]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Token-based</td>
<td>[78, 79]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tree-based</td>
<td>[66, 81]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Semantics-based</td>
<td>[89, 83, 90, 91]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Metric-based</td>
<td>[85, 94]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>[86, 87]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Dynamic analysis</td>
<td>Untransformed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>high-level</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>language programs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Transformed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>high-level</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>language programs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Combination of</td>
<td>Input-Output</td>
<td>[102, 103, 104]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>static and dynamic analysis</td>
<td>comparison</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.3: Summary of duplicate detection approaches

### 2.4.1 Refactoring of duplicates in production code

Research has been done into the refactoring of duplicate code in software systems, mainly focusing on software “clones” [105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111]. Some studies in this area have been about assessing the ability of duplicates to be safely refactored. Tsantalis et al. [109] proposed a technique that assesses the differences between duplicates to determine whether or not they can be merged without altering the program’s behaviour. Their technique extracts data dependencies between statements in the duplicates, and checks whether these dependencies are preserved after the merging of duplicates. Evaluation of the technique showed that it provided acceptable assessment of the refactorability of duplicates, because most of the duplicates that were judged as refactorable by this technique could be refactored without causing test failures or compilation errors. Also, among other things, they found that duplicates in production code can be easily merged compared to duplicates in test code; and that duplicates in the same files, classes, or methods can be easily merged compared to duplicates in different files, classes or methods.
Chen et al. [112] proposed a tool called PRI (Pattern-based Clone Refactoring Inspection) which can advise developers on duplicates that can be removed and appropriate ways to remove them, as well as the duplicates that cannot be removed and the reasons for why they cannot be removed. It also does the following: summarises refactorings that have taken place on groups of duplicate code across various revisions of a software system, identifies instances in which duplicates in the same group have been inconsistently refactored and the reason for the inconsistency, advises developers on ways to safely remove duplicates in code, and ensures consistent removal of duplicates that belong to the same duplication group. Evaluation of PRI on 6 open-source software systems revealed that PRI can detect refactorings of duplication in code with an accuracy of 94.1%, and it can detect inconsistent refactoring of duplicates with an accuracy of 98.4%. Also, the qualitative evaluation of the tool with 10 students revealed that PRI simplifies inspection and monitoring of duplicate refactorings.

Other studies in this area have been about prioritising duplicates for refactoring, as well as guiding the actual refactoring. For example, to guide developers in differentiating duplicates that are more important for refactoring from duplicates that are less important for refactoring, Mandal et al. [108] devised a technique that suggests the refactoring of duplicates that have a tendency of changing together during software evolution. Their technique suggests for refactoring duplicates that co-change without losing similarity, across different revisions of a software system. Both the duplicates that co-change without losing their similarity and the relationships among co-changing duplicates are identified. Then, based on how likely to change the duplicates are, co-changing duplicates and their relationships are ranked for refactoring. Empirical evaluation of the technique on 13 software systems confirmed that co-changing duplicates were good candidates for refactoring.

To advise developers on what duplicates to refactor and how to do the refactoring, Yue et al. [106] proposed an approach that suggests duplicates to be refactored based on information from the present status of a software system as well as information from the past history of a software system. A total of 34 features about the duplicates were used to train the classifier that suggests the duplicates to be refactored. The 34 features are divided as follows: 11 features are about the code that constitutes the duplicates (examples include lines of code in a duplicate, number of tokens in a duplicate, and whether a duplicate is a test code or production code); 6 features are on the history of the duplicates (examples include percentage of developers who have maintained
a particular file, and percentage of commits that changed the file); 6 features are on relative locations of duplicates (for example, whether or not the duplicates are in the same directory, file, class or method); 6 features are on the differences in syntax among the duplicates (for example, number of duplicates in the same duplication class, and proportion of naming differences for variables in a duplication class); and 5 features are about co-evolution of duplicates (for example, percentage of commits that change all duplicates in a particular duplication group).

Experimentation with this approach recorded an F-score of 83% for duplicates within the same project, and an F-score of 76% for duplicates across different projects. This outperformed the state-of-the-art approach described in the work of Wang and Godfrey [107], the classifier in which was trained based on 15 features only, and recorded the F-scores of 70% and 50% respectively for duplicates within the same project and duplicates across different projects.

In a work similar to ours, Fontana et al. [105] proposed a tool called DCRA (Duplicated Code Refactoring Advisor) for advising developers on best ways to refactor pairs of duplicate code in Java systems, focusing on improving the quality of system code. In DCRA, first, a tool called NICAD [76] is used for duplicate detection, and they augment each detected duplicate with information about its location, size, and type. Thereafter, using the information about the location of duplicates and the variables they contain, they suggest possible refactorings for the different duplicate pairs, and rank the suggested refactorings based on the quality of resulting code if the refactorings were applied. Quality is determined in terms of how the resulting refactoring would make good use of three OOP features: encapsulation, inheritance, and polymorphism. The tool also provides the summary of information about the duplicates, showing, among other things, the sizes of duplicates as well as the duplicates which should be most convenient to refactor. The evaluation of DCRA on four software systems gave advises on refactoring for more that 80% of known duplicate pairs, and the application of refactoring advises that were given by DCRA caused 66% of all duplicates across four evaluation systems to be properly refactored.

Tsantalis et al. investigated the use of lambda expressions [113] to support the merging of duplicates. Among other things, the use of lambda expressions was found to be more applicable for merging duplicates in test code than for merging duplicates in production code [110].
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2.4.2 Removing duplication in test code

Various refactorings on test code were proposed by Van Deursen et al. [114]. For duplication in test code, in particular, they suggested the use of Extract Method [71], if duplication is in the same test class. For cross-class duplicated test code, however, they suggested mimicking the hierarchy of production classes in the hierarchy of test classes. For example, in some context, it might be helpful to move duplicated test code from two different test classes into a common class.

Various studies have applied the refactorings by Van Deursen et al. to refactor duplication in test code. Here, we give two examples of such application, one in the context of JUnit test suites and another one in the context of domain-specific test suites. Zhao [115] developed a tool called JTestParametrizer that refactors duplicates across pairs of JUnit test methods. First, a refactoring tool called JDeodorant [116] is used to map identical AST nodes and to identify the differences. Then, pairs of AST nodes in duplicate test code are mapped into a unified duplicate tree, and a parametrised utility method is used to combine the differences in behaviour, data and type. Thereafter, parameter values are passed to the extracted utility method to instantiate individual test cases. When evaluated on 5 open-source projects, with a total of 415 duplicate pairs, the tool was able to refactor 65% (268 pairs) of the duplicate pairs, and all the refactored JUnit test methods could be compiled while 94% of the refactored test methods were able to pass when executed. Also, it was noted that using JTestParametrizer for refactoring produced precise test suites.

The removal of duplication in TTCN-3 (a test scripting language used in the telecommunication domain) was investigated in the work of Neukirchen et al. [117]. They proposed different refactorings for TTCN-3 test suites and implemented the various refactorings they proposed in a tool called TREX. Various refactorings for duplicated test code in TTCN-3 test suites were part of a broad array of refactorings proposed in their study. Among other things, they suggested the use of Extract Method to refactor duplicate templates in TTCN-3 test suites. A significant reduction in the number of lines of test code was observed when TREX was used to refactor three different TTCN-3 test suites; changeability of the evaluation test suites was also improved.
2.4.3 Test Suite Reduction

The body of work on Test Suite Reduction (TSR) \cite{118}, too, exploits duplication to determine a representative subset of tests that covers a whole test suite. The goal of TSR is to minimize both the size of the test suite and the time required to execute tests within the suite. Reduction of test execution time is especially important if fast feedback cycles are required by developers. The TSR problem can be summarised as follows:

*Given a test suite $T$ and a set of testing requirements $R_n$, the TSR problem is about finding $T_i \subseteq T$ such that $T_i$ can still satisfy $R_n$.*

A testing requirement $r_i \subseteq R_n$ is often expressed in terms of the amount of coverage that is regard as adequate for a particular component of the program under test. The result of a TSR process is a subset of a whole test suite in which duplicate test cases (multiple test cases covering the same testing requirements) have been removed.

Various TSR techniques proposed in the literature remove whole test cases from the test suites, and rely on the availability of coverage information. An example of TSR techniques that use coverage information to remove whole test cases from the suite is in the work of Smith *et al.* \cite{119} who devised a TSR technique that works as follows: First, the code under test is instrumented so that the call tree associated with an execution of each test in a suite can be constructed when tests are executed. Then, tests are executed, creating a call tree, in which a node is created for each test case, and a path under each test node—formed by a sequence of method calls associated with the execution of a test—forms a unique test requirement for the program under test. Thereafter, a greedy heuristic algorithm \cite{120} is applied on call trees to compute representative subsets of whole test suites. When applied on the evaluation case study, this technique reduced the tests in the suite by 45% and had a 82% reduction in execution time.

Realising that it can be time consuming and hard to collect, store and keep coverage information updated, Zhang *et al.* \cite{121} proposed the TSR technique that works as follows to remove whole test cases from a suite: First, it constructs static call graphs to represent the relationships between tests in a suite and the system under test. Then, the greedy algorithm \cite{120} is applied on static call graphs to identify tests that test the same part of the production code. This process enables the removal of duplicate whole test cases, producing a representative subset of an entire test suite.
Other TSR techniques in the literature seek to remove partial duplication among test cases in a suite. For example, by focusing on partial duplication among test cases, Vahabzadeh et al. [122] proposed a tool called TESTLER that performs TSR with an aim of removing duplicated statements in JUnit tests. Specifically, to avoid unnecessary loss of whole test cases while paying attention to the possibility of partial duplication among test cases in a suite, their technique analyse test execution information to model the relationships between statements in individual test cases and test states, enabling the re-arranging, identification and removal of duplicate statements in tests. When the technique was evaluated on 15 open-source projects, 43% of duplicate test statements were removed, which reduced tests with partial duplication by 52% and test execution time by up to 37%.

2.4.4 Removing duplication in natural language tests

To produce components that can be reused across multiple tests, Hauptmann et al. [123] used grammar inference algorithms to extract and group together test steps resulting from partial duplication between automated system tests expressed in a natural language [124]. Information such as the number of steps in a reuse component and the number of references to it are used by maintenance engineers to decide on suitable ways to refactor steps that are duplicated across several test cases. They first perform detection and annotation of all duplicates in a test suite. Then, by presenting test steps as sequences of tokens, they convert an entire test suite into input sequences for a grammar inference algorithm called Sequitur [125]. Modelling the provided input sequences by detecting recurring token sequences, Sequitur produces a grammar which is used to reconstruct the test suite in which steps duplicated across multiple test cases are grouped into reuse components. Applied on an industry case study, this approach helped human engineers in understanding how tests were internally structured and in removing duplicates from the evaluation test suite.

Devaki et al. [126] investigated the merging of Graphical User Interface (GUI) tests that contain identical steps. Their technique compares states induced by tests at runtime to detect partial duplication between steps from different test cases in a test suite. Then, the test cases with duplicated steps are merged into a single test case in which duplicated steps are executed only once. When the technique was evaluated on five web applications (four open source and one proprietary) with a total of more than
3300 tests that consisted of 19600 test steps, the number of test steps were reduced by 29% and the test execution time was reduced by 39%.

2.4.5 Assessing the quality of tests and requirements

Various studies have investigated metrics for assessing and improving the quality of test suites. Tengeri et al. [127] devised a method to assess and improve the quality of test suites. The method goes beyond the use of the traditional code coverage proportions when assessing the quality of a test suite. To use the method, one has to start by setting an improvement goal (e.g. removing duplicate test cases, improving coverage of some parts of code, etc.). Then a granularity of focus is chosen; it can be coarse (e.g functional level) or fine (e.g statement level). After the granularity of focus is chosen, the tests are executed, different metrics are computed based on coverage information gathered through test execution, and the results of the metrics are used to inform the process of updating tests and code.

The study defined five different metrics that are computed from coverage information, and can be used to assess the quality of a test suite. The metrics are computed for pairs of test groups (a subset of test cases in a suite that tests a particular functionality) and code groups (code elements that implement a particular functionality). The first metric is about coverage of a test group for a particular code group: the ratio of the number of elements in a code group that are covered by tests in a test group to the total number of code elements in a code group. The second metric is about partition which differentiates elements of the code group based on tests that cover them; elements with the same coverage information are indistinguishable and thus they belong to the same partition. The third metric is about tests per program elements which is the ratio of the number of test cases in a test group to the number of elements in a code group; it tests the extent to which tests are unique and efficient. The fourth metric is about specialization of a test group and it is computed as the ratio of number of test cases in a test group that cover elements of a particular code group to the number of all test cases in the whole test suite that cover elements of a particular code group. The fifth metric is about uniqueness of tests for a particular code group which is computed as the ratio of the number of elements in a code group that are only covered by a test group to the number of all code elements covered by a test group. During evaluation, it was observed that the method did improve various metrics computed for the test suite.
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of the evaluation system.

A study by Palomba et al. [128] found that test cohesion and test coupling are important criteria for increasing the quality of automatically generated test cases, and included these criteria in their algorithm for search-based test case generation. Meszaros [129] defines test cohesion and coupling as follows: Test cohesion refers to the simplicity of a test case—a highly cohesive test case should not be involved in the verification of a lot of functionality. Test coupling, on the other hand, measures the extent to which tests overlap with each other. Easily maintainable tests should have low cohesion values. Improvement in quality of automatically generated test cases was observed when the two criteria were incorporated in the algorithm for automatic generation of test cases using EvoSuite [130].

Daka et al. [131] used human judgement to develop a model for assessing the readability of unit tests, and then applied this model to generate readable unit tests. Crowdsourced humans were used to rate the readability of tests on a five point scale (1 to 5). This formed a ground truth indicating the readability of various unit tests. After that, 24 various structural, complexity, and code density unit test features were selected and used to build the model. When applied on the human-judged ground truth for unit tests readability, the model was found to be in agreement with humans by 89%. Moreover, using the model to augment automatic generation of unit tests, it was found that more readable unit tests were generated, and the speed at which humans could answer questions about maintenance increased by 14% without losing accuracy.

There have been a small number of attempts to assess the quality of natural language tests and requirements through the notion of smells. Hauptmann et al. [132] used their experience of evaluating the quality of tests of industrial systems to propose a set of seven smells in manual tests expressed in a natural language. They also describe the activities (test maintenance, execution, or understanding) that are negatively impacted by each smell they propose. For example, for the smell about duplication in tests, they state that it negatively affects comprehension and maintenance of tests. They also devised approaches to detect each of the seven smells they proposed. For instance, they suggest the use of substring matching to detect duplication in tests. By applying their smell detection approaches, they were able to detect smells in seven industrial test suites.

The work of Femmer et al. [133] proposed nine smells in natural language requirements, and devised the methods for detection of the proposed smells. The detection
methods were implemented in a tool called Smella which parses the requirements expressed in various formats (Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel, PDF, plain text, and CSV) producing plain text; annotates the language used to express the requirements with meta-data that indicate, among other things, the roles of words (e.g adjective, possessive pronoun, etc.) in sentences; use annotations on requirements to detect smells; and presents the results of the smell detection process in a human-readable format. When evaluated on four systems (three industry and one academia), Smella detected smells in natural language requirements with the precision of 59% and the recall of 82%.

Table 2.4 summarises work on removing duplication in software systems, as well as assessing and improving the quality of test suites and software requirements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/n</th>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Example Citations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Removing duplication in production code</td>
<td>[112, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Removing duplication in test code</td>
<td>[114, 115, 117]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Test Suite Reduction</td>
<td>[119, 121, 122]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Removing duplication in natural language tests</td>
<td>[123, 126]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Assessing the quality of tests and requirements</td>
<td>[127, 128, 131, 132, 133]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.4: Approaches for removing duplication, as well as assessing and improving the quality of test suites and requirements

2.5 Analysis and Improvement of BDD Specifications

We also wanted to discover whether the detection and removal of duplicate BDD scenarios has been addressed by the existing studies on BDD. What we discuss next is the work on analysis of BDD specifications. In particular, we pay attention to studies on quality and maintenance of BDD feature suites.

There have been attempts to define quality in the context of BDD feature suites. Oliveira et al. [134] defined 8 quality attributes for BDD scenarios and devised a checklist with
12 questions to assist human engineers in evaluating the quality of BDD scenarios. This was a result of interviews with 18 BDD practitioners who gave opinions on quality attributes obtained from the literature on requirement engineering [135, 136] and user stories [137], as well as their (interviewees) other personal criteria for good quality BDD scenarios. Specifically, the following were found to be attributes of a good quality BDD scenario:

1. **Essential**: A BDD scenario should be concise enough by including only essential information in its steps’ text.

2. **Focused**: A BDD scenario should be declarative, by stating what the scenario should do rather than how to do it.

3. **Singular**: A BDD scenario should have one clearly stated purpose—it should test only one thing.

4. **Clear**: A BDD scenario should be unambiguous and understandable to all project stakeholders.

5. **Complete**: Steps of a BDD scenario should have enough information that makes them easy to follow, and a set of scenarios in a feature should cover the feature as high as possible.

6. **Unique**: A BDD scenario should test something different from all other scenarios in a feature.

7. **Ubiquitous**: A BDD scenario should consistently use domain terms that are understandable to all project stakeholders.

8. **Integrous**: A BDD scenario should properly follow rules of a Gherkin language: A *Given* step should describe the pre-conditions, should come before *When* and *Then* steps, and should be in past tense. A *When* step should describe events, should come before *Then* step but after *Given* step, and should be in present tense. A *Then* step should describe the post-conditions, should come after *Given* and *When* steps, and should be in future tense.

As well, of the 12 questions on the checklist they proposed for evaluating the quality of BDD scenarios, 2 questions are for evaluating quality at a feature level, 6 questions are for evaluating quality at a scenario level, and 4 questions are for evaluating quality at a step level.
Moreover, a section of studies has focused on enforcing quality in software systems that employ BDD, by encouraging high coverage of production code by the associated BDD scenarios, as well as high reusability within BDD feature suites. Diepenbeck et al. [138] proposed an approach for increasing the coverage of BDD tests by generating BDD scenarios for uncovered production code. They first conducted an empirical study on several versions of two BDD projects, and found that coverage of production code by the projects’ BDD scenarios decreased as the projects evolved over time. Based on this finding, they devised a technique to automatically generate BDD scenarios to cover the uncovered production code. They follow a two-stage process to generate BDD scenarios for uncovered production code: global coverage in which they ensure that all uncovered production methods are called by the glue code, and local coverage which focuses on covering lines in the production code that remain uncovered even after the global coverage stage. To create new BDD scenarios for uncovered production code, they introduce a notion of feature graph, a graph of all features and their associated scenarios in a BDD feature suite whose vertices represent system states and edges represent scenarios’ steps. When generating scenarios for the uncovered production code, their approach first attempts to use the existing steps from the feature graph before resorting to generating new steps, particularly when the existing steps cannot cover specific part(s) of the production code.

To understand the potential for reuse amongst BDD feature suites, Irshad [139] used both the Normalised Compression Distance (NCD) algorithm and the Similarity Ratio (SR) algorithm to detect similarity between pairs of BDD scenarios. While the NCD algorithm was adapted from the literature [140], the SR was specifically proposed in their work. According to [140, 139], NCD is computed as shown in equation 2.4, where Z represents a compression algorithm, Z(x) and Z(y) respectively represent the sizes of datasets x and y after compression, Z(xy) represents the compressed size for the concatenation of datasets x and y, and min and max respectively are the functions for determining the minimum and maximum of given values.

\[
NCD = \frac{Z(xy) - \min\{Z(x), Z(y)\}}{\max\{Z(x), Z(y)\}}
\]  

(2.4)

NCD values can be in the range [0, 1], where 0 indicates that two entities are completely identical, 1 indicates that two entities are completely different, and a value between 0 and 1 represents the distance between the two entities.
SR is computed as shown in equation \(2.5\). SR values are also in the range \([0, 1]\) where 0 indicates that the two BDD scenarios do not have any step in common, and 1 indicates that all of the steps in the shorter BDD scenario are also in the longer BDD scenario.

\[
SR = \frac{\text{Number of similar steps in the two BDD scenarios}}{\text{Number of steps in the shorter BDD scenario}}
\]  

When evaluated on BDD feature suites for two industry systems (one with 72 BDD scenarios, and another one with BDD 15 scenarios), SR slightly outperformed NCD in detecting similarity between BDD scenarios. SR could detect the false positives and false negatives that were observed when NCD was applied. Both approaches, however, produced the results that highly matched the opinions of domain experts. It was generally learned that there is a potential for reuse of steps and other facets in BDD feature suites.

In another work, Landhauer and Genaid [141] developed a tool called F-TRec (Functional Test Recommender) that builds a knowledgebase consisting of user stories, BDD scenarios, glue code, and production code, and the relationships between these artifacts, and then uses the knowledgebase to recommend steps for reuse when new BDD scenarios are being written. During empirical evaluation, their approach recorded a high recall (77.5%) but a low precision (8.68%).

Other authors have investigated how to improve the quality of BDD specifications by reducing maintenance costs that can be caused by such things as duplication and inconsistent updates in BDD projects. Yang et al. [142] studied the maintenance of traceability links between BDD feature files and the associated source code files. They devised a mechanism that can help maintainers to determine the feature files that should be modified when there is a modification in source code files. To detect co-changing patterns between feature files and source code files, they analysed a collection of file changing commits by comparing words from Gherkin feature files to words from Java source files. In particular, they used an NLP (Natural Language Processing) tool called Stanford CoreNLP [143] to extract from Gherkin feature files words that were either nouns or verbs. They focused on nouns and verbs because other types of words are not commonly used in Java [144] and they wanted to compare words from Gherkin feature files to words from Java files. A Java parser was used to identify and eliminate keywords that are specific to the Java language (for example, public, private, import, etc.). The words that remained after eliminating Java keywords formed a set of words
for comparison with words extracted from Gherkin feature files. After keywords from each pair of co-changing files were identified, they computed the Cosine Similarity measures \[^{145}\] for strings of words in pairs of co-changing files. A Cosine Similarity of above 95% was used to identify co-changing files. This approach was able to detect co-changing files with 79% accuracy.

Moreover, based on the patterns of co-changes that were observed in feature files and source code files, they also proposed a Random Forest \[^{146}\] model for predicting when to modify feature files before committing changes resulting from modification of source code. Their prediction model scored an AUC (Area Under the Curve) of 0.77. As well, they also found that the number of files of test code that are added as part of a commit, the number of other files that are modified as part of a commit, the number of files of test code that are renamed as part of a commit, and number of lines of code deleted from source code in a commit give best prediction of co-changes between feature files and source code files.

Suan \[^{33}\] devised the techniques for detection and removal of textual duplication in BDD feature suites. They use identical text to detect exact matching of various elements (feature/scenario/scenario outline titles, backgrounds, steps, etc.) in Gherkin features. They also use a Dice Coefficient (DC) \[^{147}\] algorithm to detect duplicates that are textually different. DC can be computed as shown in equation 2.6, where L1 is the number of terms in the first text, L2 is the number of terms in the second text, and C is the number terms that are common across the two texts, L1 and L2. For the purpose of the duplication detection algorithm, the terms in the text are expressed in the form of bigrams (consecutive units of words, letters, syllables, etc.)

\[
DC = \frac{2 \times C}{L1 + L2} \tag{2.6}
\]

The study also suggested the following four different refactorings for the duplicates that their approach detects in BDD feature suites. The first one is about renaming of Gherkin elements, and it is applied on Gherkin elements that have unnecessary exact matching. For example, when two different scenarios in the same feature have the same title, it may be appropriate to rename the title for one of the scenarios. The second refactoring is about removing of Gherkin elements, which is applied on exact matches of Gherkin elements when one of them is clearly unwanted. For example, when a feature has two textually identical scenarios, one of them can be removed. Third
2.6. RESEARCH GAP

Essentially, the state-of-the-art techniques on duplication detection (refer to Section 2.3) have successfully located duplicates in program code. Detecting duplication in BDD specifications, however, poses specific challenges that naive application of these techniques do not address. As described in Section 1.1, BDD scenarios are expressed using a natural language, containing semi-structured elements and only minimal syntactic rules. The meaning of these semi-structured elements is defined by an accompanying body of code (so-called glue code) that must be supplied alongside them. Any attempt to detect duplicates in BDD specifications must take into account both these elements.

More radically, much duplicate detection in the context of program code is based around the idea of clone detection. While cloning is almost certainly used in the creation of BDD specifications, it is not the main issue of concern. BDD scenarios often exhibit high degrees of textual similarity—almost by definition. Within a feature file, each scenario should express a different aspect of the functionality, typically targeted at discontinuities in the functionality being specified: for example, defining the boundaries of what is acceptable behaviour, and the response of the system to erroneous inputs. These scenarios will typically contain very similar Given and When steps, with only the parameter values (the values matched by the regular expression groups in the step definitions) differing. Far from being problematic, such reuse of step definitions is

is migrating to Background of certain Gherkin elements, and it is applied when certain Given steps are repeated across all scenarios of a particular feature. The fourth refactoring is about combining of some Gherkin elements, and it is applied on similar scenarios that differ only in terms of inputs and outputs. Such scenarios can be combined into a single scenario outline.

Of all the duplicates detected by SEED (the tool implemented as part of their study) during evaluation, 11% were also detected by human experts, 40% were the duplicates that should have been detected by human experts but there were no evidence that the human experts could also detect them as duplicates, and 49% were false positives returned by SEED. Also, 81.8% of the refactorings suggested by SEED were in agreement with the suggestions of human experts, and were mostly about removal and renaming of duplicates.
important in keeping the BDD specification manageable and comprehensible. In BDD, we effectively create a language of common domain concepts that are important to the (eventual) users of the system. A coherent domain language cannot emerge from this process unless we are disciplined about refining and reusing step definitions wherever possible throughout the specification (except where the effect on readability negates the benefits of the reuse).

Therefore, the detection of clones in BDD scenarios is unlikely to be helpful. We need to be able to detect the kind of duplication that indicates redundancy in the BDD specification: when two or more scenarios describe the same piece of functionality. As discussed in Section 1.2 such redundancy has a high cost for teams using BDD, leading to slower QA feedback cycles, increased effort needed to comprehend and change the specification, and even in some cases to frozen functionality.

Considering the static analysis duplicate detection approaches (refer to Section 2.3.1), as observed by Juergens et al. [148] and Su et al. [95], static analysis approaches can be poor at revealing code with same behaviour since they solely depend on common intermediate program representations (for example, ASTs for tree-based techniques) for duplicate detection, when code with the same behaviour can have different intermediate representations. Consequently, this renders static analysis approaches unsuitable for detecting semantically equivalent BDD scenarios.

Furthermore, both the dynamic analysis approaches (see Section 2.3.2) and the approaches that combine static and dynamic analysis (see Section 2.3.3) generally rely on input-output comparison to detect duplication. Nevertheless, as noted by Su et al. [103, 95], deciding the extent of input-output similarity that is required to suggest duplication between programs is not easy. In Object Oriented Programming (OOP) languages, for example, domain-specific types can cause duplicate code to be immune to detection through input-output similarity analysis. As such, focusing on externally observable behaviours only (input and output) while ignoring information about internal execution behaviour of a program can miss important information required to indicate the presence of duplication.

As for the attempts to detect duplication in BDD specifications, the techniques proposed by Suan [33] and in the work of Irshad [139] can only detect textually similar duplicates. To the best of our knowledge, the work in this thesis is the first attempt to detect semantically equivalent BDD scenarios.
Regarding duplication removal, the following are the limitations we deduce from the literature. All of the techniques discussed in Section 2.4.1, Section 2.4.2 and Section 2.4.3 focus on removing duplicates in production code or test code expressed in typical programming languages, not duplicates expressed in a natural language, as is the case for BDD scenarios. Moreover, the contexts of the studies about the removal of duplicates in tests expressed in a natural language (refer Section 2.4.4) relate to ours in a sense that they were also working with tests expressed in natural language. However, these studies have focused on extracting repeated steps within tests, rather than working out which complete test is redundant and can be removed. They also do not offer a set of quality criteria that can be used to guarantee whole test suite quality when making decisions regarding which duplicate BDD scenarios to remove. Also, all of the options for refactoring duplicates in BDD feature suites, as proposed in the work of Suan [33] can only be applied on exact matches of texts in BDD scenarios. They cannot be applied on the context of removing semantically equivalent but textually different BDD scenarios from a feature suite.

More specifically, deciding which of the semantically equivalent but textually different BDD scenarios to remove can be a daunting task. It can require consideration of various aspects of a BDD specification, including the need to preserve the overall quality of a feature suite after the removal of a duplicate scenario. To the best of our knowledge, existing techniques do not offer that support, and ours is the first attempt to use quality metrics of BDD suites to advise human engineers on what duplicate scenarios should be removed.

2.7 Summary

Figure 2.2 summarises the literature we surveyed. As it can be seen from the sizes of the cycles in Figure 2.2, while there is a relatively large amount of work on duplicate detection and removal in software artefacts other than BDD, a relatively small amount of work has focused on analysing and improving the quality of BDD specifications. Further, of all the studies we found on analysing and improving the quality of BDD specifications, only two studies [33,139] attempted to detect and remove duplication in BDD specifications. We next present the summary of answers for the different specific questions that were of interest during literature survey.
We have started by providing evidence that duplication exists in software systems, the reasons why duplication gets introduced into software systems, and the consequences of the presence of duplication in software systems. We found that duplication can be introduced deliberately into a software system, to serve specific design, development and maintenance purposes; but it can also be introduced accidentally due to various project and team factors. We observed that, irrespective of the motivation, the consequences of duplication can be serious, negatively impacting the maintenance of a software.

We then presented existing duplicate detection approaches and techniques, and discussed their limitations on the problem of detecting semantic duplication in BDD specifications. We noted that specialised techniques, that take into account the typical structure of a BDD project and how various artifacts are presented in a project,
are required to effectively detect semantically equivalent BDD scenarios. We also reviewed the existing literature on duplicate removal in software systems, to determine if existing techniques can be used to advise which BDD scenario should be removed, after semantically equivalent BDD scenarios have been detected. We conclude that the decision on which duplicate BDD scenarios to remove should take into account various aspects of the BDD suite, but existing duplicate removal techniques do not offer that capability.

Finally, we surveyed the literature on analysis and improvement of BDD specifications, to determine, among other things, if the problem of detecting and removing semantic duplication in BDD suites has been studied. We found that existing research on duplicate detection in BDD has focused on detecting textual similarity in BDD feature suites and, because of that, semantically equivalent but textually dissimilar duplicates cannot be detected by the techniques proposed in the literature. Specifically, we found no study focusing on the detection and removal of semantically equivalent but (possibly) textually different BDD scenarios. We conclude that there is lack of techniques to detect and remove semantically equivalent BDD scenarios, to support the work of BDD practitioners.
Chapter 3

Challenges and Opportunities for Maintaining BDD Suites

3.1 Introduction

As the BDD technique has entered its second decade of use, a considerable body of experience has been built up by practitioners, and lessons have been learnt about both the strengths and the challenges involved in its practical application. Anecdotal evidence from the software engineers we have worked with suggest that the maintenance challenges, in particular, can be severe, and are leading some teams to drop the technique and to return to technology-facing automated testing to play the role of their BDD specifications. However, to the best of our knowledge, no empirical studies have been undertaken by the academic community to capture these lessons and to understand how research might be able to address some of the problems encountered by users of large BDD specifications over the long term.

In the present chapter, we want to understand if duplicates are a problem for maintainers of BDD specifications, and we want to discover whether that is the case before we spend much effort on solving it. To that end, we set out to answer the following research questions (RQs):

- **RQ1**: Is BDD in a considerable active use in industry at present?
- **RQ2**: What are the perceived benefits and challenges involved in using BDD?
- **RQ3**: What are the maintenance challenges reported amongst the issues raised
3.2 Study Design

This section presents the survey design, the process we used to recruit respondents, and the approach we used to analyse survey data.

3.2.1 Survey Design

To attract more responses and yet ensure that aspects of interest are well captured, we designed a short web survey with 18 questions. The first 14 questions covered the extent of use of BDD in different types of organisation, the benefits and challenges involved in using BDD, as well as the presence of duplication in respondents’ BDD specifications and how it is dealt with. The other 4 questions were about respondents’ demographics respectively: Name, Email, Job Title, and Organisation Name. Refer to Appendix A.1 for the full list of questions.

Whereas Q1-Q5, Q9, and Q11-Q13 were single choice questions, Q6-Q8 and Q10
were multiple choice questions. An “other(s)” option on all single choice and multi-
ple choice questions allowed respondents to report other important information that
might not have been well covered in the choices we gave. All demographics questions
accepted free text responses, and were optional.

To avoid redundant and useless questions on the survey, and with an aim of produc-
ing a short survey that would attract more responses, the survey was designed in such
a way that each non-demographic question would be used to solicit evidence for an-
swering at least one of the four research questions posed in section 3.1. Figure 3.1
provides the mappings between the research questions (RQs) in section 3.1 and the
non-demographic questions (Qs) on the survey in Appendix A.1. Specifically, re-
sponses to Q1-Q4 and Q6 were used as evidence for answering RQ1. (Though Q1
in the survey is a demographic-like question, the organisation types obtained through
responses to Q1 were used alongside responses to other questions to understand the
activeness of BDD use in different types of organisation.)

Moreover, responses to Q5, Q7-Q8 as well as some of the responses to Q14 were used
as evidence for answering RQ2. Responses to Q10-Q13 were used as evidence for
answering RQ4. To answer RQ3, both the free text responses obtained through the
“other” option in Q8 and the free text responses to Q14 were analysed for evidence
about the prominence of maintenance challenges amongst the issues reported by BDD
practitioners. Q9 was used to gather evidence about typical sizes of BDD specifications
that are likely to pose the maintenance challenges that we focus on in RQ3 and RQ4.

The survey was reviewed by a senior academic from our school who has experience
in doing survey research. It was designed and deployed using SelectSurvey.NET\(^1\), an
instance of which is available for use on our university servers. Our respondents took
an average of 10 minutes to complete the survey, and we received responses over the
period of more than 2 and a half months from July 2017.

3.2.2 Recruitment of Respondents

Developers of BDD projects and other members of industry agile teams who had ever
used BDD, or were using BDD at the time of our survey, were our targets. The survey
was distributed through a convenience sample of online agile discussion groups and

\(^1\)http://selectsurvey.net/
personal emails. Though it reduces generalizability of findings, convenience sampling is appropriate when random sampling is practically impossible [149, 150]. The survey was accessed and completed through a web link. We also encouraged respondents to pass the survey on to others, and so some of our respondents might have been recruited through snowballing. A similar method of recruiting survey respondents was used by Kochhar et al. [151], and Witschey et al. [150].

We began by posting the survey on online communities where BDD topics are discussed. The following Google groups were targeted: Behaviour Driven Development Google group, Cucumber Google group, and BDD Security Google group. After learning about the survey through one of these groups, the Editor in Chief of BDD Addict [152], a monthly newsletter about BDD, included the survey in the July 2017 issue, in order to reach a wider BDD community. The survey was also shared with the following twitter communities: Agile Alliance, Agile Connection, Agile For All, Scrum Alliance, Master Scrum, RSpec—BDD for Ruby, my twitter account and the twitter account for one of my supervisors.

We further identified email addresses of contributors to BDD projects on GitHub.com, and sent them personalized requests to complete our survey. Relevant projects were
identified using the keywords “Behaviour Driven Development”, “Behavior Driven Development”, and “BDD”; we extracted the public email addresses of contributors from the resulting projects, up to and including the 5th page (10 results per page). (We selected this limit after manual examination of the usefulness of email addresses on later pages for a sample of projects. Pages 6 onward consisted of either trivial, demonstration, or empty project repositories, and thus owners of and contributors to these projects were considered to be less appropriate for this particular survey, and therefore their emails were deemed less useful.) We also searched for projects with keywords based on the names of the tools mentioned in the survey: namely, Cucumber, FitNesse, JBehave, Concordion, Spock, easyb, and Specflow. In total, 716 email addresses were identified and contacted about the survey.

3.2.3 Survey Respondents and Data Analysis Approach

This section presents the demographics of survey respondents, the different ways we use to present evidence required to answer RQ1, RQ2 and RQ4, and the approach we use to analyse free text responses required to answer RQ3.

Analysis of Data about Respondents

Of the 566 people who viewed the survey, 82 began to complete it out of whom 75 submitted responses to the main questions (questions not focusing on respondents’ demographics, i.e., Q2-Q14 in Appendix A.1). We hereafter refer to the 75 respondents as R1 to R75. Further, 11 out of the 13 (84.6%) main questions were completed by all the 75 respondents. We used IP Address Geographical Location Finder to approximate the geographical locations of respondents, and Table 3.1 shows the distribution of respondents by continent. A similar approach to identifying the locations of survey respondents was used by Garousi and Zhi whereby the analysis of IP addresses was used to determine the countries from which survey responses came from [8].

The types of organizations the respondents worked for were distributed as shown in Table 3.2. 44 participants gave the role they held in their organization, and most were in senior positions. However, the remaining 31 preferred not to state their roles, probably because we explicitly stated that identifying information was optional.

2http://www.ipfingerprints.com/geolocation.php
3.2. STUDY DESIGN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Continent</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>65.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zealandia</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>75</strong></td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Survey on BDD maintenance challenges: Distribution of respondents by continent

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organisation Type</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Public</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sole Trader</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did not say</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>75</strong></td>
<td><strong>100</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Survey on BDD maintenance challenges: Distribution of respondents’ organisations

Table 3.3 shows the distribution of job roles for the respondents.

**Analysis of Responses to Non-demographic Survey Questions**

We received a total of 82 responses. We removed 7 responses in which respondents had completed only demographics data, leaving 75 valid responses. We used charts, tables, and summary of “other” comments on specific survey questions to present the responses.

To be able to identify the maintenance challenges amongst the issues reported by BDD practitioners, as required in RQ3, we used the thematic analysis guidelines by Braun and Clarke [153] to analyse free text data obtained through the “other” option in Q8.
Table 3.3: Survey on BDD maintenance challenges: Distribution of job roles of respondents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Software Engineers/Architects</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>26.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality Assurance Engineers/Business Analysts</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team Lead/DevOps Tech Lead</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consultant</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chief Executive Officer (CEO)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chief Technology Officer (CTO)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Researcher</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did not say</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>41.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>75</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

on the survey and all free text responses to Q14 on the survey. The thematic analysis approach presented by Braun and Clarke involves six phases [153, 154]:

1. **Familiarisation with the data**: This involves actively passing through the data, trying to make sense of them and to get an initial impression about the data.

2. **Producing initial codes**: At this stage, initial codes are produced, after an initial pass through in phase 1. “Coding reduces lots of data into small chunks of meaning” (Maguire and Delahunt [154], p.5).

3. **Looking for themes**: During this phase, related codes are sorted into possible themes. “A theme is a pattern that captures something significant or interesting about the data and/or research question” (Maguire and Delahunt [154], p.6). Extracts of data from which the codes were produced are also placed alongside the themes.

4. **Review of themes**: This phase involves the review of potential themes identified in phase 3, to determine, among other things, how well the identified themes are properly supported by the data extracts. It can involve merging of themes, creating new themes, or relocating codes and data extracts to other themes.

5. **Definition and naming of themes**: This involves further definition and refinement of themes identified through the previous phases. Both the core of each theme as well as facets of the dataset covered by each theme are identified. It also includes the analysis of the narrative of each theme, to determine how well each theme fits into the broader narrative to be told from the dataset, and how
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well the broader narrative from the dataset fits into the research question.

6. **Report writing:** This involves reporting the outcomes of a thematic analysis, using a coherent and consistent story, and with the support of data extracts that help to strengthen the narrative.

There were 17 free text responses obtained through the “other” option in Q8, and 17 free text responses obtained through Q14. It is these 34 free text responses that were subjected to a thematic analysis. In particular, we conducted the *theoretical thematic analysis* [154] in which data analysis is guided by the research question. In our case, the research question was about the challenges involved in using BDD, from a practitioner’s perspective.

Data coding started after we had gone through the data to become familiar with it and to draw some initial impressions about it. We coded everything in the text that related to BDD challenges. We used open coding—we had no predetermined codes. Table A.1 shows the codes we assigned to the various challenges reported by BDD practitioners who responded to our survey. After coding, we grouped related codes together to form the list of initial themes (see Table A.2). Thereafter, the initial themes and their associated codes were iteratively refined to produce the final list of themes, which we present as part of results (see Section 3.3.2 and Section 3.3.3). We considered a theme to be important if it had more than one code under it.

### 3.2.4 Ethical Considerations

At the time we undertook the survey, our University did not require ethical approval for surveys requesting only professional opinions from participants. We took a conservative approach, that went beyond these requirements, and designed the survey to ensure anonymity of participants and proper use of data collected through the survey. In particular, we kept any identifying information optional, and clearly stated this at the beginning of the survey, and in all survey completion invitations. We also stated clearly, on the survey and in the survey completion requests about the purpose of our research and how we intended to use survey data. In addition, participation in the survey was completely optional.
3.3 Results

This section presents the extent of BDD use amongst the BDD practitioners who responded to our survey, the perceived importance and benefits of BDD amongst respondents, and the challenges faced by respondents in using the BDD technique and maintaining BDD specifications. Here, we present the results for the different survey questions (Qs) as we obtained them, with the significance of results being discussed in Section 3.4.

3.3.1 RQ1. Extent of Active Use of BDD

Extent of BDD Use in Various Types of Organizations (Q1, Q2, & Q3)

Figure 3.2 shows the extent of BDD use in the organisations that respondents worked for. By comparing the extent of BDD use in different types of organisation, we found that, among the organisations the survey respondents worked for, BDD is used more in private organisations than in other types of organisation (see Figure 3.3). Figure 3.4 summarises responses as to whether BDD is a mandatory or optional tool for organisations.

Tools Used by Industry Teams to Support BDD and ATDD (Q6)

Respondents use the tools in Figure 3.5.

Plans to Use BDD in the Future (Q4)

Almost half of the respondents said that their organisations will use BDD as an optional tool on some projects in the future, while more than a quarter of the respondents said that it will be used as a key tool on all projects. Figure 3.6 summarizes the responses on planned future BDD use.
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Figure 3.2: Extent of BDD use

Figure 3.3: Extent of BDD use by type of organisation
Figure 3.4: Extent to which use of BDD is mandated by organisations

Figure 3.5: BDD Tools used by respondents
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3.3.2 RQ2. Perceived Benefits and Challenges Involved in Using BDD

Perceived Importance and Benefits of BDD (Q5 & Q7)

Fig. 3.7 presents the perceived importance of BDD use by the respondents. The views given under “other” were:

- “Personally I find it very important, my clients though have different opinions. Usually it requires a certain collaboration within the organization which is hard to establish. It is not the tool that is hard to use, but more the people to get into this workflow.”

- “BDD enables teams to write standard tests that are more expressive.”

Respondents’ opinions on the benefits of BDD are presented in Table 3.4. As the results show, respondents value the communication aspects of BDD, but also the benefits to developers in gaining early warning signals of problems.

Under “other”, respondents listed the following additional benefits:
BDD offers an improved way of documenting the software and the associated code:

- “Living documentation that evolves with the system over time”
- “Documentation is a working code”

Simplifies and enriches software testing activities:

- “Helps QA team to write tests without code implementation details”
- “Make possible fullstack tests, differently from unit tests.”
- “Reusable, finite set of steps used by test developers”

Improves software designs by facilitating domain knowledge capture:

- “primarily a design tool → it enables us to gain clarity about the domains at hand, especially at the seams”
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**Challenges Faced by BDD Practitioners (Q8 & Q14)**

Because of the strong emphasis in BDD on collaboration among all project stakeholders, there is a strong interaction between social and technical challenges involved in using the BDD technique. Because of this, we next present the results relating to both kinds of challenge together. However, depending on the context, readers can attempt to draw the line between social and technical BDD challenges.

The challenges faced by BDD practitioners, according to the respondents, are also given in Table 3.4. Respondents thought that the most challenging part of BDD is that it changes the usual approach to team software development. Other challenges reported under the “other” option in Q8 as well as under Q14 were the following (number of codes for each challenge are presented in brackets):

- The collaboration among stakeholders, as required in proper BDD workflows,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benefits of BDD</th>
<th>Rate (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Software specifications are expressed in domain-specific terms, and thus can be</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>easily understood by end users</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improves communication between various project stakeholders</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specifications can be executed to confirm correctness or reveal problematic</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>software behaviour(s)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code intention can be easily understood by maintenance developers</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Could produce better APIs since it emphasizes writing testable code</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attention is paid to validation and proper handling of data</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Challenges of BDD</th>
<th>Rate (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Its use changes the team’s traditional approach to software development, and</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>that can be challenging</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Its benefits are hard to quantify</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It involves a steep learning curve</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It can lower team productivity</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.4: Benefits and challenges of using BDD
can be difficult to establish, or sometimes ignored, leading to future problems or failures (9):

- “Main issue when applying BDD, it to find time to do the three amigos workshop, it is not a tool issue but more a people one” (R67, Crafter & CTO)

- “Needing to involve Business and final users” (R2)

- “It’s a simple concept but can be hard to get right. Many people make the assumption it’s about test automation and try to use like a scripting tool and the project ends in failure” (R12, CEO)

- “Danger (Danger) of confusing the mechanics (automation, written specifications) with the intention (knowledge sharing, structured conversations, discovery of edge cases), focusing too much on the former.” (R24, Agile Principle Consultant)

• Writing or reading tests tends to be counter-intuitive for non-developer stakeholders (6):

- “Make other non-developers read tests. So far I have used BDD for couple of years and even though idea behind it [is] good, people who are not involved in testing are also not interested in test cases no matter how easy-to-read they are.” (R20)

- “it does not succeed at being legible to colleagues outside of software engineering departments” (R19, Software Engineer)

- “BDD practices “by the book” often force domain experts to waste their time and insights trying to think like developers/testers, instead of expressing their needs. Real-world examples often have overwhelming details” (R72, Principal Software Engineer)

• BDD specifications can be hard to comprehend, execute and maintain (10):

- “...Textual specs are too expensive to maintain long-term” (R49, Senior software engineer)

- “BDD is often associated with slow suites. The difficulty of managing duplication is proportional to that slowness. Therefore, as BDD scales, in my opinion it is crucial to find ways to run slow scenarios fast, either by
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reducing their scope, or by running them against multiple configurations of the system covered by the scenarios.” (R28, Developer)

– “Some developers don’t like the duplication that an (can) be created with having BDD separate to unit tests. BDD can also get out of hand and become far too technical and indecipherable by users” (R73, Senior Test Engineer)

– “...tests were very brittle and manual QA types had limited ability to investigate.” (R18, Senior Software Engineer)

– “BDD add unnecessary layer of maintaining specification and make them still readable with clean code.” (R20)

– “All the usual challenges in getting automated testing running and maintained” (R73, Senior Test Engineer)

• Scarcity of skills, training and coaching services about the BDD workflow (6):

  – “requires design skills often absent or not valued” (R65)

  – “It’s hard to find someone who really understand what should be tested by BDD therefore a bunch of developer has negative experience about it. Probably there is no a comprehensive material on the internet that can explain every aspect of BDD.” (R34, CTO)

  – “As with other kinds of testing, the best way to learn is from somebody who has experience. Thus just by downloading a framework, reading a bit and trying, one can produce tests which value is disputable.” (R23, CEO)

  – “there are very few sources about the structuring of *information* and the conveyance of semantic intent...” (R65)

• Setup costs, availability and difficulty in using tools (8):

  – “Productivity is initially (first 6 months) lowered. Beyond that productivity is increased. Every project has a greater setup cost, say 1-3 days to put BDD tooling in place. Hence it is not worth while for trivial projects...” (R60, CTO)

  – “...Writing the DSL is overhead on engineering team...” (R18, Senior Software Engineer)
3.3.3 RQ3. Challenges of Maintaining BDD Specifications

Based on the comprehensive list of challenges involved in using BDD, as presented in Section 3.3.2, this section presents the summary of challenges faced by respondents concerning the maintenance of BDD specifications. Thus, the maintenance challenges presented here are a subset of a comprehensive list of challenges faced by respondents in using BDD.

Size of BDD Suites (Q9)

As noted in Q9 in the survey, the typical sizes of BDD specifications that respondents work with are important in providing the context for the reported maintenance challenges. Clearly, the maintenance challenges reported are likely to be of less significance if typical suites contain numbers of scenarios (i.e., examples) that can be easily managed by hand. Fig. 3.8 shows what the respondents reported as the typical size of the BDD suites they work with. The majority are of the order of 1000 scenarios or less. While a significant minority are considerably large to make manual individual inspection of all scenarios a costly task, it is our view that if manual techniques are used, even a thousand scenarios (or a fraction of them) can be prohibitively expensive to comprehend, maintain and extend.

Maintenance Challenges

We now present a summary of BDD maintenance challenges that were reported by respondents.

As can be noted from the responses describing the general challenges of BDD, respondents mentioned that BDD feature suites suffer from the same kinds of maintenance challenge associated with any other forms of automated testing. Specifically, the maintenance challenges as presented earlier from the survey can be summarised as:

- “Poor tooling” (R45)
- “...Using bdd tools that enable writing tests in human language end up being an overhead” (R75)
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BDD feature suites can be hard to comprehend.

It can be hard to locate sources of faults, especially in large BDD suites.

It can be difficult to change BDD feature suites for the purpose of fault correction, accommodating new requirements, or adapting them to new environment.

It can be hard to make slow BDD feature suites run faster.

The need to maintain BDD feature suites in addition to unit tests.

Coping with the possible complexity of BDD tools.

Duplication detection in BDD specifications.

Duplication management in BDD specifications.

3.3.4 RQ4. Duplication in BDD Suites

We now present the maintenance challenges caused by the presence of duplication in BDD feature suites, the extent to which duplication is present in respondents’ BDD
feature suites, and the current state of practice in the detection and management of duplication in BDD feature suites, as reported by the survey respondents.

**Problems of Duplication (Q10)**

61% of the respondents held the view that the presence of duplication in BDD specifications can cause the specifications to become difficult to extend and change (leading potentially to frozen functionality). Moreover, nearly half of the respondents (49%) said that the presence of duplication in BDD specifications can cause execution of BDD suites to take longer to complete than necessary, and 43% thought that duplication can make it difficult to comprehend BDD specifications. Under “other” (7%), the following problems of duplication in BDD suites were reported:

- The process of duplication detection and management can change the desired software behaviour:
  - “Over refactoring features and scenarios to avoid duplication causes the requirements and their understanding to change from what the Product Owner wants.”

- Difficulty in comprehension and execution of specifications:
  - “Contradicting specifications, if the duplication is not a result of the same team/individual working on it.”
  - “Duplication in specs is usually a sign of incompletely or badly ‘factored’ behaviours, which can lead to overly complicated specs and difficult to set up system state.”

- Necessitates changes in several places in the suite during maintenance and evolution:
  - “Changes required to be done in more than one place. I miss some ‘include’ keyword.”

- It is hard to use existing duplicate detection and management tools to detect and manage duplicates in specifications expressed in a natural language:
  - “if the statements are in English prose basic refactoring tools / copy paste detection / renaming are difficult to catch and maintain.”
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• BDD tests are end-to-end tests that are usually strongly connected to their unit
tests, and that makes the process of detecting duplicate BDD tests difficult:

  – “It’s hard to detect duplication between BDD specs and unit-tests.”

• Difficulty in modelling how the scenarios are executed, and the scenarios can be
very slow and brittle:

  – “…criteria can hold at one level and cascade down - difficult to model
  *how* the scenarios are executed can be very slow and brittle (e.g. web
tests) - hexagonal architecture please”

Presence and extent of duplication (Q11 & Q12)

Figure 3.9 shows the proportions of respondents’ BDD projects with duplication, Figure
3.10 shows the extent to which duplication is present in the respondents’ BDD
projects, and Figure 3.11 cross-compares the presence and extent of duplication in the
respondents’ BDD specifications.

Figure 3.9: Presence of duplication in the respondents’ BDD specifications
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Figure 3.10: Extent of duplication in the respondents’ BDD specifications

Figure 3.11: Presence and extent of duplication in the respondents’ BDD specifications
Detection and Management of Duplication in BDD Specifications (Q13)

We now present the current state of practice in detecting and managing duplication in BDD specifications.

Figure 3.12 summarizes the different methods that respondents use to detect and manage duplication in their BDD specifications. These results suggest that duplication is manageable but costly for respondents. Most respondents who were concerned with duplication (40% of respondents) reported to have been detecting and managing it manually. Also, there was a significant proportion (17%) of respondents who had decided to live with duplication, given the complexity of its detection and management process. So, while about a quarter of respondents (26%) did not regard duplication as a problem, more than a half (57%) of the respondents were concerned with duplication detection and management. Moreover, Figure 3.13 relates the extent of duplication, suite size, and method of duplication detection reported by respondents.

![Figure 3.12: Duplicate detection and management methods](image)

Under “other”, some respondents had the following additional thoughts on how they approach duplication detection and management in their (respondents) BDD specifications:
• “We are looking at ways to automate at least part of the process of finding duplicates”

• “Treat the test code much like the production code. Refactor frequently to control duplication and make test intentions clear”

• “Pay attention to SRP during or after collaborative specification.”

• “We organise the specifications specifically to prevent this (duplication). It would be one of the worst things to happen.”

• “Using jbehave with ‘givenScenario’, we are able to reduce duplication by reusing steps.”

Since some of our respondents might have been previous BDD practitioners who no longer used BDD on any of their projects at the time of completing the survey, we also wanted to know the distribution of duplicate detection methods among active and non-active BDD practitioners who responded to our survey. An active practitioner in this regard is the one who uses BDD in either all projects, or some projects, or a few pilot
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projects. Understanding the distribution of duplicate detection and management methods among active BDD practitioners would give insight into the amount of potential beneficiaries of future automated approaches for detecting and managing duplicates in BDD specifications. Figure 3.14 shows the distribution of duplication detection methods among active and non-active BDD practitioners. Almost 60% of the respondents were active BDD practitioners who either: perform manual inspection to detect duplication in their BDD specifications and thereafter decide on how to manage it; or have decided to live with it, given the complexity of the detection and management process; or are currently looking for an automated solution to detect and manage it. Thus, in Figure 3.14, the group “manual, decided to live with it, or looking for solution” represents respondents who care about duplication detection and management in their (respondents) BDD specifications. On the other hand, the group “don’t regard it as problem” represents respondents who do not care about the detection and management of duplicates in their (respondents) BDD specifications.

![Figure 3.14: Duplication detection methods among active and non-active BDD practitioners](image)

Figure 3.14: Duplication detection methods among active and non-active BDD practitioners
3.4 Discussion

This section discusses the significance of the results, providing answers to the research questions in section 3.1. The results’ validity threats and mitigation strategies are discussed later in section 3.6.

RQ1: Is BDD in a considerable active use in industry at present? To explain the activeness of BDD use in industry, we use the theory of vertical (or explicit) and horizontal (or implicit) use by Iivari et al. [155, 156]. Vertical use expresses the degree of rigour with which a particular method is followed, eg., strict adherence to the method’s documentation or partial adherence. Horizontal use, on the other hand, refers to the use of a method across multiple teams and projects in an organization after initial adoption, learning, and internalization.

In our study, the following is how we relate survey responses to the theory of vertical/horizontal use: with respect to horizontal use, for a range of organisation types, we pay attention to: whether BDD is used on all projects, some projects, a few pilot projects, or not used at all; whether BDD is used as a mandatory or optional tool; and plans by organisations to use BDD in the future. Also, we use vertical use to categorise issues reported by practitioners that are related to conformity or non-conformity with the BDD workflow.

Inline with the State of Agile Report [157, 158], we learn from the survey results that BDD is in active use in the industry. It can be seen from Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4 that there is a substantial level of horizontal use, with some organizations using it on all projects, while others use it on some projects. Additionally, while there are organizations (20% of respondents) that have made BDD a mandatory tool, a significant proportion (61% of respondents) use it as an optional tool. This is to be expected as most organisations would use different software development techniques, for various reasons, including the dictates of a particular project. We can also expect that some organizations might use selected agile techniques, but not be committed users of every agile practice.

**Answer to RQ1:** BDD is in active use in the industry, and it is used more in private organisations than in public organisations.

Table 3.5 summarises the results of the specific survey questions related to the extent of horizontal use. For Q2, Active Horizontal Use combines use of BDD on all projects,
some projects, and a few pilot projects; Inactive Horizontal Use represents responses that stated that BDD is not currently used. For Q3, Active Horizontal Use represents responses in which BDD is used as either a mandatory or an optional tool; Inactive Horizontal Use represents responses indicating that BDD is not in use by the respondents’ organisations. For Q4, Active Horizontal Use combines plans to use BDD as a key tool on all projects, plans to use BDD as an optional tool on some projects, and plans to continue using BDD on a few pilot projects; Inactive Horizontal Use represents plans not to use BDD.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Survey Question</th>
<th>Active Horizontal Use</th>
<th>Inactive Horizontal Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q2:</td>
<td>82.6%</td>
<td>17.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3:</td>
<td>81.0%</td>
<td>18.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4:</td>
<td>85.0%</td>
<td>15.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.5: Activeness of BDD use in industry

Moreover, we note from the survey results that there are vertical use concerns whereby some practitioners do not observe BDD best practices, notably by avoiding or downplaying the collaboration aspects, resulting in future costs (refer to the results of survey questions Q8 and Q14 in Section 3.3.2). However, in the future, it would be interesting to investigate the extent to which teams that claim to use BDD strictly adhere to the dictates of the BDD workflow, such as ensuring that there are close collaborations between customers, developers and testers when creating BDD scenarios for specific projects. This would give more insights into the activeness and or inactiveness of vertical use of BDD in industry. That said, we posit that the observed extent of use, and the plans to continue using BDD (Figure 3.6) are sufficient to attract the attention of the research community in uncovering better ways to support BDD practitioners.

**RQ2: What are the perceived benefits and challenges involved in using BDD?**

We use the following factors from the Agile Usage Model (AUM) [159, 160, 161] to explain the perceived importance, overall benefits and challenges of BDD. In the AUM, the following terms are used:
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• **Relative advantage:** “the degree to which the innovation is perceived to be better than its precursor” ([161], p.2). This can be reflected in the ability of an agile method to offer benefits like improved productivity and quality, reduced cost and time, producing maintainable and evolvable code, improved morale, collaboration and customer satisfaction, etc [162].

• **Compatibility:** “the degree to which agile practices are perceived as being consistent with the existing practices, values, and past experiences” ([159], p.4).

• **Agile Mindset:** A mindset that perceives challenges as learning opportunities, building on optimism to grow over time, with effort in place [161].

• **Agile Coach:** An individual with both technical and domain knowledge who can point an agile team in right directions without imposing matters [161].

Generally, BDD has significant rating, with more that 50% of the respondents affirming its importance (refer to Figure 3.7, combining responses for Important and Very Important). The use of domain specific terms, improving communication among stakeholders, the executable nature of BDD specifications, and facilitating comprehension of code intentions are the benefits of BDD that were highly rated by respondents (Table 3.4). These all can be linked to the relative advantage factor in the AUM that BDD has over its precursor agile practice called TDD. Actually, it was the TDD’s limitations in enabling teams to focus on implementing correct software behaviours that led to the birth of BDD [29]. However, comparative studies would be required to shed light on whether BDD’s potential has been realised in practice.

The downside of BDD agreed to by most respondents has to do with changing the way teams used to approach software development (Table 3.4). This is in line with the compatibility factor in the AUM: new innovations are likely to face resistance by some adopters, especially when the adopters are slow at embracing changes. We are of the view that an agile mindset is important in addressing this challenge. Because approaching software development in a BDD way might be new to teams, willingness to learn and adopt new techniques is vital in the adoption of BDD. Furthermore, imprecise understanding of the BDD workflow, non-adherence to it, the scarcity of coaching services and training materials also hinder the adoption and continued use of BDD. It is our opinion that an agile coach with good understanding of the BDD workflow could help teams to navigate these challenges.
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**Answer to RQ2:** The use of domain specific terms, improving communication among stakeholders, the executable nature of BDD specifications, and facilitating comprehension of code intentions are the main benefits of BDD; changing a team’s way of approaching software development is the main challenge of BDD.

**RQ3:** What are the maintenance challenges reported amongst the issues raised by users (and former users) of BDD? From the survey responses, we learned that BDD feature suites suffer from the same maintenance challenges that test suites in automated testing face. Refer to Section 3.3.3 or Table 3.6 for an extended list of what survey respondents reported as challenges of maintaining BDD feature suites. To be of good quality, like the code under test, test suites must be maintainable [163, 164, 165, 114, 166]. As such, we hold the view that it is important to investigate, in the context of BDD, test maintainability aspects such as ease of change, bug detectability (for the bugs in both test and production code), test comprehensibility [164, 163], and other maintainability aspects, to support the work of BDD practitioners.

**Answer to RQ3:** BDD feature suites suffer from the same maintenance challenges that test suites in automated testing face.

**RQ4:** To what extent is the discovery and management of duplicates in BDD specifications seen as an unsolved problem by practitioners, and what techniques are being employed to deal with it? Apart from agreeing with the view that the presence of duplication in BDD feature suites could cause test execution, maintenance and evolution problems (refer to Section 3.3.4 on the responses to survey question Q10), most respondents think that, though present, duplication in their BDD specifications remains a manageable problem (see Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11). However, duplication is still among the maintenance challenges of concern to some BDD practitioners. In fact, it has caused some practitioners to stop using the BDD technique: “We decided to not use BDD any more because it was hard to maintain it... In the beginning we were checking for duplication, but at one point it has become very hard to manage them. Even though our tests were very much readable, our code underneath became less and less readable.” (R20)

Referring to Figure 3.12, for the most part, duplication detection and management is done manually (40% of respondents). Nevertheless, there is a significant proportion (17%) of respondents who have given up on the duplication detection and management process, because of its complexity. Combining these, more than a half (57%) of the respondents are concerned with duplication detection and management, except for those
in the “other” category, who either explicitly expressed their need for an automated solution or mentioned their specific current manual approach to duplication detection and management. We thus specifically identified $O_6$ and $O_7$ in Table 3.6 as opportunities for the research community to investigate innovative ways to help BDD practitioners who either use the manual process, or have given up, or are likely to experience, in the future, serious duplication detection and management concerns.

**Answer to RQ4:** Duplication in BDD suites is reportedly manageable. It is, however, still among the maintenance challenges of concern to some BDD practitioners and has, in some instances, caused practitioners to stop using the BDD technique. For the most part, detection and management of duplication in BDD suites is done manually.

### 3.5 Research Opportunities

We now present the research opportunities, based on the challenges reported by survey respondents (refer to Section 3.3.2 and Section 3.3.3).

To understand how research might be able to address some of the problems encountered by users of large BDD specifications over the long term, we searched the existing literature for research areas in which problems similar to BDD challenges reported in our survey are being/have been investigated. Since the survey results revealed that BDD specifications suffer the same maintenance challenges found in automated test suites more generally, our literature search focused on research aiming to make automated test suites maintainable, comprehensive and extensible. Each of the identified challenges, summarised in Section 3.3.3, was mapped to the existing literature, resulting in 10 research opportunities which we propose in this area. In Table 3.6, we present the available research opportunities and link them to the relevant existing literature that covers similar problems in other areas, apart from BDD. The sample papers we list for each challenge (see column “Link to Related Literature” in Table 3.6) can serve as starting points for researchers wishing to investigate the problems addressed by the papers, in the context of BDD.

Specifically, the research under $O_1$ to $O_7$ would focus on making BDD specifications easy to understand, maintain and extend; and the research under $O_8$ to $O_{10}$ would redress the process that is likely to result into BDD specifications with significant maintenance problems. *Inter alia*, we posit that a body of scientific evidence is required to provide answers to the following questions:
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1. How could the BDD workflow be enhanced to produce more maintainable specifications? Specifically, it might be worthwhile investigating whether there are specific aspects of the BDD workflow that are prone to producing hard-to-maintain specifications, and how that could be redressed. For example, it might be interesting to compare the comprehensibility, maintainability, and extensibility of BDD feature suites developed collaboratively between all project stakeholders (i.e., following the proper BDD workflow), the comprehensibility, maintainability, and extensibility of BDD feature suites created by developers in a silo, and the comprehensibility, maintainability, and extensibility of BDD feature suites created without developers. If, for example, overwhelming scientific evidence suggest that BDD feature suites created by developers in a silo are easy to comprehend, extend, and maintain compared to BDD feature suites developed collaboratively between all projects stakeholders, then the BDD workflow might have to be adapted accordingly. Investigating appropriate ways to adapt the BDD workflow to accommodate new scientific evidence might be another possible research direction.

2. Better ways to adapt existing unit test maintenance techniques to the context of BDD tests. Or how could better techniques and tools specifically for the maintenance of BDD tests be developed?

3. Better ways to apply existing regression test suite reduction, selection and prioritization techniques (e.g. [118]) to address problems of slow suites due to the presence of duplication, and other concerns, in BDD specifications.

4. Characterization of duplication in the context of BDD specifications, and development of appropriate duplication detection techniques and tools.

5. How could the existing techniques and tools for detecting and managing duplication in program code (e.g. [35, 74]) be applied to the problem of duplication detection and management in BDD specifications?

3.6 Threats to Validity

The threats to the validity of our results are as follows:

1. We mainly depended on practitioners with online presence, either through GitHub
### CHAPTER 3. CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR MAINTAINING BDD SUITES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Challenge</th>
<th>Opportunity</th>
<th>Link to Literature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O₁</td>
<td>Hard to comprehend BDD feature suites</td>
<td>Investigate BDD test smells, technical debt, and the adoption of test suite comprehension techniques to BDD specifications</td>
<td>[167][114][129][163][168][169][170][171][164][172]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O₂</td>
<td>Difficulty of locating faults in large BDD suites</td>
<td>Investigate test fault localization techniques in the context of BDD specifications</td>
<td>[173][174][175]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O₃</td>
<td>Hard to change BDD suites</td>
<td>Investigate automated test repair for BDD specifications</td>
<td>[176][177][178][179][180]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O₄</td>
<td>Slow BDD suites</td>
<td>Investigate test minimization, selection and prioritization in the context of BDD</td>
<td>[118][181][182][183]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O₅</td>
<td>The need to maintain BDD tests in addition to unit tests</td>
<td>Investigate integrated functional and unit test maintenance for BDD tests</td>
<td>[184][180]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O₆</td>
<td>Duplication detection in BDD specifications</td>
<td>Investigate duplication detection in the context of BDD</td>
<td>[135][1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O₇</td>
<td>Duplication management in BDD specifications</td>
<td>Investigate duplication management in the context of BDD</td>
<td>[74]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O₈</td>
<td>Complexity of BDD tools</td>
<td>Investigate BDD tools selection guides, and how to reduce complexity in BDD tools</td>
<td>[185][186]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O₉</td>
<td>Non-adherence to the BDD workflow</td>
<td>Investigate the incorporation of maintenance concerns at the core of BDD workflow and tools</td>
<td>[187][170][163]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O₁₀</td>
<td>Scarcity of coaching and material guidelines on BDD</td>
<td>Investigate the impact of coaching and guidelines on producing maintainable specifications</td>
<td>[188][189][161][163]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.6: Challenges and research opportunities for maintenance and evolution of BDD specifications

or other online forums where BDD and other agile topics are discussed. Thus, we might have missed some in-house practitioners that are not easily reachable through any of those means. To mitigate the effects of this, we requested those who completed or saw the survey to refer it to others. Also, we sent survey completion requests to some practitioners who were known in person to the authors, and requested them to share the survey to others.

2. Some institutional rules and regulations might have determined whether or not participants responded in full. To mitigate the effects of this, we kept any identifying information optional, and clearly stated this at the beginning of the survey, and in all survey completion invitations.

3. Most of the respondents might have been using a particular BDD tool, so that our results could be valid for users of a specific BDD tool only. To cover practitioners using a variety of BDD tools, we followed the objective criteria mentioned in Section 3.2.2 to identify email addresses to which survey completion requests...
were sent. We also posted the survey in general BDD and agile forums, in anticipation that respondents from those forums might be using different tools. Additionally, the survey included seven tools from which respondents could choose several tools, as well as an “other(s)” option.

4. The use of convenience sampling (in our case, depending on self-selecting respondents within the groups we contacted) might limit the ability to generalise from the survey findings. To mitigate the effects of this, we survey 75 respondents from 26 countries across the world, and some of the respondents were contributors to sizeable BDD projects in GitHub (see Section 3.2.2). Still, our results may not generalise to all BDD practitioners across the world. For example, our results do not represent BDD practitioners who are not proficient in English.

5. Our focus on duplication in the survey could have distracted respondents from mentioning other more damaging/significant maintenance challenges. But we needed specific information on duplication—a more generic survey might have meant respondents did not comment on duplication at all. To mitigate the effects of this, we specifically provided Q14 in the survey (see Appendix A.1) in which respondents were allowed to report other issues about BDD, be they related to maintenance or not. Nevertheless, one would still need to be careful when attempting to generalise from the findings of our survey.

3.7 Summary

Despite the benefits of BDD—such as producing customer-readable and executable specifications—management of BDD specifications over the long term can be challenging, particularly when they grow beyond a handful of features and when multiple team members are involved with writing and updating them over time. Redundancy can creep into the specification, leading to bloated BDD specifications that are more costly to maintain and use.

In this chapter, we have used quantitative and qualitative data collected using the survey of BDD practitioners, to report the activeness of BDD use in industry, its benefits, general and specific maintenance challenges, particularly regarding duplication. Based on the perspectives of an active BDD user community that we surveyed, we found that
BDD is in active use in industry, inline with the State of Agile Report [157, 158], and that it is used more in private organisations than in public and other organisation types. Some respondent organizations use it on all projects, while the majority of respondent organizations use it on only some of the projects. Also, while a few previous practitioners are not currently using it due to various challenges, some of which are maintenance related, the majority of respondents among currently active and non-active practitioners plan to use BDD in the future as either a key tool on all projects or as an optional tool on some projects. The following benefits of BDD were highly rated by respondents: the use of domain specific terms, improving communication among stakeholders, the executable nature of BDD specifications, and facilitating comprehension of code intentions. While respondents were of the opinion that changing the way teams approach software development was among the main downsides of BDD, a significant number of responses indicated that BDD specifications suffer from the same maintenance challenges found in automated test suites more generally. As well, we found out that duplication is among the maintenance challenges of concern for BDD practitioners, and, for the most part, its detection and management is done manually. Therefore, there exists a need to investigate novel ways to automatically detect and manage duplication in BDD specifications.

Despite the reported maintenance challenges, in this area, we are only aware of studies which are limited in both number and scope. We conclude that there is a scarcity of research to inform the development of better tools to support the maintenance and evolution of BDD specifications, and we propose 10 open research opportunities in this area (Table 3.6).
Chapter 4

Benchmark Development

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we present the process that was used to develop an experimental set of duplicate scenarios for detection, as well as the information about the resulting duplicates. Among other things, this set of duplicates is important for evaluating our duplicate detection approach that will be presented in Chapter 5. Specifically, we present our definition of a semantic duplicate scenario, the projects we used and the process used to identify them, as well as the categories of duplicates we obtained.

4.2 Semantically Equivalent Scenarios

BDD scenarios often exhibit high degrees of textual similarity—almost by definition. Within a feature file, each scenario should express a different aspect of the functionality, typically targeted at discontinuities in the functionality being specified: for example, at edge cases defining the boundaries of what is acceptable behaviour, and the response of the system to erroneous inputs. These scenarios will typically contain very similar Given and When steps, with only the parameter values (the values matched by the regular expression groups in the step definitions) differing. Far from being problematic, such reuse of step definitions is important in keeping the BDD specification manageable and comprehensible. In BDD, we effectively create a language of common domain concepts that are important to the (eventual) users of the system. A coherent
domain language cannot emerge unless we are disciplined about refining and reusing step definitions wherever possible throughout the specification (except where the effect on readability negates the benefits of the reuse).

Therefore, we need to be able to detect the kind of duplication that indicates redundancy in the BDD specification: when two or more scenarios describe the same piece of functionality. The problem is that a legal BDD specification may contain two scenarios describing exactly the same functionality, while being completely textually dissimilar. Because steps are essentially described using natural language, we have the full scope and complexity of whatever language we are working in to describe the functionality. Even the division of the functionality into steps can be very different, with some core aspects being specified as several fine-grained Given steps in one scenario and as a single chunky When step in another.

How, then, can we define the concept of semantic duplication for BDD specifications, if even well-designed, non-redundant BDD specifications contain a high degree of textual and syntactic similarity? The key fact that marks two scenarios as being redundant is if they specify exactly the same production behaviour. This leads us to the following definition of semantically equivalent scenarios.

**Definition 1** Semantically equivalent scenarios: Two or more scenarios are semantically equivalent if they describe the same piece of functionality for the System Under Test. That is, they specify exactly the same production behaviour.

### 4.3 Benchmark Development

#### 4.3.1 Context

After defining what a semantic duplicate of a scenario is (Definition 1), we need an approach to detect it. But, in order to evaluate the effectiveness of our approach in detecting duplicate BDD scenarios, we need a benchmark against which to compare the results of our approach. In this section, we set out to develop such a benchmark.

Recall from Definition 1 that we consider BDD scenarios to be semantically equivalent if they describe the same piece of functionality for the System Under Test. In order to evaluate the tool for detecting scenarios that satisfy this condition, we needed access to BDD specifications with known duplicates, so that we could test the ability of our
tool to detect these duplicates and only these duplicates. But because there were no benchmarks with known duplicate BDD scenarios, and because we did not have access to specific BDD systems as well as their development teams, we decided to look for open source BDD projects for use in developing a benchmark of known duplicate scenarios.

Moreover, manual discovery of known duplicates in a system is impractical because of, among other things, limited domain knowledge among judges, possible disagreements between judges on what should be regarded as a duplicate, and the size of the system may be too large making manual analysis prohibitively expensive [4]. Thus, developing data sets of duplicates in realistic systems is expensive, as it requires a group of participants with sufficient time and expertise to search manually [4]. We, therefore, decided to combine the following two approaches for developing a benchmark of known duplicate scenarios: manual discovery of duplicate scenarios in the selected evaluation BDD projects, as well as injecting duplicates into the evaluation systems.

In case of duplicates injection, given the potential for bias if we as designers of the duplicate detection method performed the injection ourselves, we recruited volunteers and asked them to inject duplicates for us. The process of obtaining these duplicates is outlined below. First, we describe the open source systems that we selected to be the subject of the experiment. Next, we present the process we followed in order to obtain duplicates from existing scenarios, and to inject duplicates.

### 4.3.2 The Host Systems

The following criteria were used to select the systems for our experiment:

1. The BDD features must be specified using Gherkin.
2. Glue code must be written in Java.
3. The system must contain a non-trivial number of features/scenarios.
4. The source code and associated files must be available in a public source code repository.
5. The domain of the system should be one which can be understood with only general knowledge, to allow our volunteers to specify reasonable scenarios.
6. The system should neither be a class assignment nor a small demo project.
7. The scenarios in the system should execute to completion, to produce the trace.

Based on these criteria, we searched three popular open source project repositories (GitHub\(^1\), GitLab\(^2\), and Bitbucket\(^3\)) in two iterations. First, we searched the repositories for potential projects based on our criteria and came up with seven projects. The majority of the systems that were returned by our search were either not written in Java or trivial demonstration projects. Second, we tried to execute the seven projects, to make sure that they could be run and produce the traces before requesting our volunteers to work on them. The scenarios in four of the seven systems could not execute to completion, meaning that we could not trust their traces to be complete. This resulted in the selection of the following three projects, on which we based our experiment:

- jcshs\(^4\)
- facad\_services\_cucumber\_automated\_test\(^5\)
- atest\_bf\_app\(^6\)

A look at the BDD features that describe the domain served by each of the three system suggests the following:

- **jcshs**: Describes features for use by telecom companies to facilitate, among other things, interactions between customers and the information stored in the company database. For example, customers can use the software to register with the company, as well as to send and receive text messages on various services offered by the company.

- **facad\_services\_cucumber\_automated\_test**: Describes features for managing school information. Among other things, it facilitates the registration of pupils, manages teachers’ profiles, and enables payment of various school dues by credit card.

- **atest\_bf\_app**: Describes features that, among other things, enable customers to perform online purchases.

\(^1\)https://github.com/
\(^2\)https://about.gitlab.com/
\(^3\)https://bitbucket.org/
\(^4\)https://bitbucket.org/manv6/jcshs
\(^5\)https://bitbucket.org/mohamrah/facad\_services\_cucumber\_automated\_test
\(^6\)https://gitlab.com/alexandermiro/atest\_bdd
4.3. BENCHMARK DEVELOPMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/n</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>System 1</th>
<th>System 2</th>
<th>System 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Number of features in a feature suite</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Number of scenarios in feature suite</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Number of scenario outlines in feature suite</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Number of background steps in feature suite</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Number of packages in the whole system</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Number of production classes in the system</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Number of glue code classes in the system</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Characteristics of selected evaluation software

We hereafter use System 1 for jcsjsh, System 2 for facad_services_cucumber_automated_test, and System 3 for atest_bf_app. Table 4.1 summarises the characteristics of the three systems before duplicates injection. Based on the introduction to BDD (section 1.1), the contents of the table should hopefully be self-explanatory, except for the following: In Gherkin, Scenario Outlines allow many scenarios to be specified succinctly, using tables from which step parameters should be taken. Background elements are another piece of Gherkin syntax; they specify steps which should be included in all scenarios in the same feature file as the Background (and play a role similar to the @Before methods in xUnit test cases).

4.3.3 Duplicates between Original Scenarios

We first wanted a benchmark of duplicate pairs between original scenarios, for use in evaluating our duplicate detection approach before relying on injected scenarios. Guided by the meaning of a duplicate scenario in Definition 1 and our understanding of the domains for the evaluation systems, 13 pairs of duplicate BDD scenarios were manually identified from our three evaluation systems (Table 4.1). For each of the three evaluation systems, Table 4.2 shows the number of duplicate pairs between scenarios that existed before injection.
### 4.3.4 Duplicate Injection

We recruited 13 volunteers for our study, each satisfying at least one of the criteria:

- At least 3 years experience in software testing.
- At least 3 years experience in analysis and design.
- At least 3 years experience in development.
- General understanding of one or all of the following: analysis and design of software systems, behaviour-driven development, test-driven development, and acceptance-test-driven development.

Whereas some volunteers were industry professionals at the time, some were PhD and MSc students with prior industry experience. We approached the volunteers face-to-face and through telephone, since we knew them personally. There was not a problem of bias in doing so, since the task was synthetic rather than evaluative—we were not asking them to make any value judgement for or against any part of our work.

The injection of duplicate BDD scenarios into the host software was conducted in two phases. The first phase was to allow us to trial the instructions and approach before we asked people to spend their time and effort. The second phase was for gathering more injected duplicates that we would use in the study.

In the first phase, we met face-to-face with 2 of the 13 volunteers and they injected duplicates in System 1 in three successive iterations. Because we needed an injection approach that could enable volunteers to produce useful duplicates with minimal or no supervision at all, we designed a series of tasks for enabling us to learn if this was the case. The tasks were executed in three iterations, covering different situations in which duplicates are likely to be created. In the first iteration, the volunteers were
presented with a feature file in which some scenarios had been deleted. Only the titles of the missing scenarios remained and the volunteers were asked to come up with steps for each of those scenarios. After doing that, the volunteers were presented with the original feature file, with scenario titles removed but with all the scenarios’ steps in place, including those that had been hidden during the first part of the experiment. The volunteers were asked to confirm that the scenario they had written was a full duplicate of one of the existing scenarios, and to record which one. Matching of duplicates was important for us to see if volunteers could recognise the duplicates of what they had created, and correct matching assured us that volunteers could create the kind of duplicates we expected them to.

In the second iteration, the volunteers were provided with general description of another feature (different from the first one), the Gherkin Background steps, and three scenarios from the given general feature description. They were then asked to add further scenarios based on the given feature description, covering aspects of the feature that were not covered by the initial set of scenarios. Again, at the end of the iteration, volunteers were asked to map the scenarios they had created to the original scenarios.

In the third iteration, a feature (different from the one used in the first and second iteration) with several scenarios was given, and volunteers were asked to study the feature and come up with completely new scenarios that they considered to be missing in that feature. Again, mapping of duplicate scenarios was done by the volunteers at the end of the iteration.

This gave us a starting point for our corpus of duplicate scenarios.

After the first phase, our duplication injection instructions were improved covering, among other things, the need for offline (not through a physical meeting between the researchers and volunteers) duplicates injection, while at the same time ensuring that we still got scenarios that duplicated, in a variety of ways, the behaviours of original scenarios in the evaluation systems. In the second phase, the improved duplication injection instructions were shared with the remaining 11 volunteers, and we continuously supported them through different online means as they worked towards injecting duplicates in the systems they were assigned to.

Volunteers were randomly assigned to the 3 systems. Table 4.3 presents the number of volunteers per system. In the second phase, 4 more volunteers (in addition to the 2 in the first phase) injected duplicates in System 1. All the duplicates in System 2 and
System 3 were injected in the second phase. Moreover, in the second phase, of the 11 volunteers, one volunteer injected duplicates in two systems, System 2 and System 3. To attract more and diverse duplicate scenarios, the allocation of volunteers to systems prioritised the systems with more scenarios.

The choice of the scenarios to duplicate was based on two criteria: First, the scenario’s ability to be easily understood by volunteers. Second, its ability to be executed to completion and produce the trace. Almost all scenarios across the 3 systems satisfied these criteria.

This process gave us 125 known duplicate scenario pairs, across the three systems. Table 4.4 shows the distribution of the duplicate pairs across the three systems. IO pairs represent duplicates between injected and original scenarios, and II pairs represent duplicates between scenarios that were injected by volunteers. For each of the 3 systems, we (the researchers) were able to form the II pairs by mapping different injected scenarios that targeted the same original scenarios. Including II pairs in the ground truth enabled us to classify every pair reported by our tool as either true or false positive.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Number of Volunteers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>13</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3: Number of volunteers per system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Number of features involved in duplication</th>
<th>System 1</th>
<th>System 2</th>
<th>System 3</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IO</td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td></td>
<td>36</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>39</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>75</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.4: Distribution of duplicate scenario pairs across the three evaluation systems
While preserving the overall functionalities of the original scenarios, each injected scenario was produced after either a complete re-write of an original scenario, or rewording of the steps of an original scenario, or reordering of steps of an original scenario, or merging or disaggregating steps of an original scenario, or a combination of these. Thus, the scenarios we obtained through the injection exercise represented possible manifestations of duplicate scenarios in real world systems.

To make the scenarios created by volunteers executable, we had to create the glue code for all the new steps. Because volunteers were guided to refrain from inventing new requirements, (i.e, by writing scenarios that were duplicates of existing functionality), we (the researchers) were able to create the glue code for all the new steps without extending the production code.

Through the duplicate injection process, we obtained versions of evaluation systems with 125 known duplicate pairs, the scenarios in which could be executed. Combining with 13 pairs of duplicates between original scenarios (OO) (Table 4.2), we obtained a benchmark of 138 known duplicate scenario pairs across the three evaluation systems.

### 4.4 Summary

Any approach for detecting semantically equivalent BDD scenarios would benefit from a benchmark of known duplicate scenarios pairs. But our search in both scientific and grey literature could not reveal such a benchmark. Thus, in this chapter, apart from defining what a semantic duplicate of a BDD scenario is, we have also presented the process we followed to develop a benchmark of known duplicate scenario pairs in three open source systems that were identified for that purpose. This resulted into a total of 138 known duplicate scenario pairs across the three systems, 13 of which representing duplicates between scenarios that existed before injection, and the remaining 125 pairs representing duplicate pairs obtained through the injection process.
Chapter 5

Detecting Duplicate Scenarios in BDD Suites

5.1 Introduction

In Chapter 3, we presented challenges faced by practitioners in maintaining BDD suites and, in particular, the problems of duplication. In the present chapter, we demonstrate that existing duplicate detection tools cannot effectively detect semantically equivalent scenarios in BDD feature suites, and, consequently, we present and evaluate our framework for detecting semantically equivalent scenarios in BDD feature suites.

Despite the benefits of the BDD technique, some of which were discussed in section 3.3.2, it also brings problems. Large BDD specifications can be hard to maintain and extend, and some teams report functionality becoming effectively frozen, or even dropping the use of the BDD technique, because of the costs and risks of changing the specifications (section 3.4). Furthermore, comprehension of large suites of BDD scenarios, the relationships between them and the relationships between the scenarios and the code they test, can be a daunting task. Also, because BDD is still relatively new, tools to support developers in managing their suites of scenarios are still in their infancy. Thus, it becomes costly for teams when redundancy creeps into their BDD specifications. The suites of scenarios can have long execution times, causing slow Quality Assurance and bug fixing cycles. Even worse, it becomes hard to maintain both the specifications’ quality and conceptual integrity. This increases the risk of further redundancies, omissions and inelegances in the BDD specifications. Despite these
challenges, the state-of-the-art tools for general duplicate detection in program code perform poorly on the problem of detecting duplication in BDD specifications.

In this chapter, we present a framework for detecting duplicate scenarios in BDD specifications based on the analysis of execution traces. We aim to establish when two scenarios exercise the code under test in the same way—that is, execute the same functional test over the production code. This is tricky, because we have to discriminate between important and unimportant differences in the scenarios’ execution traces. In the present chapter, we attempt to answer the question of important and unimportant trace differences, and devise and evaluate a framework for detecting duplicate BDD scenarios.

Specifically, we attempt to differentiate between essential and accidental behaviours of a BDD scenario and, thereafter, we use identical essential behaviours to detect duplicate BDD scenarios. We suppose that a BDD scenario can have both essential and accidental properties. On the one hand, the behaviours that are inherent in the nature of a scenario are regarded as essential. These represent core functions of a scenario. On the other hand, subsidiary behaviours that result from attempts to express core functions of a scenario are regarded as accidental. These can change over time or can be removed without affecting the core functions of a scenario. Section 5.4.2 will provide more details about how we relate the notion of essences and accidents to the context of BDD scenarios. Based on the essence-accident notion, we consider to be semantically equivalent scenarios that exhibit the same essential behaviours.

We run a scenario several times to identify parts of its trace that change between runs, as well as parts of its trace that remain constant across several runs. We consider anything that changes between runs to be incidental and disregardable. Thus, parts of the scenario’s execution trace that remain constant across several runs are deemed to represent its (scenario) essential characteristics, and parts of the scenario’s execution trace that change between runs are considered to represent the accidental characteristics of a scenario.

The duplicate detection framework that we propose can detect duplicate scenarios with or without focusing on essential characteristics of scenarios. When the focus is not on essential characteristics of scenarios, each scenario is run exactly once, and whole or specific parts of the resulting traces for the individual scenarios are compared to detect duplicate scenarios. When the focus is on essential characteristics of scenarios, we regard scenarios that exhibit the same essential characteristics to be duplicates of each
other.

The implementation of our framework works with BDD specifications expressed in the Gherkin\textsuperscript{1} language, and the glue code written in Java using Cucumber-JVM conventions\textsuperscript{2}. As well, the evaluation results suggest that the comparison of execution paths is the most promising effective way to detect duplicate BDD scenarios. In addition, the focus on essential traces of scenarios improved the ability to detect duplicate scenarios.

The key insight from this component of our research is to use essential traces (defined in section 5.4.3) to detect semantically equivalent BDD scenarios, instead of using default traces (defined in section 5.4.3) that might contain accidental information, causing duplicate scenarios to go undetected.

The contributions of this chapter are threefold:

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textbf{Understanding the limitations of existing duplicate detection approaches and techniques on the problem of detecting semantically equivalent BDD scenarios:} Experimentation with three mature tools revealed that, when applied on the problem on detecting semantically equivalent BDD scenarios, the techniques and approaches for detecting duplication in program code either miss duplicates of interest or return too many false positives. This renders them unsuitable for the problem of detecting semantically equivalent BDD scenarios.
  
  \item \textbf{BDD duplicate detection framework:} We propose a duplicate detection framework that analyses various information in the dynamic traces of BDD scenarios to detect semantically equivalent scenarios in BDD specifications. Our duplicate detection framework attempts to detect duplicate scenarios with and without focusing on essential characteristics of scenarios. Without focusing on essential characteristics of scenarios, whole or specific parts of the traces produced when individual scenarios are executed only once are compared to detect semantically equivalent scenarios. We also propose an approach to determining an essential trace of a scenario. With an attempt to separate essential from accidental characteristics of scenarios, each scenario is executed several times, and trace parts that remain constant across several runs of a scenario are used to represent the scenario’s essential characteristics; BDD scenarios that exhibit identical essential characteristics are regarded to be semantically equivalent.
\end{itemize}

\textsuperscript{1}cucumber.io/docs/reference
\textsuperscript{2}github.com/cucumber/cucumber-jvm
• **Use of execution traces to detect semantically equivalent BDD scenarios:**

We used the proposed duplicate detection framework to detect duplicate BDD scenarios across three open source software systems, and learned that the comparison of execution paths of scenarios performs better at detecting semantically equivalent BDD scenarios, compared to the comparison of full traces, API calls, or the combination of API calls and internal calls. We also learned, based on two of the three evaluation systems, that the focus on essential characteristics of scenarios can improve the detection of semantically equivalent BDD scenarios.

The rest of this chapter is organised as follows: section 5.2 presents the duplicate detection problem in BDD specifications, section 5.3 highlights the limitations of existing duplicate detection tools on the problem of detecting duplicate BDD scenarios, section 5.4 presents our framework for detecting duplicate scenarios in BDD specifications, section 5.5 presents the evaluation of our approach, and section 5.6 concludes the chapter.

### 5.2 The Duplicate Detection Problem in BDD

BDD suites contain tens to several thousands scenarios (section 3.3.3). With suites at the larger end of the spectrum, maintaining existing scenarios or adding new steps or scenarios can be a daunting task. At present, there is lack of tools to facilitate effective management of collections of steps in BDD suites. This makes it difficult for teams to reuse steps when creating new scenarios and to find existing scenarios that are close to some new functionality that is being added to the suites. It is possible for a suite to have multiple scenarios or steps that specify the same functionality, with different step text. As stated previously, in the long run, specifying the same functionality using multiple step/scenario text can cause difficulties in comprehending, maintaining and extending BDD suites.

Listing 5.1 shows an example of three scenarios specifying the same functionality using different step text. The first two scenarios only differ in step text, but specify the same functional behaviour and have the same number of steps in Given, When and Then scenario parts. The third scenario not only exhibits variation in step text compared to the first two scenarios, but it also introduces new steps to cover aspects (checking card validity and checking availability of sufficient cash in an ATM) that
Listing 5.1: ATM Feature With Duplicate Scenarios

Feature: ATM transactions
As a bank account holder, whenever I perform ATM withdrawals, I want my account balance to be updated accordingly

Scenario: Successful withdrawal from an account
Given my account is in credit by $100
When I request withdrawal of $20 through the ATM
Then $20 should be dispensed
And the balance of my account should be $80

Scenario: Debit Account
Given an initial account balance of $100
When I request withdrawal of $20 through an ATM
Then I should receive $20 from the ATM
And the new account balance should become $80

Scenario: Withdraw cash from ATM
Given the balance in my account is $100
And I am using a valid card
When specify $20 as the withdrawal amount
And the ATM has cash that amounts to $20 or more
Then the ATM should dispense $20
And my account balance should be updated accordingly

were assumed in the first two scenarios. Despite the additions in the third scenario, in general, the same functional behaviour is specified by all the three scenarios in Listing 5.1. But, one would argue that the third scenario is functionally different from the first two because of the additional steps it contains. However, even in the face of that argument, in practice, there would still be a need for a mechanism to flag the three scenarios as duplicate candidates, given how functionally close the three scenarios are. That would help human developers to decide if indeed the three scenarios are duplicates of each other, and whether all the three scenarios have to be kept as part of the suite, or one/two of the three scenarios can be removed without losing the behaviours specified by the three scenarios. Importantly, if one scenario is subsumed by another scenario, it may be unnecessary to keep both scenarios in a suite.

Since the goal of reuse means that high degrees of similarity are to be expected between
scenarios in BDD suites, it is challenging to detect the undesirable kind of duplication. But, intuitively, we would not want to have, in the same BDD suite, scenarios that belong to the same equivalence class [190].

It is important to note that, naturally, duplicate scenarios could appear next to one another in the same feature file like in Listing 5.1 or could appear between one or more scenarios in the same feature file, or could be scattered across multiple feature files in a BDD specification. So the artificially simple example in Listing 5.1 is just intended to illustrate the problem we are trying to address.

5.3 Existing Tools

We experimented with three mature clone detection tools, to assess their ability to detect duplicate BDD scenarios. In particular, we wanted to evaluate the ability of existing techniques on the problem of detecting duplicate scenarios, before proposing a new solution.

5.3.1 Tools Selection

After investigating the literature in the domain, we chose the tools that were available for download based on their semantic awareness, i.e., the duplicate detection techniques built in the tools incorporates some attempts to detect semantic duplication, as is the requirement in our case. We identified tools employing a variety of duplicate detection techniques discussed in Section 2.3. More specifically, tools employing text-based techniques were intuitively ruled out because behaviorally similar duplicates can be textually different [191, 148]. For token-based techniques, PMD/CPD represented the state-of-the-art, and so it was selected for our experiment. Both CloneDR [192] and DECKARD [66] represented mature tree-based tools, with different ways of manipulating trees to detect duplicates. We thus chose both of the two for our experiment as well.

The literature mentions the possibility of using PDG-based techniques to detect semantically equivalent code fragments. However, PDG-based techniques are discredited for their computational complexity, posed by the graph generation process. As well, apart
from returning many false positives, these tools also perform better in detecting non-contiguous duplicates [193], when we wanted to be able to detect both contiguous and non-contiguous duplicates. For these reasons, plus the fact that PDG-based tools mentioned in the literature were not available for download and use, we did not try tools in this category. Besides, tools in other categories (for example DECKARD, which is tree-based) have semantic awareness [87], and so we could still meet the semantic awareness requirement without PDG-based tools. Eventually, PMD/CPD \(^3\) CloneDR [192] and DECKARD [66] were chosen for our experiment.

5.3.2 Tools Configuration and Experiment Setup

After selecting the tools, 13 pairs of duplicates between original scenarios (Table 4.2) were used to assess the ability of existing duplicate detection tools on the problem of detecting duplicate BDD scenarios. Because the tools we experimented with can detect duplication in program code, we required code level representation of the duplicate scenarios that we wanted to detect. To obtain code level representation of each scenario, we performed manual unfolding of the glue code that would execute when each scenario was run. That is, we manually copied into one Java method glue code for all steps of a particular scenario. Eventually, each scenario was converted into one method, which we called a scenario-representing-method. The order of steps in a scenario dictated the order of glue code in a scenario-representing-method. Further, each pair of duplicate scenarios was represented by one class with two scenario-representing-methods.

The labour-intensive nature of manually unfolding the glue code made running the selected tools on all pairs of duplicate scenarios obtained through the duplicates injection experiment (section 4.3.4) prohibitively expensive. This is why we experimented with these tools only on a relatively small number of duplicates between original scenarios that had been manually identified from the three evaluation systems (section 4.3.3).

We ran the selected clone detection tools on the classes with scenario-representing methods. We used default configurations to run CloneDR and DECKARD since we did not come across any study with recommended values, and the alternatives we tried did not produce results with important differences. Also, after some trials, we decided to use the minimum token size of 10 for PMD/CPD because it is the one that could at least

\(^3\) pmd.github.io
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report duplicates matching whole scenarios, instead of partial code in the scenario-representing-methods. Some token sizes did not return any results, and others returned some results with too many false positives while missing the duplicates of interest.

A pair of duplicate scenarios was considered detected if their scenario-representing-methods were reported by the tool as duplicates. Scenario-representing-methods in which only part of their code was reported as duplicate meant that the duplicate scenarios they represented were considered undetected. In practice, reporting partial duplication between scenario-representing methods would imply that only parts of scenarios (and not whole scenarios) are reported as duplicates, when we were interested in semantic duplication between whole scenarios.

**5.3.3 Results and Discussion**

Table [5.1] shows the results of using existing tools to detect semantically equivalent BDD scenarios. “Known duplicates” represents the number of duplicate scenario pairs that we knew for each system, “Detected known duplicates” represents the number of known duplicate scenario pairs that were detected by each tool, “Candidates” represents the total number of duplication candidates reported by each tool, “Duplicates Between Whole BDD Scenarios” represents the number of pairs of duplicate candidates that reported duplication between whole scenarios, “Recall” represents the proportion of known duplicate scenario pairs that were detected by each tool, and “Precision” represents the proportion of candidates that reported duplication between whole scenarios. Whereas DECKARD was able to detect all but 3 of the duplicate pairs of scenarios, PMD/CPD and CloneDR missed almost all the pairs. Nevertheless, DECKARD reported many false positives, which, when applied to problems of a scale typical of commercial applications, would mean an extra cost of time and personnel for the team to judge the results.

We thus concluded that, in general, state-of-the-art techniques, which are specifically designed for detecting duplication in program code, are not suitable for the problem of detecting semantically equivalent BDD scenarios.
### Table 5.1: Results of experimentation with existing clone detection tools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Known Duplicates</th>
<th>Detected Known Duplicates</th>
<th>Candidates Duplicates</th>
<th>Recall (%)</th>
<th>Precision (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PMD</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System 1</td>
<td>CloneDR</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11.11</td>
<td>16.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DECKARD</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>589</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>19.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PMD</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System 2</td>
<td>CloneDR</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DECKARD</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PMD</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System 3</td>
<td>CloneDR</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DECKARD</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>951</td>
<td>33.33</td>
<td>5.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 5.4 Detecting Duplicate Scenarios

#### 5.4.1 Hypothesis

Much existing work on duplicate detection in the context of program code is based around the idea of *clone detection*. While cloning is almost certainly used in the creation of BDD specifications, it is not the main concern. BDD scenarios often exhibit high degrees of textual similarity—almost by definition. Within a feature file, each scenario should express a different aspect of a software functionality, typically targeted at discontinuities in the functionality being specified: for example, at edge cases defining the boundaries of what is acceptable behaviour, and the response of the system to erroneous inputs. These scenarios will typically contain very similar *Given* and *When* steps, with only the parameter values (the values matched by the regular expression groups in the step definitions) differing. Far from being problematic, such reuse of step definitions is important in keeping the BDD specification manageable and comprehensible. In BDD, we effectively create a language of common domain concepts that are important to the (eventual) users of the system. A coherent domain language cannot emerge unless we are disciplined about refining and reusing step definitions wherever possible throughout the specification (except where the effect on readability negates the benefits of the reuse).

Therefore, the detection of clones in BDD scenarios is unlikely to be helpful. We
need to be able to detect the kind of duplication that indicates redundancy in the BDD specification: when two or more textually distinct scenarios describe the same piece of functionality. The problem is that a valid BDD specification may contain two scenarios describing exactly the same functionality, while being textually dissimilar (Listing 5.1). Because scenario steps are described using natural language, we have the full scope and complexity of whatever language we are working in to describe the functionality. Even the division of the functionality into steps can be very different from one scenario to another, with some core aspects being specified as several fine-grained Given steps in one scenario and as a single chunky When step in another.

How, then, can we define the concept of semantic duplication of scenarios in BDD specifications, if even well-designed, non-redundant BDD specifications contain a high degree of textual similarity? The key fact that indicates two scenarios as being redundant is if they specify exactly the same behaviour of the software under test. This led us to the following hypothesis:

H: We can detect semantically equivalent BDD scenarios by comparing how BDD scenarios exercise the production code.

5.4.2 Overall Duplicate Detection Framework

As a starting point for our work, we hypothesise that a good approach to detect semantically equivalent scenarios in BDD suites will require a combination of information from the natural language texts that are used to express the scenarios, plus more conventional analysis of the glue code and production code under test. We propose a framework with eight heuristics for detecting duplicate BDD scenarios. Each heuristic is inspired by a particular hypothesis about the run-time behaviours of semantically equivalent scenarios. As highlighted by the hypothesis in section 5.4.1, the main notion underpinning all the 8 heuristics is that semantically equivalent BDD scenarios exercise the production code in the same way, as summarised by the following definition:

Definition 2 A scenario \( s_1 \) in a BDD suite \( \Sigma \) is a semantic duplicate of a scenario \( s_2 \) in \( \Sigma \) (where \( s_1 \) and \( s_2 \) are specified as two distinct scenarios in \( \Sigma \)) if: in every possible execution of \( \Sigma \), the execution of both scenarios results in the invocation of the same sequence of production methods. The order of the method invocations must be the same in each case, and any repeated invocations of the same method must also be
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the same. The parameter types of each method call must also match, to allow for overloaded methods.

The rest of this section presents an overview of the duplicate detection framework, Section 5.4.3 presents the definitions of key terms in our duplicate detection framework, Section 5.4.4 through Section 5.4.6 present the hypotheses that constitute our BDD duplicate detection framework, the combined duplicate detection algorithm, and the implementation of our duplicate detection algorithm.

Detecting semantic equivalence of programs is generally known to be an undecidable problem [194, 102]. But we need a way to approximate when two BDD scenarios specify the same behaviour of the Software Under Test, even if their steps may be phrased differently. To make a start in detecting scenarios that specify the same behaviour, we attempt to differentiate between essential and accidental properties of scenarios, and regard as semantically equivalent scenarios that have the same essential properties. In particular, we regard as essential characteristics the behaviours that are inherent in the nature of a scenario—that is, are important for the scenario to completely specify its fundamental functionality. For example, irrespective of many other things that different developers might add while writing the first scenario in Listing 5.1, it must check for the sufficiency of funds in a user’s account and should only issue funds if a user has sufficient balance in their account. Essential characteristics are, thus, part and parcel of a scenario and without them specification of scenario’s behaviour would be incomplete. On the other hand, accidental characteristics are behaviours that get introduced in the course of specifying the core functionality of a scenario, but are themselves not part of the core functionality of a scenario. For practical purposes, in our case, we consider anything that changes between runs to be incidental and disregardable. Admittedly, this imposes an obligation on a development team to avoid implementations where lots of things change. In fact, too much change might threaten the reliability of the test, making it non-deterministic. Too, poor quality tests might also yield a large number of false positives for the duplicate detection tool, since the non-determinism might cause lots of trace information to change. Our approach assumes that tests are of good quality.

Various information from the production code can be recorded as part of the scenario’s execution trace. To make a start in exploring the information that might help to detect duplicate scenarios, we focused on information about the production methods that get exercised by a scenario. In particular, we wanted our trace to contain the information
that can identify what production method was executed, what was its input(s) (e.g., the arguments it takes at runtime), what was its output (e.g., return value), as well as what statements inside the body of a method were involved in the computation of the output. Inspired by this view, for each production method that is involved in the execution of a scenario, we record the following information as part of a trace of a scenario:

- Name of a method
- Name of a production class to which a method belongs
- Parameter type(s)
- Return type
- Parameter value(s) of a method
- Return value of a method
- Access modifier of a method
- Executed statement(s) inside the body of a method

While somewhat limited in terms of expressing the actual runtime behaviours of a method, this combination of various information about a method can help us to explore both the observable behaviours of methods (e.g., through comparison of inputs and outputs) as well as the internal behaviours of methods (e.g., through comparison of the sequences of executed statements that produce certain outputs).

To detect duplicate scenarios, different heuristics in our duplicate detection framework compare all or parts of the information in the scenarios’ traces. Our duplicate detection approach is guided by eight different but related hypotheses about the behaviours of duplicate scenarios. The heuristics for the first four hypotheses compare traces produced when each scenario is run exactly once to produce what we hereafter refer to as default trace. A default trace of a scenario is produced by running a scenario only once. As explained in hypotheses H1 through H4 in Section 5.4.4, the different heuristics compare different information from the default traces of scenarios to detect semantically equivalent scenarios.

The heuristics for the last four hypotheses detect duplicate scenarios by comparing essential traces of scenarios. An essential trace of a scenario consists of information that remain constant across several runs of the scenario. Different information from the essential traces of scenarios, as explained in hypotheses $H1'$ through $H4'$ in
Section 5.4.5 are compared to detect semantically equivalent scenarios. Figure 5.1 summarises the overall duplicate detection framework.

5.4.3 Definitions of Key Terms

**Definition 3** Full trace: A full trace of a scenario is a sequence of all information that are recorded for each production method that is exercised by a scenario.

Refer to section 5.4.2 for the information we record for each method that is exercised by a particular scenario.

**Definition 4** Default full trace: A default full trace of a scenario is a full trace formed when a scenario is executed only once.

**Definition 5** Default execution path: A default execution path of a scenario is a subset of the default full trace that is formed by executed statements only.

**Definition 6** Default API calls: Default API calls of a scenario is a subset of the default full trace that is formed by API calls only.

We use the information we collect about public methods to form a default trace of public API calls. In particular, since it should generally be possible to identify the API
calls made during the execution of a scenario without knowing the actual statements that were executed inside the bodies of methods, we restrict ourselves to the following information when identifying API calls: class name, method name, parameter type(s), return type, parameter value(s), and return value.

**Definition 7** Default API and internal calls: Default API and internal calls of a scenario is a subset of the default full trace that is formed by both API and internal calls.

We use the information we collect about both public and non-public methods to form a trace of default API and internal calls. As with public API calls, it should generally be possible to identify the internal calls made during the execution of a scenario without knowing the actual statements that were executed inside the bodies of methods. Thus, for each method in the default full trace, the following information, for both public and non-public methods involved in the execution of a scenario, is used to form the trace of API and internal calls: class name, method name, parameter type(s), return type, parameter value(s), and return value.

**Definition 8** Essential full trace: An essential full trace of a scenario is a full trace formed by information that remain constant across several runs of the same scenario.

**Definition 9** Essential execution path: An essential execution path of a scenario is a subset of the essential full trace that consists of executed statements only.

**Definition 10** Essential API calls: Essential API calls of a scenario is a subset of the essential full trace that consists of API calls only.

**Definition 11** Essential API and internal calls: Essential API and internal calls is a subset of the essential full trace that consists of both API calls and internal calls.

### 5.4.4 Using Default Traces to Detect Duplicate Scenarios

In order to identify duplicates, we record traces of candidate duplicate scenarios and compare them (traces) at different levels of granularity. These different levels of granularity are:

- Full trace
- Executed statements
- Public API calls
• API and internal calls

We now present the first group of four heuristics in which the duplicate detection algorithms use traces produced when each scenario is run exactly once. In this group of heuristics, we hypothesise that, when two semantically equivalent scenarios have no accidental differences, their traces should be identical, whether the scenarios are run once or several times. Thus, it should, ideally, be possible to detect semantically equivalent scenarios by comparing the traces produced when the scenarios are executed only once.

**H1: Any differences in the full traces of two BDD scenarios indicate that they are not duplicates**

We begin by assuming that semantically equivalent scenarios produce completely identical traces. In so doing, we wanted to learn how good the comparison of full traces can be at detecting semantically equivalent scenarios. Thus, this heuristic takes into account everything in the full traces when comparing traces for two BDD scenarios to determine if they are duplicates.

**H2: Any differences in the execution paths of two BDD scenarios indicate that they are not duplicates**

The comparison of default full traces, as in H1, could miss some duplicates. This can be true when the full traces of scenarios being compared differ in unimportant ways. For example, full traces for the two scenarios being compared could only differ in parameter values or return values of some production method(s); and the differences could result from deciding the parameter values in non-deterministic ways at runtime, e.g. when the system time is used as parameter value of a method. But, intuitively, runtime values that change depending on runtime conditions cannot entirely be used to rule out duplication. The two scenarios could still execute the same sequence of statements in the bodies of production methods that are exercised by the two scenarios, suggesting the possibility of duplication between them. Thus, instead of comparing the full traces of the scenarios, the present heuristic only compares the execution paths from the full traces of the scenarios.
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**H3: Any differences in the public API calls of two BDD scenarios indicate that they are not duplicates**

If duplicate scenarios produce the same sequence of API calls, it may be unnecessary to pay attention to what statements are executed inside the bodies of production methods that are involved in the execution of duplicate scenarios. Only the comparison of the sequences of API calls can detect the duplicate scenarios. Thus, apart from the comparison of full traces and execution paths, as described in heuristics H1 and H2, another view on detecting duplicate BDD scenarios is that: *semantically equivalent BDD scenarios perform the same sequence of public API calls on the production code.* So, under this heuristic, the duplicate detection algorithm focuses on only public API calls from the default full trace.

**H4: Any differences in the public API and internal calls of two BDD scenarios indicate that they are not duplicates**

Sometimes, two scenarios with the same sequence of API calls can have important differences in internal calls. In such situations, a duplicate detection approach that focuses only on API calls, while ignoring internal calls, has the risk of increasing the number of false positives, because even scenarios that make different internal calls will be reported as duplicates on the basis of same sequence of API calls. To reduce the number of false positives that are likely to result from such an omission, it may be good to have a duplicate detection approach that combines API calls and internal calls. Thus, instead of considering public API calls only, as in H3, this heuristic advocates for the combination of public API calls and internal calls when comparing traces for two scenarios to determine if they are duplicates. To detect duplication, the algorithm for this heuristic focuses on public API calls and internal calls in the full traces of the scenarios.

### 5.4.5 Using Essential Traces to Detect Duplicate Scenarios

To avoid false negatives caused by things that change in each run of a scenario, several runs of a scenario are recorded and only things that stay the same are compared. This is motivated by the fact that a duplicate detection approach that performs naive
comparison of whole or specific parts of default traces—without discriminating between essential and accidental parts of those traces, as in heuristics H1 through H4 in section 5.4.4—could miss some duplicate scenarios. This is possible when the differences in the traces being compared are only accidental. Thus, for the next group of four heuristics, each BDD scenario is run several times to produce multiple traces; and the traces for the different runs of a scenario are analysed to identify constant information across runs. It is this information that remains constant across several runs that forms an essential trace of a scenario. We first introduce how to determine an essential trace of a scenario, and thereafter present the heuristics that use essential traces to reason about the behaviours of semantically equivalent BDD scenarios.

Determining an Essential Trace of a Scenario

Figure 5.2 shows a part of traces for two runs of the same scenario (taken from our evaluation benchmark, described in section 4.3). The variation of some information in the traces for the two runs was caused by the differences in runtime conditions. A method \texttt{setMoId()} in the class \texttt{MoEvent} takes the system time in milliseconds as its argument, and that argument acts as a return value of the method \texttt{getMoId()}. This variation in two traces of the same scenario, caused by non-determinism in the method’s parameter and/or return values, is an example of accidental differences that could manifest in the traces of semantically equivalent BDD scenarios.
Moreover, an execution path of a BDD scenario can also vary, depending on the conditions at the time of execution. For example, one set of statements in the production code can be executed when one condition is true, while another set of production statements can be executed when another condition is true and, still, another set of production statements can be executed in any condition. This is especially possible if the production code involved in the execution of a scenario has a number of branching conditions. This kind of variation in the set of executed statements suggests that essential statements and accidental statements are a possibility for a BDD scenario. Statements that execute whenever a scenario is executed, irrespective of runtime conditions, can be regarded as essential to the behaviour of a scenario, while statements whose execution is affected by runtime conditions can be regarded as accidental to the behaviour of a scenario.

Thus, if we have two semantically equivalent BDD scenarios whose traces have accidental differences, it can be difficult to detect them as a duplicate pair, particularly when the duplicate detection approach performs comparison of default traces. As such, one way to make the traces for two scenarios comparable, for purposes of duplicate detection, is to identify, in the traces for the two scenarios, parts that remain constant across across several runs of each scenario.

Identifying the accidental parts in the trace of a scenario would suggest the need for it to be run several times, possibly under different conditions. But how many runs are enough to reveal the accidental parts in the trace of a scenario? There is no finite limit to the number of runs required to eliminate the incidental differences, but a practical limit needs to be identified. For purposes of experimentation in this work, five runs were chosen, after experimenting with several scenarios from our evaluation benchmark and learning that no new behaviours were observed in the scenarios’ traces produced after the fifth run. So it was judged that five runs can give an approximately good picture of the possible variation points observed in the execution traces when the same scenario is run several times under different conditions (i.e. different system times). Thus, to produce an essential trace of a scenario that can be compared with the traces of other scenarios for purposes of duplicate detection, we follow the following three steps:

1. Run a scenario five times, collecting traces for the different runs.

2. Compare traces for the different runs of a scenario, to identify parts that vary across several runs as well as parts that remain constant across several runs.
Specifically, we compute diffs between traces for the different runs, to identify trace parts that vary across several runs, and trace parts that remain constant across several runs.

3. Regard as essential trace parts that remain constant across several runs of a scenario.

**Heuristics on Essential Traces**

After explaining the concept of an essential trace of a BDD scenario and how it is computed, we next present the heuristics that exploit essential traces to detect duplicate BDD scenarios. The comparison of essential traces is likely to do better at detecting duplicate scenarios than the comparison of default traces because accidental parts of the scenarios’ traces are excluded from the comparison.

**H1’ : Any differences in the essential full traces of two BDD scenarios indicate that they are not duplicates**

In the present heuristic, we suppose that *semantically equivalent BDD scenarios produce the same essential full traces*. If the full traces for two duplicate scenarios have accidental differences, the comparison of default full traces, as in H1, can miss the duplicates. However, focusing on essential full traces only can increase the duplicate detection ability because accidental trace differences are excluded from the comparison.

**H2’ : Any differences in the essential execution paths of two BDD scenarios indicate that they are not duplicates**

If the default execution paths for duplicate scenarios have accidental differences, the comparison of default execution paths, as in H2, can fail to detect the duplicate scenarios. But, if the duplicate detection approach involves comparison of only the essential execution paths, the chances of detecting the duplicate scenarios increase because accidental parts of the execution paths of the scenarios are excluded from the comparison. Hence, focusing only on executed statements in an essential trace of a scenario, a possible perspective would be that *semantically equivalent BDD scenarios have the same*
essential execution paths.

**H3': Any differences in the essential API calls of two BDD scenarios indicate that they are not duplicates**

If the default public API calls for duplicate scenarios have accidental differences, it is possible for the duplicate scenarios to go undetected, if comparison is done on default public API calls, like in H3. To increase the duplicate detection ability, it can be good to focus only on essential public API calls, which contain no accidental differences. So, focusing only on trace information about public API calls of a scenario, under the present heuristic, we propose that *semantically equivalent BDD scenarios exercise the production code in the same way by making the same essential public API calls.*

**H4': Any differences in the essential API and internal calls of two BDD scenarios indicate that they are not duplicates**

If default API and internal calls have accidental differences, the comparison of default API and internal calls can fail to detect duplicate scenarios. However, the focus on essential API and internal calls has the potential of increasing the ability to detect duplicate scenarios because accidental differences are excluded from comparison. Thus, focusing only on essential API and internal calls, we suggest that *semantically equivalent BDD scenarios make the same essential public API and internal calls on the production code.*

### 5.4.6 Algorithm and Implementation

We now present the duplicate detection algorithm that combines the 8 algorithms for the 8 different heuristics introduced in Section 5.4.4 and Section 5.4.5. We also give a summary of how an algorithm was implemented.

**Algorithm**

Algorithm [□] combines the heuristics for both default and essential traces. It is important to note that, for purposes of experimentation in this work, each heuristic was
tested separately and the results were generated per heuristic, to allow for comparison of results for the different heuristics. But Algorithm 1 combines the algorithms for the different heuristics because it is assumed that, in real world, if a duplicate pair will not be detected by an algorithm for one heuristic, it would be detected by an algorithm for another heuristic. This removes a costly process of subjecting all candidate duplicates in a suite on each of the 8 heuristics.

**Input description:** Algorithm 1 takes the following three inputs:

- A BDD suite, hereafter referred to as $\Sigma$. For practical purposes, a complete BDD suite consists of a collection of scenarios, the production code for the System Under Test, and the glue code which connects the scenarios in a suite to the System Under Test.

- A set $T$ of default full traces of the scenarios in $\Sigma$. As described in section 5.4.4 each scenario in $\Sigma$ is executed once, producing a default trace, and this trace becomes a member of $T$. Thus, $T$ is formed by the collection of default full traces of the scenarios in $\Sigma$. The information we record as part of the default full trace for each scenario is mentioned in section 5.4.2.

- A set $E$ of essential full traces of the scenarios in $\Sigma$. As described in section 5.4.5 an essential trace of a scenario is formed by parts of the trace that remain constant across several runs. Thus, $E$ is formed by the collection of essential full traces of the scenarios in $\Sigma$.

**Process description:** The following functions manipulate the inputs to produce a report of duplicate scenarios

- Given $T$ and scenario name $s$ as inputs, a function $\text{defaultFullTrace}$ searches $T$ and returns from $T$ the default full trace of $s$.

- Given $E$ and scenario name $s$ as inputs, a function $\text{essentialFullTrace}$ searches $E$ and returns from $E$ the essential full trace of $s$.

- Given two traces, $t_1$ (for scenario $s_1$) and $t_2$ (for scenario $s_2$), a function $\text{equalOrSubseq(Trace } t_1, \text{ Trace } t_2)$ checks for the equality or subsumption of one trace by another. If $t_1$ (for scenario $s_1$) and $t_2$ (for scenario $s_2$) are equal or one trace is subsumed by the other, then the two scenarios are considered to be semantically equivalent, and the information about the detected duplicate pair is added (using the $append$ function) into the set $Pairs$ that stores information about the
duplicate pairs of scenarios detected by the algorithm. In practice, the subsumption of one trace by another would represent a case in which the functionality represented by one scenario is subsumed by another scenario (for example, in Listing 5.1, the last scenario subsumes the first two scenarios). Further, as can be seen in Algorithm 1, the function \( \text{equalOrSubseq}(\text{Trace } t_1, \text{Trace } t_2) \) can take full traces or specific parts of full traces. To extract specific parts of a default full trace or an essential full trace, three different functions \( \text{stmts}(\text{FullTrace } t) \), \( \text{api}(\text{FullTrace } t) \), and \( \text{apiAndInternal}(\text{FullTrace } t) \) are used. The three functions respectively extract statements (representing execution paths), public API calls, and public API and internal calls, from either default full traces \( (t, t') \) or essential full traces \( (e, e') \).

**Output description:** Algorithm 1 produces a collection of pairs of duplicate scenarios detected from a suite \( \Sigma \).

Asymptotically, Algorithm 1 is of \( \theta(n^2) \) complexity.

**Implementation**

Several BDD tools and language variants exist. We constructed our tool to work with BDD feature files written in the Gherkin language, currently the most widely used BDD language [195, 28], with glue code written in Java, using Cucumber-JVM conventions.\(^4\) However, since we depend mainly on the ability to generate traces of selected classes and methods, the tool is easily adaptable to work with other BDD engines and languages whose program execution can be traced.

Each scenario is executed individually, and AspectJ\(^5\) is used to generate trace information for the methods of the code under analysis. Other tools such as debuggers and profilers might be used for this task, but AspectJ was chosen based on the convenience and familiarity to the researcher, in addition to its suitability for the task at hand. The trace is produced as an XML file, which allows us to use XQuery [196] to search for duplicates. Since BDD scenarios typically number in the tens or hundreds [28], we can match the trace of one scenario against every other trace in order to search for duplicates, and still manage to get the results in reasonable time scales. Figure B.1 shows an example duplication report for some duplicate scenarios in evaluation System 1.

---

\(^4\) cucumber.io/docs/reference/jvm

\(^5\) www.eclipse.org/aspectj
Algorithm 1: Detecting semantically equivalent scenarios in BDD specifications

**Input:** A BDD suite Σ
- A set $T$ of default full traces of the scenarios in Σ
- A set $E$ of essential full traces of the scenarios in Σ

**Output:** Semantic duplicate scenario pairs

1. $Pairs \leftarrow \{\}$
2. **foreach** scenario $s$ in Σ **do**
3.   $t \leftarrow defaultFullTrace(T, s)$
4.   $e \leftarrow essentialFullTrace(E, s)$
5. **foreach** scenario $s'$ in Σ (where $s' \neq s$) **do**
6.     $t' \leftarrow defaultFullTrace(T, s')$
7.     $e' \leftarrow essentialFullTrace(E, s')$
8.     **if** equalOrSubseq($t, t'$) **then**
9.         $Pairs\cdot append(\{s, s'\})$
10.    **else if** equalOrSubseq(stmts($t), stmts(t')) **then**
11.           $Pairs\cdot append(\{s, s'\})$
12.    **else if** equalOrSubseq(api($t), api(t')) **then**
13.           $Pairs\cdot append(\{s, s'\})$
14.    **else if** equalOrSubseq(apiAndInternal($t), apiAndInternal(t')) **then**
15.           $Pairs\cdot append(\{s, s'\})$
16.    **else if** equalOrSubseq($e, e'$) **then**
17.           $Pairs\cdot append(\{s, s'\})$
18.    **else if** equalOrSubseq(stmts($e), stmts(e')) **then**
19.           $Pairs\cdot append(\{s, s'\})$
20.    **else if** equalOrSubseq(api($e), api(e')) **then**
21.           $Pairs\cdot append(\{s, s'\})$
22.    **else if** equalOrSubseq(apiAndInternal($e), apiAndInternal(e')) **then**
23.           $Pairs\cdot append(\{s, s'\})$
24.    **else**
25.      $report\ nothing\ because\ (\{s, s'\})\ is\ not\ a\ duplicate\ pair$
26. **return** $Pairs$

Finally, since we store the traces for the scenarios in XML files, we leveraged the capabilities of the XMLUnit API\(^6\) to compute the differences between the traces for several runs of a scenario. Identifying the differences between the traces for several runs of a scenario helps locate parts that vary in a trace of a scenario, as well as parts that remain constant across several runs. As described in section 5.4.5, an essential trace of a scenario is formed by trace parts that remain constant across several runs of

\(^6\)https://www.xmlunit.org/api/java/master/index.html
5.5. EVALUATION

In this section, we describe the design of the evaluation experiment we performed, present the results and discuss their significance.

We conducted an evaluation to test the hypothesis that comparing how scenarios exercise the production code can detect semantically equivalent BDD scenarios in a way that outperforms existing duplicate detection approaches. In particular, we wanted to provide answers to the following research questions:

**RQ1:** How effective is each heuristic in detecting duplicate BDD scenarios, and which heuristics perform better than others?

**RQ2:** Does the focus on essential information in the traces of BDD scenarios improve the detection of duplicate BDD scenarios?

**RQ3:** How does the tool developed in the present study compare with existing duplicate detection tools?

5.5.1 Experiment Design

We used the benchmark of known duplicate pairs across the three evaluation systems (section 4.3) to test the ability of our tool to detect these duplicates and only these duplicates. As previously stated, we probably have to tolerate the fact that our tool produces some false positive results, given the difficulty of finding a definition of semantic duplication that can give accurate results in all cases. However, we would prefer the number of false positive results to be low, as each one represents a cost to the developer using the tool (in terms of the time required to investigate and reject the candidate duplicate). We can tolerate false negatives, too, to an extent, again given the difficulty of finding a definition of semantic duplication that can give accurate results in all cases. Having a way to find some duplicates in BDD specifications is still useful, even if others are left undetected. But, again, we would like the number of false negative matches to be low, to avoid the risk of important (costly) duplicates being missed.
However, as is well known, it is not usually possible to determine the number of false negatives using a pure injection approach due to the size of the data set. In our case, the BDD specifications we used for evaluation were comparatively small. But, as has been described in section 4.3.4, the people who volunteered to inject duplicates into our evaluation systems were not from the development team of the three systems, and so had no specific expertise in the intended meaning of the existing scenarios. We therefore had no reliable oracle that we could ask to provide information on known non-duplicates within the evaluation systems. Thus, it was necessary to assume that the only duplicates in the system were those developed in section 4.3. To obtain information about the false negative results, we can only ask how many of the known duplicates were not detected by our tool, and to set this as a lower bound on the actual number of false negatives. This is a normal practice in an area of software engineering that focuses on detecting clones in software systems [4, 37].

Apart from evaluating the ability of our tool to detect injected duplicates (Table 4.4), we also evaluated its ability to detect duplicates between original scenarios (Table 4.2). Thus, the same benchmark used to evaluate existing duplicate detection tools (Section 5.3) was used for this particular experiment. This, in turn, enabled us to compare our tool with existing duplicate detection tools on the problem of detecting semantically equivalent BDD scenarios.

A good performing heuristic should be able to detect as many known duplicate scenario pairs as possible from our benchmark. As well, the focus on essential traces of scenarios will be said to increase the duplicate detection ability if there exist duplicate pairs that are detected by a heuristic on essential traces but are not detected by a corresponding heuristic on default traces.

5.5.2 Results

We now present the results of the evaluation experiment, showing the detailed results as well as their summary through a plot of recalls, precisions and F-score.

Table 5.2 presents the results for the 8 hypotheses on the three systems. Other columns should be self-explanatory, except for the following:

- **Inj.** represents the number of known duplicate scenario pairs, obtained through injection.
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- **Det.** represents the number of detected duplicate scenario pairs, out of the known ones (Inj.).

- **FN** represents the number of known duplicate pairs, injected in the system, that were not detected. FN is the lower bound of False Negatives because a particular system could have other duplicate pairs of scenarios that were not detected by our algorithm and were not part of our benchmark due to our inability to identify them. Thus, FN is constituted by only the known duplicates that went undetected, not all the duplicates that went undetected.

- **CS** represents the size of the candidate set, which is the number of scenario pairs that were reported as duplicates by an algorithm for a particular hypothesis (including those which were not in our set of injected pairs).

- Columns **OO-TP**, **OO-FP**, **IO-TP**, **IO-FP**, **II-TP** and **II-FP** show the distribution of the members of the candidate set for a particular heuristic. For example, column **OO** represents the number of members of a candidate set that report duplication between original scenarios (scenarios that existed before volunteers injected duplicates). These scenario pairs can either be True Positives (TP), classified as OO-TP; or False Positives (FP), classified as OO-FP.

- **IO** and **II** represent duplication between original and injected scenarios, and duplication between injected scenarios, respectively—as explained in section 4.3.4.

We manually inspected every pair in the candidate set to put it in a particular category.

The charts in Figure 5.3 plot precision, recall and F-score for the results of the algorithms for each of the 8 hypotheses on the 3 systems. Recall is computed as the ratio of number of detected duplicate pairs (Det. in Table 5.2) to the number of known duplicate pairs (Inj. in Table 5.2). Precision is computed as the ratio of the number of True Positives (sum of OO-TP, IO-TP, and II-TP in Table 5.2) to the number of pairs in the candidate set (CS in Table 5.2).

Table 5.3 provides the comparison between our tool (SEED2) and the existing duplicate detection tools, on a benchmark of duplicates between original scenarios (Table 4.2). With reference to the column labels in Table 5.3 Recall is computed as the ratio of Detected Known Duplicates to Known Duplicates, while Precision is computed as the ratio of Duplicates Between Whole BDD Scenarios to Candidates. Because H2 and H2' are the best performing heuristics of our duplicate detection framework, and
both H2 and H2' had equal performance during our evaluation (Table 5.2), we used the results of H2 when comparing the performance of our tool with the performance of the existing duplicate detection tools.

Table 5.2: Detailed results for the 8 different hypotheses on the 3 systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hyp.</th>
<th>Syst.</th>
<th>Inj.</th>
<th>Det.</th>
<th>FN</th>
<th>CS</th>
<th>OO-TP</th>
<th>OO-FP</th>
<th>IO-TP</th>
<th>IO-FP</th>
<th>II-TP</th>
<th>II-FP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1'</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2'</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3'</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H4'</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 5.3: Plot of precision, recall, and F1 score for the algorithms of 8 different hypotheses across the 3 systems
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We used the results for H results we used to compare SEED2 with the existing tools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Known Duplicates</th>
<th>Detected Known Duplicates</th>
<th>Candidates Duplicates Between Whole BDD Scenarios</th>
<th>Recall (%)</th>
<th>Precision (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>PMD</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CloneDR</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6, 1</td>
<td>11.11</td>
<td>16.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DECKARD</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>589, 112</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>19.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SEED2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>18, 16</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>88.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 2      | PMD      | 1                | 0                         | 7, 0                                             | 0.00      | 0.00          |
|        | CloneDR  | 1                | 0                         | 1, 0                                             | 0.00      | 0.00          |
|        | DECKARD  | 1                | 0                         | 43, 0                                            | 0.00      | 0.00          |
|        | SEED2    | 1                | 0                         | 0, 0                                             | 0.00      | 0.00          |

| 3      | PMD      | 3                | 0                         | 8, 0                                             | 0.00      | 0.00          |
|        | CloneDR  | 3                | 0                         | 1, 0                                             | 0.00      | 0.00          |
|        | DECKARD  | 3                | 1                         | 951, 48                                          | 33.33     | 5.05          |
|        | SEED2    | 3                | 0                         | 0, 0                                             | 0.00      | 0.00          |

Table 5.3: Comparison between our tool and the existing duplicate detection tools

5.5.3 Discussion

RQ1: On the effectiveness of each heuristic, and the identification of a best performing heuristic: The results for each heuristic are shown in Table 5.2 and Figure 5.3. Generally, the algorithms for H2 and H2' performed much better, on all the systems, compared to the algorithms for the rest of the heuristics. Based on these results, the comparison of execution paths (heuristics H2 and H2') of BDD scenarios revealed more duplicates across the three systems, than the comparison of full traces, API calls, or the combination of API and internal calls. This was so irrespective of whether or not the duplicate detection algorithm used default or essential traces of scenarios. More specifically, across the three systems, the comparison of both default and essential execution paths (H2 and H2') detected exactly the same duplicate pairs of scenarios. This could suggest that all of our evaluation systems had no runtime conditions that affected the choice of execution paths of the scenarios in the known duplicate pairs.
Additionally, the algorithms that compared execution paths also detected duplicate pairs of BDD scenarios that were not known to us beforehand. This was especially true for heuristics H2 and H2'on System 1 where 16 pairs of duplicate scenarios were reported between original scenarios, and confirmed to be true positives (see Table 5.2). 7 out of 16 (OO-TP) pairs of duplicates between original scenarios were not known to us beforehand; only 9 of them were known to us beforehand from Table 4.2. Thus, in general, the comparison of execution paths gives better detection of semantically equivalent BDD scenarios.

Answer to RQ1: Each heuristic can detect some duplicates, but the comparison of execution paths of scenarios is the most promising approach to detecting semantically equivalent BDD scenarios.

RQ2: On whether the focus on essential traces of scenarios improves duplicate detection: From the results in Table 5.2 and Figure 5.3 when attempting to detect duplicate BDD scenarios, the focus on essential parts of full traces, API calls, or the combination of API and internal calls, can improve the duplicate detection capability. This can be seen by comparing H1 and H1', H3 and H3', and H4 and H4', for systems 1 and 2 in Figure 5.3. For system 1, in particular, in each of these comparable cases, the recall value improved to a relatively small extent. Nevertheless, the precision value in each of these comparable cases improved to 100%, meaning that each of the extra duplicate pair reported by the algorithms focusing on essential traces was a true positive. For system 2, there was a dramatic increase in all the three metrics—recall, precision and F1 score—for the three comparable cases: H1 and H1', H3 and H3', and H4 and H4' (refer to Figure 5.3). So, from these results, apart from execution paths, the comparison of essential traces of full traces, public API calls, or a combination of public API and internal calls, can also be used when relatively higher values of both recall and precision are preferred. For System 3, however, there was no evidence that the focus on essential traces improved the detection of semantically equivalent BDD scenarios.

Answer to RQ2: The focus on essential traces of scenarios can improve the duplicate detection capability.

RQ3: On how the tool developed in the present study compare with existing duplicate detection tools: From the results in Table 5.3 our tool has improved precision (88.89%) on System 1, compared to the precision of DECKARD (19.02%), the best
performing tool out the existing duplicate detection tools we experimented with. However, similar to the existing tools, our tool, too, did not perform better on System 2 and System 3. This could partly be attributable to the size of the benchmarks of known duplicates between original scenarios of the two Systems (1 for System 2 and 3 for System 3), in addition to scenario/project-specific attributes. Thus, in the future, it would be good to test all the tools on reasonably large benchmarks of known duplicates between original scenarios, to ascertain their true abilities.

Answer to RQ3: The tool developed in the present study recorded better precision than existing tools on a benchmark of pairs of known duplicates between original scenarios.

5.6 Summary

Large BDD suites can be difficult to manage, especially when different parts of the same suites have been developed by different teams and/or people, probably over different periods of time. The specifications can contain duplication that can make them difficult to comprehend, maintain and extend.

In this chapter, we analysed the problem of detecting such duplication, discussed the limitations of existing tools for the problem, and have described our approach for detecting duplicate BDD scenarios. We have proposed to detect semantically equivalent BDD scenarios based on the way the production code is exercised by the individual scenarios. We analysed execution traces of methods in the production code to find duplication candidates. We evaluated the approach by asking 13 volunteers to inject duplicate scenarios into three open source software systems, forming the ground truth; and compared the ground truth with the duplicate candidates that our tool produced. The comparison of execution paths recorded better values of recall, precision and F-score, across the 3 evaluation systems, outperforming the comparison of full traces, public API calls, and a combination of public API calls and internal calls. Thus, on the basis of these results, comparison of execution paths is the most promising way to detect duplicate BDD scenarios.

To conclude, execution traces can help us find some duplicate scenarios in BDD specifications, but an appropriate abstraction over the trace is needed to give strong results in terms of precision and recall. However, individual attributes of projects can get in the way, leading to unforeseeable results. For example, the design and implementation
details of individual systems could influence the duplicate scenarios that get detected by a generic approach.
Chapter 6

Quality-Oriented Removal of Duplicate Scenarios in BDD Suites

6.1 Introduction

In Chapter 5, we presented an approach to detect duplicate scenarios in BDD feature suites. In the present chapter, we present an approach to guide the removal of duplicate scenarios after they are detected. In particular, we want to explore the aspects of scenarios that can help us decide what scenario to remove, given a pair of duplicate BDD scenarios.

After pairs of duplicate scenarios are reported by duplicate detection tools, different strategies can be employed to manage the detected duplicate scenarios, just like it is done in managing duplicates that get detected in program code [74, 197]. Like the removal of duplicates in program code, among the possible actions for the removal of duplicate BDD scenarios are merging duplicate scenarios into one scenario or deleting one of the scenarios in a duplicate pair while keeping the other. Given a pair of duplicate scenarios, in case the decision is to delete one scenario and keep the other, the maintainer of the BDD suite is still left with the challenge of deciding which of the duplicated scenarios should be removed. Naively, since they are duplicates, one might say that either scenario in a pair could be removed without changing the semantics of the suite. In reality, however, some scenarios may be of better quality than others, while expressing the same example behaviour. Removing one of the scenarios in the pair might increase the quality of the suite as a whole, while removing the other might
reduce it.

BDD suite quality has been heavily discussed amongst practitioners [152], but as yet no mature formal substantiated definitions have been given. Consequently, there are no formal quality guidelines that can help maintainers in removing duplicate scenarios from BDD feature suites. Existing studies on quality of BDD scenarios [198, 199, 134] are still in their infancy, and the metrics they provide can support the evaluation of the quality of individual scenarios within a feature suite. They, however, do not offer mechanisms to evaluate the quality of a scenario relative to the whole feature suite to which a scenario belongs. For example, both scenarios A and B from a particular feature suite can be generally poor according to the quality attributes by Oliveira et al. [134], but still scenario A can be preferable to scenario B when each is evaluated relative to the whole feature suite to which scenarios A and B belong. As such, faced with a need to make a decision on which scenario to remove, it would be preferable for the maintainer to remove B and keep A. We thus need a set of metrics to support this relative quality assessment, and the study we present in the present chapter set out to devise and evaluate the performance of such metrics on the problem of deciding which scenario to remove, given a pair of semantically equivalent BDD scenarios.

To understand how quality properties of a suite might be used to guide the removal of duplicate scenarios, we begin the assumption that:

**H**: We can use quality aspects of scenarios in a BDD suite to guide the removal of duplicate scenarios from a suite.

To confirm or refute this hypothesis, we posed three research questions, which are answered in this chapter:

**RQ1**: What are the properties of scenarios that affect the quality of a feature suite as a whole?

**RQ2**: How are the quality properties in RQ1 perceived in practice?

**RQ3**: To what extent are the scenarios’ quality properties successful in guiding the removal of duplicate scenarios from the feature suites?

To answer these questions, it is necessary to have a clear idea of what is meant by quality of a scenario relative to the whole BDD feature suite. The attempts to define BDD quality in the literature can only facilitate the assessment of quality of an individual scenario in a suite, and not for assessing the quality of a scenario in relation to
all other scenarios in a suite. We propose four principles describing BDD suite quality. Each of the proposed principles focuses on a particular property of BDD suites whereby, to increase the quality of a suite as a whole, some of the properties have to be maximised while some have to be minimised. The first principle encourages reuse of step phrases across scenarios in a feature suite. The second principle encourages reuse of domain vocabulary across scenarios in a feature suite. This is inline with the agile practice of *Ubiquitous Language* [200] and the *ubiquitous* attribute in the list of quality attributes for BDD scenarios as proposed by Oliveira et al. [134]. The third principle discourages the use of implementation level terms that, in most cases, only members of the development team can understand, when, in principle, a BDD specification should be understood by all project stakeholders, including those outside the development team. The fourth principle encourages consistency of abstraction level when expressing different scenarios of a particular feature suite.

We surveyed the community of BDD practitioners to gauge the level of support for the principles. All principles received support from the community (with at least 75% of respondents voting in support of each principle), though all of them also received a small number of dissenting votes. We also report on practitioners’ opinions on other BDD quality aspects not covered by the four principles.

We further demonstrate how the proposed principles can be used to guide maintainers of BDD suites in removing duplicate scenarios from the suites. During the evaluation of the ability of the principles to guide the removal of duplicate scenarios, each of the four principles gave a reasonable number of acceptable remove suggestions. Thus, the results suggest that the four principles can be used to assess which scenario in a pair of duplicate scenarios can be most effectively removed.

This chapter makes the following contributions:

- **BDD Suite Quality Principles:** We propose four principles describing features expected of a high quality BDD specification.

- **Practitioner Support for the BDD Suite Quality Principles, and Other Quality Facets of BDD Suites:** We report the results of a survey of practitioner support for the principles. We also report on practitioners’ opinions on other quality aspects of BDD suites that are not covered by the four principles.

- **Operationalization of Principles:** We propose an approach to operationalize each principle, so that BDD specifications can be assessed automatically against
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Given a pair of duplicate scenarios, we need a set of criteria to decide which scenario to keep and which scenario to remove. The mere fact that two scenarios are duplicates does not mean that deleting either of them will have the same effect on the overall quality of the BDD suite. One of the duplicated scenarios may be of higher quality than the other. In order to advise owners of a BDD suite regarding which of the duplicate scenarios to remove we need a definition of “good quality” for BDD suites that is precise enough to be used by an automated tool. While there is a lot of discussion about BDD quality (and some well known rules of thumb) [152], we could find no validated precise definition that would be suitable for helping in the removal of duplicate scenarios. Oliveira et al. [134] attempted to define the characteristics desirable in a good BDD scenario, but those characteristics are not precise enough to facilitate the assessment of one scenario in relation all others in a suite. We set about defining a number of BDD quality principles, based on our own experience and understanding of writing BDD suites, informed by the opinions of practitioners as reported in blogs and websites.

6.2 BDD Suite Quality Principles

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows: section 6.2 presents the quality principles we use to guide the removal of duplicates in BDD suites; section 6.3 presents practitioners’ opinions about the proposed BDD quality principles, as well practitioners’ opinions on other aspects of BDD suite quality not covered by the four principles; section 6.4 describes our operationalisation of the principles; section 6.5 presents the empirical support we gathered for the principles; section 6.6 presents the threats to the validity of the results for the work described in the present chapter; and section 6.7 concludes the chapter.

• Use of Principles in Generating Refactoring Advice: We use the operationalized principles to propose removal of duplicate scenarios, and evaluate the approach on 3 open source software systems. The results from both the lab experiment and the experiment with a BDD practitioner from the industry suggest that the four principles can be used to support quality-preserving removal of duplicate scenarios from BDD feature suites.
In this section, we first present the process used to produce the principles, and then we describe the four principles in their general form. In section 6.4, we will operationalise the principles, to give versions that can be used in a refactoring advisor tool.

### 6.2.1 Aspects of Quality in BDD Specifications

We now detail the process used to produce the four BDD suite quality principles.

To understand what constitutes good quality in BDD suites, we first searched the literature for attempts to define quality in BDD specifications. This gave us only the work of Oliveira et al. which suggested that good BDD scenarios should be essential, focused, singular, clear, complete, unique, ubiquitous, and integrous [134, 198, 199]. Refer to section 2.5 for the description of each of these attributes. However, these attributes define, in more general terms, the characteristics expected of a good scenario, but are not precise enough to facilitate the assessment of the quality of one scenario in relation to all other scenarios in a suite. Thus, given a pair of duplicate scenarios in which both scenarios evaluate to “good” (for example) based on the quality attributes by Oliveira et al. [134], the maintainer wanting to remove one scenario and keep the other would still face the challenge of deciding which scenario to remove. Removing one scenario may preserve the overall quality of a BDD feature suite, while removing the other may impair it. We thus need more precise definitions of BDD quality that can be used to assess the quality of a scenario relative to all other scenarios across a feature suite. Such definitions would support the process of making broadly informed decisions when removing duplicate scenarios from a BDD feature suite.

To obtain attributes that are suitable for assessing the quality of a scenario relative to all other scenarios across a feature suite, we borrowed ideas from the quality attributes in the work of Oliveira et al. [134] and complemented these ideas with other practitioners’ opinions on quality in BDD feature suites. To obtain practitioners’ opinions on quality in BDD feature suites, we analysed articles from the BDD Addict Newsletter [152], a monthly online newsletter about BDD, which publishes articles about various aspects of BDD from the perspective of BDD practitioners. Articles from 32 issues of the newsletter (from February 2016, when the first issue was released, to December
2018) were analysed for quality facets in BDD suites. We then searched StackOverflow\(^1\) and StackExchange\(^2\) for any additional BDD quality facets that might not have been covered in the BDD Addict Newsletter. Table 6.1 summarises the quality facets we obtained through this process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/n</th>
<th>Quality Aspect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A good quality scenario should be concise, testable, understandable, unambiguous, complete, and valuable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Reuse of steps across scenarios can improve suite quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Declarative (high level) steps are preferred to imperative (low level) steps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Business terminology should be consistently used across the specification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Scenarios should focus on the benefit they offer to users, if implemented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Scenarios should use the terminology understood by all project stakeholders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Each scenario should test one thing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Scenario titles should be clear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Scenario descriptions should be focused</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Personal pronoun “I” should be avoided in steps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Too obvious and obsolete scenarios should be avoided in the suite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Scenario outlines should be used sparingly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Scenarios should clearly separate Given, When and Then steps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Use past tense for contexts (Given), present tense for events (When), and “should” for outcomes (Then)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: BDD quality aspects from scientific and grey literature

But, in the interest of time, we could not produce precise and automatable definitions of BDD quality from all the quality facets by Oliveira et al.\(^{[134]}\) as well as the quality facets in Table 6.1 for use in the removal of duplicate scenarios. Hence, we wanted a subset of these quality facets, which is concrete enough for use in guiding the removal of duplicate BDD scenarios from the suites. We, therefore, conducted a thought experiment in which we attempted to apply the quality facets in Table 6.1 on the problem of deciding which scenario to remove, given a pair of duplicate BDD scenarios.

\(^1\)https://stackoverflow.com/
\(^2\)https://stackexchange.com/
More specifically, informed by quality facets from the literature \cite{footnote} and practitioners’ opinions (Table \ref{tab:practitioner-opinions}), and our own experience and understanding of writing BDD suites, we analysed 9 randomly selected pairs of duplicate scenarios from the 3 evaluation systems (described in section \ref{sec:evaluation}), aiming to determine which scenario to remove in each pair and the reasons for the decisions we made. By assessing the reasons for the choices we made for each pair, we learned the following: across the 9 pairs, we suggested keeping the scenario whose steps either had more reuse across the specification, or used more domain terms, or used less implementation level terms, or had an abstraction level that broadly resembled with the abstraction levels of other scenarios in the specification it belonged to, or a combination of two or more of these aspects. We thus summarise, in four quality principles, the aspects that stood out in our experiment of deciding which duplicate scenarios to remove. These principles are described in detail in the next four sections.

### 6.2.2 Principle of Conservation of Steps

This principle seeks to maximise the use of existing steps across the specification, and tries to avoid having too many steps that are used only in one scenario or a small number of scenarios. To illustrate this idea, focusing on the first scenario in Listing \ref{lst:scenario1}, suppose we need to write a scenario for when the bank customer tries to withdraw more money than is in their account; we should reuse the step phrases from the existing scenarios rather than inventing new ways of phrasing the same idea (e.g. “my account is in credit by $10” rather than “my account balance is $10”).

The rationale is as follows. The steps in a BDD suite form a vocabulary for talking about the functionality of the system. The \textit{Given} and \textit{Then} steps describe aspects of the system state, while the \textit{When} steps describe all the actions the system’s users and stakeholders should be able to take. Expressing a variety of system functionalities using a small number of steps reduces the comprehension effort needed to understand the whole specification, and reduces the chance that duplicated or subtly inconsistent scenarios will be added in future.

Based on this intuition, this principle advocates for the introduction of new steps only if the requirements to be specified in those steps cannot be expressed by existing steps. So, given a pair of duplicate scenarios, this principle suggests the removal of the duplicate scenario whose steps are used least across the specification. (In the ideal case,
this would remove the only appearance of a step, allowing it to be removed from the BDD suite altogether.)

### 6.2.3 Principle of Conservation of Domain Vocabulary

Any organisational process that is supported by software will typically accrue over its lifetime a set of terms or phrases describing the key ideas in the domain of the process, that are used by the people involved to communicate about and advance the state of the work. The agile practice of a *Ubiquitous Language* requires the software team to use the same terms wherever possible, in the artefacts that describe and constitute the system \[200\]. This is also true within BDD scenarios.

With this in mind, the Principle of Conservation of Domain Vocabulary seeks to maximise the value of each domain term or phrase that used in the BDD suite. Inevitably, in any human endeavour, different terms may be used for the same concept (and the same term may have different meanings). But each additional term increases the cognitive load for readers and writers of scenarios. We therefore consider a suite to be of high quality if it can express the required semantics clearly with the minimum number of domain terms and phrases. This is also inline with the *ubiquitous* aspect in the list of quality aspects for BDD scenarios proposed by Oliveira *et al.* \[134\]. So, given a pair of duplicate scenarios, this principle suggests the removal of the scenario which contains more less frequently used domain terms.

### 6.2.4 Principle of Elimination of Technical Vocabulary

Since BDD scenarios are meant to be readable by all project stakeholders (including end users), the use of technical terms that, in most cases, only the development team can understand, is discouraged. As such, scenarios that use domain terms are generally preferred to scenarios that use technical terms. This principle, therefore, focuses on minimising the use of technical terms in the steps of BDD scenarios. So, given a duplicate pair of scenarios, the Principle of Elimination of Technical Vocabulary will keep the scenario with no or fewer technical terms.
6.2.5 Principle of Conservation of Proper Abstraction

One challenging aspect in the creation of a BDD feature suite is to select an appropriate level of abstraction for the scenarios, and in particular for the steps. Higher level steps convey more semantics, so that scenarios can be expressed using fewer steps, and are often closer to the domain concepts that end users are familiar with. But they require more extensive glue code to be written, with more embedded assumptions, so that sometimes the meaning of the suite cannot be understood with precision without reference to the glue code. Lower level steps describe more fine-grained aspects of system state and state change. Scenarios using them will typically be longer, requiring more steps to express the same semantics than when using higher level steps. But lower level steps require smaller simpler glue code to implement them. Feature suites written using very low level steps can often be very brittle, breaking easily when small implementation details change, and can be too procedural, resembling traditional testing scripts, rather than end-user focussed declarative examples.

Intuitively, therefore, a BDD feature suite in which scenarios are written at a consistent level of abstraction will be easier to understand, extend and maintain. On the contrary, if the feature suite has a mix of scenarios expressed at a low level of abstraction and scenarios expressed at a higher level of abstraction, it can be difficult for a maintenance engineer to decide on the level of abstraction to use in expressing a new scenario. Moreover, there is likely to be duplication of steps and glue code, and the test harness code will also be at inconsistent levels of abstraction, adding to the comprehension and maintenance burden.

This principle attempts to capture this notion of feature suite quality. As such, given a pair of duplicate scenarios, adherence to this principle would recommend keeping the scenario whose abstraction level is largely consistent with the abstraction levels of other scenarios in the specification, and deleting the scenario with steps that are at a contrasting abstraction level with the bulk of the suite.

6.3 Community Support for the Quality Principles

We conducted a survey to gather practitioners’ opinions on the four principles. We wanted to discover whether the principles resonated with practitioners as accurate descriptors of facets of BDD suite quality, and whether there were important quality
facets we had overlooked.

6.3.1 Survey Design

The survey questions covered respondents’ demographics, respondents’ views on the four principles and respondents’ opinions on quality aspects not covered by the principles. The four questions on demographics were:

Q1: Which of the following best describes your job? (Options: Developer; Tester; Business Analyst; Chief Technology Officer (CTO); Researcher; Other, please specify)

Q2: What is the size of your organisation? (Options: 1-20 employees; 21-99 employees; 100-1000 employees; more than 1000 employees; Other, please specify)

Q3: Which of the following best describes your experience of working with BDD? (Options: less than 1 year; 1-5 years; 6-10 years; over 10 years; Other, please specify)

Q4: What country are you based in? (Free text)

To mitigate the potential for bias and allow respondents to think and respond in a natural way, the exact principles were not disclosed in the survey. Instead, we sought respondents’ degree of agreement with informal statements of the principles:

Q5: When adding new scenarios to a BDD specification, we should strive to reuse existing steps wherever that is possible without compromising readability of the scenario.

Q6: When writing the BDD scenarios for a particular domain, we should strive to make use of a minimal set of domain terms in our scenario steps. That is, we prefer to write steps that reuse domain terms already used in other steps, rather than introducing new terms, wherever that is possible without compromising readability of the scenario.

Q7: When adding new scenarios to a feature suite, we should prefer to use steps that are expressed using domain terms over steps that are expressed using more technical language, whenever we have a choice.
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**Q8:** Within a feature suite, the abstraction levels of steps in one scenario should be largely consistent with the abstraction levels of steps in other scenarios in the suite.

A 5-point likert scale (Strongly Agree, Agree, Neutral, Disagree, Strongly Disagree) was used to record the respondents’ degree of agreement with each of the given statements in questions 5 to 8. For questions 1 to 3 and questions 5 to 8, an “other” free text option allowed respondents to provide alternative responses or provide qualified degree of agreement. Question 8 was supplemented by 2 example scenarios, clarifying what we meant by “abstraction levels”.

Lastly, question 9 allowed free text for respondents to describe BDD quality aspects not covered by the statements in questions 5 to 8:

**Q9:** Please give us any other thoughts on how to keep scenarios and steps of a BDD specification readable, easy to extend, and maintainable.

The survey was pretested on a BDD practitioner from industry. Like the survey in Chapter 3, this particular survey was developed and deployed using SelectSurvey.NET on our university’s servers. Respondents completed the survey over a period of one month from December 2018.

### 6.3.2 Ethical Considerations

The same ethical considerations in section 3.2.4 apply to this survey as well.

### 6.3.3 Respondents and Data Analysis

The same sampling mechanism and email contacts used for the survey in Chapter 3 (section 3.2.2) were used to distribute this survey as well. In addition to the BDD Google groups that were used to distribute the survey in Chapter 3, this particular survey was also posted on the following Google groups of BDD practitioners: Specflow, Concordion, and Serenity BDD.

The survey was viewed by 129 people, of whom 56 submitted responses to the key questions on BDD suite quality. In the remainder of this chapter, all discussions of survey results refer to this subset of 56 respondents. We randomly assigned them
numbers 1 to 56, and so we will hereafter refer to them as R1 to R56. The number of responses to questions on the four principles were as follows: Conservation of Steps (55), Conservation of Domain Vocabulary (54), Elimination of Technical Vocabulary (55), and Conservation of Proper Abstraction (56). 31 people responded to Q9 by mentioning other quality aspects of BDD suites.

The distribution of respondent roles was as shown in Table 6.2 and the sizes of respondent organisations were as shown in Table 6.3. The respondents’ experience of working with BDD is shown in Figure 6.1 and the geographical distribution of respondents was as shown in Figure 6.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Percentage of Respondents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Developer</td>
<td>60.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tester</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consultant</td>
<td>7.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chief Technology Officer (CTO)</td>
<td>5.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Researcher</td>
<td>3.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Analyst</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>7.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did not say</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>100.0%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2: Survey on BDD quality principles: roles of respondents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Percentage of Respondents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-20 employees</td>
<td>26.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21-99 employees</td>
<td>16.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100-1000 employees</td>
<td>26.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than 1000 employees</td>
<td>21.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All sizes</td>
<td>7.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did not mention</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>100.0%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.3: Survey on BDD quality principles: sizes of respondent organisations
Also, the same mechanism used to analyse survey data in section 3.2.3 was used to analyse the data for this survey as well. Different from section 3.2.3, the theoretical thematic analysis in this regard was guided by the research question: how to keep BDD suites comprehensible, extensible and maintainable?

### 6.3.4 Results

Figure 6.3 shows the respondents’ degree of agreement with each principle. Each principle was accepted by at least 75% (Strongly Agree + Agree) of the respondents who answered the question about it and clearly indicated their degree of agreement.

Other comments on the respective principles were:

1. **Conservation of Steps**:
   
   • Steps should also be expressed in general terms:
     
     "Agree somewhat, but that’s not the most important consideration. You should also consider generalizing existing steps. It’s not a big deal, though, to create new steps and have them call common code under the step definition layer." (R2, Consultant)
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Figure 6.2: Survey on BDD quality principles: Geographical distribution of respondents

- Sometimes it can be a good idea to focus on writing clear steps that serve the purpose, and then fix the design later:
  - “Well, I would approach to famous phrase: First make it work. Then make it right. (Kent Beck?). I agree you should try to not duplicate steps, but one also must be careful not to force reuse of existing steps. Sometimes is maybe just much better to have 2 very similar steps which doing almost same thing (but actually different), then have 1 step which hides some logic under the hood.” (R7, Developer)
  - I try to express myself as clear as I can at the moment. Any reuse is secondary. I also know that I will learn more about how the system should in work in due time. That will effect how I might want to rephrase myself later. (R4, Developer)

- The main focus should be on the readability, and reuse of steps can affect the readability and maintainability of the specification:
  - “Readability is the most important consideration here. If through the light of the new spec, formulations of previously existing specs come outdated, those should be considered for an update as well.” (R55,
2. Conservation of Domain Vocabulary:

- It should be possible to use new domain terms whenever necessary, provided that the specification remains readable to customers:
  
  - “You should reuse domain terms where appropriate and introduce new domain terms where appropriate. The scenarios should sound natural to the widest community in the business.” (R2, Consultant)

  - “The scenarios should, IMO, reflect the real domain language (as practiced in DDD-like projects); hence I think we should introduce domain terms from the ubiquitous language as they’re used...” (R20, Developer)

  - “The understanding and the language of the domain usually evolve and refine over the course of a project. Therefore, if new terms arise
as the model evolves, those new terms must be used everywhere where applicable (refer to ubiquitous language, E. Evans, Domain Driven Design). It would be a reprehensible omission to stick to outdated or unclear terms just for the sake of simplicity of consistency with slightly related areas of the domain.” (R55, Developer)

3. Elimination of Technical Vocabulary:

- Implementation words can sometimes be used, depending on the product owner and expected readers of the specification:

  - “I would say I would normally strongly agree, but BDD tests can be used to test the so-called non-functional requirements as well. Product owners with some technical knowledge (the best type of product owner) can understand technical terms and how tech affect overall behaviour through non-functionals. So yes, why we should try to express business behaviour with domain terms, non-functionals may make more sense to use technical terms and we should not prohibit that.” (R13, Developer)

  - “I would agree but it depends on who reads the scenarios and how the domain terms differ from the technical ones.” (R40, Developer)

  - “The short answer is it depends. Basically it depends on the people who will be reading the scenarios.” (R42, Tester)

- Sometimes, it can be challenging to translate domain words used in scenarios into implementation details:

  - “We ran into the issue where steps expressed using domain terms were on occasion too vague to know what the implementation details were supposed to be, as there was no spec other than the BDD tests (specification by example), and if the wrong implementation was chosen we would receive a bug report. So while I think steps expressed using domain terms are more readable and understandable at a higher level for non-technical staff, we had an implementation where we needed more technical details to be specified to explain, for example, how the system could get into a certain state instead of just specifying that it was the case, and there were cases where the Given steps described an
impossible situation that lead to a decent discussion to get it erased.”
(R23, Developer)

4. Conservation of Proper Abstraction:

- The abstraction levels should be determined by capturing correct requirements, and producing scenarios that are readable to customers:
  - “It depends. The abstraction level should help readability and it should be based on the intent of the scenario…” (R25, Test Architect)

- Lower abstraction levels can be appropriate if scenarios carry data:
  - “Well… Not an easy question. I had situations when I have many scenarios in feature, and my outputs are based on my inputs. So I used 2nd approach, with lower level abstraction because that way I could change my inputs from feature file.” (R7, Developer)

- Sometimes, one can use different abstraction levels for Given, When, and Then steps:
  - “I always prefer writing the ‘Given’ part in most abstract way, then the ‘When’ section should be more detailed, and the ‘Then’ should be detailed but not in technical (like UI) language” (R25, Test Architect)

- The abstraction level of a scenario should depend on the behaviour being specified:
  - “The level has to fit the behaviour the example is illustrating. It should be mention all the necessary parts and leave out all technical parts” (R55, Developer)

Additionally, in response to Q9 in the survey, other opinions from respondents on how to keep BDD suites readable, easy to extend and maintain, were as summarised in Table 6.4 and Table 6.5.

6.3.5 Conclusions from the Survey

In general, the majority of the respondents supported the principles as acceptable descriptors of facets of BDD suite quality (see “Strongly Agree” and “Agree” responses in Figure 6.3). The written comments stressed the importance of reuse within BDD,
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/n</th>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Sample Excerpts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Specification should act as readable business documentation</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>“The key is to have a multi-layered approach; the gherkin scenarios should focus on being readable as business documentation…” (R8, Consultant)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“Describe the business goal and the steps on how to achieve them as clearly as you understand at the moment.” (R4, Developer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“Focus on clean specifications that are consistent within the bounded context” (R6, IT Consultant)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“…I like the idea of a glossary of terms from the Writing Great Specifications book…” (R6, IT Consultant)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“Use the same domain language and terminology as the rest of your organisation/customers/industry” (R26, Chief Technology Officer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“…Have a glossary with important domain concepts, primary term and possible synonyms.” (R44, Principal Software Architect)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Clear description of business goals using examples</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>“BDD specification should satisfy both business analyst and developer as much as possible.” (R11, Developer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“Everything around BDD and Specification by example is around creating a shared understanding. That is the core reason to do examples in the first place; the help us uncover hidden assumptions…” (R18, BDD Coach)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“Test them on other people not involved in the project. Can they understand what they mean? Can they determine the intent of each scenario?…” (R2, Consultant)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“Where possible, involve less technical stakeholders and team members in the process of scenario development…” (R46, Developer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“I believe the key would be to periodically revisit them and keep updated, if necessary rewrite or reword older ones. I find it very useful to also publish scenarios using ci tools somewhere so business people can read specs and spot inconsistencies” (R47, Developer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Use of common domain concepts and terms across the specification</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>“At the very least, have the specs available for reference by the project stakeholders.” (R46, Developer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“…Refactoring also applies to BDD scenarios…” (R44, Principal Software Architect)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Focus on capturing comprehensive requirements for all project stakeholders</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>“Test them on other people not involved in the project. Can they understand what they mean? Can they determine the intent of each scenario?…” (R2, Consultant)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“Where possible, involve less technical stakeholders and team members in the process of scenario development…” (R46, Developer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Specification should be easy to understand based on general domain knowledge</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>“Test them on other people not involved in the project. Can they understand what they mean? Can they determine the intent of each scenario?…” (R2, Consultant)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“Where possible, involve less technical stakeholders and team members in the process of scenario development…” (R46, Developer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Share specs with stakeholders for reference and correction, and perform regular maintenance of specs</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>“I believe the key would be to periodically revisit them and keep updated, if necessary rewrite or reword older ones. I find it very useful to also publish scenarios using ci tools somewhere so business people can read specs and spot inconsistencies” (R47, Developer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“At the very least, have the specs available for reference by the project stakeholders.” (R46, Developer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“…Refactoring also applies to BDD scenarios…” (R44, Principal Software Architect)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.4: Other recommended practices for all project stakeholders on how to keep BDD specifications readable, easy to extend, and maintainable
### Table 6.5: Other recommended practices for testers and developers on how to keep BDD specifications readable, easy to extend, and maintainable

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/n</th>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Sample Excerpts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Write reusable and yet focused steps and step definitions</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>“...the gherkin scenarios should focus on being readable as business documentation, and map to reusable steps in the step definitions. It is the DSL code in the step definitions where the real reusability benefits occur” (R8, Consultant)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“It’s best to re-use steps either by referring to them directly (Using Given, And...), or creating a new step definition using the underlying API, not calling one step definition from another” (R24, Software Engineer in Test)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Aim for more stateless scenarios</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>“The scenarios should be stateless, in the sense that they should store as few data as possible.” (R50, Developer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Proper use and order of Given, When, and Then steps; and careful choice and use of framework-specific BDD features</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>“Ensure that WHEN’s only perform actions and THEM’s only assert (do not modify the SUT state) and are expressed as such” (R43, Tester)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“...Choose good titles (scenario/feature) 9) Don’t send test data from feature file, (but examples of behavior are allowed)10) Less is More 11) Limit one feature per feature file. This makes it easy to find features. 12) Hide data in the automation 13) Steps order must be given/when/then - not other order”’ (R25, Test Architect)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Miscellaneous: Keeping an inventory of all steps in a project; clear separation of customer-readable tests from glue code and the underlying API; and leveraging the full capabilities of underlying BDD framework and regular expressions</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>“I’m not aware if this is already possible but it would be helpful to produce a dictionary of all the steps used in a project by extracting them from the feature suites.” (R1, Developer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“The key is to have a multi-layered approach; the gherkin scenarios should focus on being readable as business documentation, and map to reusable steps in the step definitions. It is the DSL code in the step definitions where the real reusability benefits occur” (R8, Consultant)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“Make full use of the underlying BDD framework / regular expressions and craft the step definitions like a powerful text-based API.” (R33, Developer)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
but put most emphasis on readability and clarity of the resulting specifications. Finally, the validity threats and mitigation strategies for this survey are the same as those in section 3.4.

### 6.4 Operationalization of BDD Quality Principles

Since the four principles had received practitioner support, the next step was to attempt to operationalize each principle in some way, to allow it to be automatically assessed against a feature suite and glue code. The principles themselves are quite abstract, and deal with concepts that are not amenable to full automation. We have therefore tried to find pragmatic approximations to the principles that can be automated. The algorithms we have experimented with are described below in terms of a comparison of a pair of duplicated scenarios, and all assess the relative effect that removing each member of the pair has on the quality of the BDD suite.

#### 6.4.1 Assessing Conservation of Steps

This principle implies that we should prefer scenarios that use step phrases that are frequently used by other scenarios over ones that use unique step phrases or phrases that are only rarely used. To assess this, we statically analyse the feature suite to discover how many times each step phrase is used. This data for individual step phrases must be aggregated together to provide a score for whole scenarios. Several aggregation options are possible. We elected initially to sum the usage score for all the steps in a scenario to arrive at its score, but realised that usage scores will be the same for steps that are identical between the scenarios being compared. We therefore sum the usage scores of step phrases in the scenario that are not used in its duplicate pair. The scenario in the pair of duplicates with the lowest usage score is the one that should be recommended for deletion (see Algorithm 2). Asymptotically, Algorithm 2 is of $\Theta(n)$ complexity.
Algorithm 2: Assessing Conservation of Steps

Input: A BDD suite $\Sigma$
A set $D$ of known duplicate pairs of scenarios in $\Sigma$

Output: A set of remove suggestions for all known duplicate pairs in $D$

1. $\text{suggestions} \leftarrow \emptyset$ //an initially empty set of remove suggestions

2. **Get a list of all scenarios ($sc$) and steps ($stc$) in a suite:**
   - $sc \leftarrow \text{scenarios}$ //sc is a list of all scenarios in a suite
   - $stc \leftarrow \text{steps(sc)}$ //sc is a list of all scenario steps in a suite

3. **foreach** $(s, s') \in D$ **do**

4. **Get a list of steps that are unique to each scenario in a duplicate pair:**
   - $st \leftarrow \text{steps}(s) \setminus \text{steps}(s')$ //st is a list of steps that are unique to scenario $s$
   - $st' \leftarrow \text{steps}(s') \setminus \text{steps}(s)$ //st’ is a list of steps that are unique to scenario $s'$

5. **Find the number of times each unique step of a particular scenario in a duplicate pair is used across the suite:**
   - $usage = \text{sum}([1 \mid st \land stc])$
   - $usage' = \text{sum}([1 \mid st' \land stc])$

6. **Suggest the removal of either scenario if $s$ and $s'$ have the same usage count; otherwise, suggest the removal a scenario with lower steps’ usage count:**
   - **if** $usage = usage'$ **then**
     - $\text{suggestions} \leftarrow \text{suggestions} \cup \text{remove}((s, s'), \{s, s'\})$
   - **else if** $usage > usage'$ **then**
     - $\text{suggestions} \leftarrow \text{suggestions} \cup \text{remove}((s, s'), \{s'\})$
   - **else**
     - $\text{suggestions} \leftarrow \text{suggestions} \cup \text{remove}((s, s'), \{s\})$

7. **return** $\text{suggestions}$

6.4.2 Assessing Conservation of Domain Vocabulary

To assess how far a BDD suite satisfies the principle of Conservation of Domain Vocabulary, we need to be able to determine whether individual steps make use of terms and phrases that end users/stakeholders would recognise and use themselves when talking about the business processes the BDD suite describes. This is not something that can be easily assessed automatically with precision. However, all development teams struggle with the need to use correct terminology when talking with end users. It is common for such teams to build up glossaries of terms or to make use of enterprise models of the business in determining what things and actions in the domain should be called.

We therefore assume the availability of a list of preferred domain terms that we can
use to assess the appropriateness of wording used in a BDD Suite. We combine this
with a list of common stop words such as “at” and ”when”, which are ignored. We
give each step a score based on the number of recognised domain terms/phrases the
step contains. Again, the scores for the steps are aggregated into a score for each
scenario being compared. We sum the scores for each step. The scenario suggested
for removal is the one with the lower aggregated score (Algorithm 3). We decided
to try the simple scenario-based score first–more sophisticated approaches are clearly
possible and should be explored in future work. Asymptotically, Algorithm 3 is of
$\Theta(n)$ complexity.

Algorithm 3: Assessing Conservation of Domain Vocabulary

Input: A BDD suite $\Sigma$
A set $D$ of known duplicate pairs of scenarios in $\Sigma$
A set $dwords$ of terms used in the domain of $\Sigma$

Output: A set of remove suggestions for all known duplicate pairs in $D$
suggestions $\leftarrow \emptyset$ // an initially empty set of remove suggestions

1 foreach $(s, s') \in D$ do
2     Get a set of words from the steps of each scenario in a duplicate pair:
3         $w \leftarrow \{ \text{words}(st) : st \in \text{steps}(s) \}$ // $w$ is a set of words in $s$
4         $w' \leftarrow \{ \text{words}(st) : st \in \text{steps}(s') \}$ // $w'$ is a set of words in $s'$
5     Get a number of domain words used by each scenario in a duplicate pair:
6         $kw = | w \cap dwords |$ // $kw$ is a number of domain words in $s$
7         $kw' = | w' \cap dwords |$ // $kw'$ is a number of technical words in $s'$
8     Suggest the removal of either scenario if $s$ and $s'$ have the same amount
9         of domain words; otherwise, suggest the removal a scenario with a lower
10        amount of domain words:
11         if $kw = kw'$ then
12             suggestions $\leftarrow$ suggestions $\cup$ remove($s', \{ s, s' \}$)
13         else if $kw > kw'$ then
14             suggestions $\leftarrow$ suggestions $\cup$ remove($s', \{ s' \}$)
15         else
16             suggestions $\leftarrow$ suggestions $\cup$ remove($s, \{ s \}$)
17     return suggestions

6.4.3 Assessing Elimination of Technical Vocabulary

Automating assessment of this principle is also challenging, since for a full solution
we need an engine that can decide whether a step phrase contains technical wording or
not. Again, we fall back on a pragmatic approach of creating a list of technical words to be avoided in steps. Since these words are, by definition, not domain specific, we can potentially create one such dictionary for use across all projects in an organisation, seeded from an initial list provided along with our tool. Since for some applications, the domain words may themselves be technical, the algorithm for assessing scenarios against this principle would ideally have access to the dictionary of domain terms created for the previous principle, so that terms appearing in both lists can be considered as domain terms for the purposes of the calculation.

In this case, the score per step is a simple count of the number of words in the technical dictionary that appear within it (and which are not in the domain dictionary). Aggregation is again performed by summing the scores for each step in the scenario. In a duplicate pair, the scenario with the highest score is recommended for deletion (Algorithm 4). Asymptotically, Algorithm 4 is of \( \theta(n) \) complexity.

Algorithm 4: Assessing Elimination of Technical Vocabulary

Input: A BDD suite \( \Sigma \)
- A set \( D \) of known duplicate pairs of scenarios in \( \Sigma \)
- A set \( \text{twords} \) of technical vocabulary to avoid

Output: A set of remove suggestions for all known duplicate pairs in \( D \)

1. \( \text{suggestions} \leftarrow \emptyset \) //an initially empty set of remove suggestions
2. foreach \((s, s') \in D\) do
3.   Get a set of words from the steps of each scenario in a duplicate pair:
4.   \( w \leftarrow \{ \text{words(st)} : \text{st} \in \text{steps}(s) \} \) // \( w \) is a set of words in \( s \)
5.   \( w' \leftarrow \{ \text{words(st)} : \text{st} \in \text{steps}(s') \} \) // \( w' \) is a set of words in \( s' \)
6. Get a number of technical words used by each scenario in a duplicate pair:
7.   \( \text{tw} = |w \cap \text{twords}| \) // \( \text{tw} \) is a number of technical words in \( s \)
8.   \( \text{tw'} = |w' \cap \text{twords}| \) // \( \text{tw'} \) is a number of technical words in \( s' \)
9. Suggest the removal of either scenario if \( s \) and \( s' \) have the same amount of technical words; otherwise, suggest the removal a scenario with a higher amount of technical words:
10. if \( \text{tw} = \text{tw'} \) then
11.   \[ \text{suggestions} \leftarrow \text{suggestions} \cup \text{remove}((s, s'), \{ s, s' \}) \]
12. else if \( \text{tw} > \text{tw'} \) then
13.   \[ \text{suggestions} \leftarrow \text{suggestions} \cup \text{remove}((s, s'), \{ s \}) \]
14. else
15.   \[ \text{suggestions} \leftarrow \text{suggestions} \cup \text{remove}((s, s'), \{ s' \}) \]
16. return \( \text{suggestions} \)
6.4. OPERATIONALIZATION OF BDD QUALITY PRINCIPLES

6.4.4 Assessing Conservation of Proper Abstraction

This principle is arguably the most challenging to automate, since it centres on a subtle and largely implicit aspect of BDD suites. But we still need a computable measure that can act as a proxy for the more sophisticated and hard-to-compute principle. Thus, we must again fall back on a pragmatic approach, if we are to automate it. Our solution is based around the observation that steps at a higher level of abstraction typically require more extensive glue code to implement than lower level steps. For example, the glue code for the step “a customer with a balance of -$100” will likely involve only one or two API calls to set up such a customer. A higher level step, “a customer who is a persistent debtor”, will require more substantial glue code, setting up a trail of transactions over a period of time.

We wanted to explore whether this tendency could be exploited in order to automate assessment of this principle. We take the simplifying assumption that the abstraction level of a step is proportional to the number of glue code statements that implement it. We compute the following metrics:

1. **Average Statements per Step, for the whole specification (ASPS):** This is the ratio of the number of all glue statements in the specification to the number of all steps in the specification. We use ASPS to represent an overall estimate of the abstraction level of an entire specification. For a particular BDD feature suite, ASPS can serve as a benchmark for recommended abstraction level across the suite, and can be used to guide the maintenance and extension of a suite (for example, by giving a rough figure of expected number of steps in each new scenario).

2. **Average Statements per Step for individual scenarios in a duplicate pair:** For the first scenario in a duplicate pair, ASPS1 is computed as the ratio of the number of glue statements in the first scenario to the number of steps in the first scenario. An analogous quantity (ASPS2) is computed for the second scenario in the pair.

3. **Abstraction Distance (AD) between individual scenarios in a duplicate pair and the entire specification:** We use AD to approximate the extent to which the abstraction level of a particular scenario in a duplicate pair deviates from the abstraction level of the entire suite. For the first scenario in a pair, AD1 is computed as absolute(ASPS - ASPS1). An analogous quantity (AD2) is computed for the second scenario in the pair.
Using this principle, we propose the scenario with the highest Abstraction Distance be removed, since this suggests it deviates most from the abstraction level of the entire suite (Algorithm 5). Clearly, this is a simple case, and it might be worth considering putting a threshold on suggestions, such that if two scenarios differ only by a negligible value of AD, then there may not be much reason to recommend the removal of one scenario over the other. Future work might explore sophisticated approaches for this recommendation problem. Asymptotically, Algorithm 5 is of $\theta(n)$ complexity.

**Algorithm 5: Assessing Conservation of Proper Abstraction Levels**

**Input:** A BDD suite $\Sigma$

- A set $D$ of known duplicate pairs of scenarios in $\Sigma$
- A list $G$ of glue statements for the scenarios in $\Sigma$, grouped by step

**Output:** A set of remove suggestions for all known duplicate pairs in $D$

1. suggestions $\leftarrow \emptyset$ //an initially empty set of remove suggestions
2. foreach $(s, s') \in D$ do
3.     **Compute scenario-specific metrics**
4.     num_steps = $|\{st \mid sc \in \Sigma \text{ and } st \leftarrow \text{steps}(sc)\}|$ //num_steps is a number of all steps in a suite
5.     num_gstmts = $|G|$ // num_gstmts is a number of all glue statements for the scenarios in a suite
6.     avg_stmts = num_gstmts / num_steps //avg_stmts is the average number of glue statements per step, for the whole suite
7.     sc_avg_stmts = $|gl| \text{ } gl \leftarrow \text{glue}(s) \in G$ | $|/| \text{ } \text{steps}(s)$ | // sc_avg_stmts is the average number of glue statements per step, for scenario $s$
8.     sc’_avg_stmts = $|gl| \text{ } gl \leftarrow \text{glue}(s') \in G$ | $|/| \text{ } \text{steps}(s')$ | // sc’_avg_stmts is the average number of glue statements per step, for scenario $s'$
9.     sc_abs_dist = avg_stmts - sc_avg_stmts //sc_abs_dist is an abstraction distance between $s$ and the suite
10.    sc’_abs_dist = avg_stmts - sc’_avg_stmts //sc’_abs_dist is an abstraction distance between $s'$ and the suite
11. **Suggest the scenario to remove based on the values of abstraction distance:**
12.     if $sc\_abs\_dist = sc’\_abs\_dist$ then
13.         suggestions $\leftarrow$ suggestions $\cup$ remove($(s, s'), \{ s, s' \})
14.     else if $sc\_abs\_dist > sc’\_abs\_dist$ then
15.         suggestions $\leftarrow$ suggestions $\cup$ remove($(s, s'), \{ s \})
16.     else
17.         suggestions $\leftarrow$ suggestions $\cup$ remove($(s, s'), \{ s' \})
18. return suggestions
6.4.5 Implementation

We wrote code for extracting various data from a BDD feature suite. This pre-processing stage helped to organise data on which the recommendation algorithms (section 6.4) could be run. For each BDD feature suite under analysis, the following three types of data were extracted automatically:

1. A list of all steps in the suite, mapped to the scenarios in which they appear and partitioned according to whether they are Given, When, or Then steps.

2. A list of glue statements mapping to respective scenario steps in a suite.

3. A list of all known duplicate pairs of scenarios in a feature suite.

These three types of data constituted all the inputs we needed for assessing the Principle of Conservation of Steps and the Principle of Conservation of Proper Abstraction.

We also used a semi-automatic approach to create the following two more types of data that were part of the inputs required to assess the Principle of Conservation of Domain Vocabulary and the Principle of Elimination of Technical Vocabulary:

4. A list of technical words: The following procedure is used to create the list of technical words:
   - First, we adapted a list of 18 technical words from cuke_sniffer, a tool to identify smells in Gherkin feature files [201]. The words in that list have been judged by independent experts to be implementation level words that should generally be avoided when writing BDD scenarios. This formed a seed list of our technical terms.
   - Second, we used Apache Lucene-6.6.0[3] to create the list of all words from the steps of scenarios in a system under analysis.
   - Third, the list of all words from the steps of the feature suite under analysis was manually analysed to identify additional technical words that were not part of the seed list. Depending on the software domain, it can be particularly hard to differentiate technical from non-technical words in a feature suite. However, the fact that we worked with software systems whose domain can be understood based on general knowledge enabled us to navigate this challenge. Even so, our list of technical words may still not be perfect.

[3]https://lucene.apache.org/core/6_6_0/
But it was generally okay for purposes of experimentation. Moreover, six systems were used to create our list of technical terms. Of the six systems, three were described in section 5.5.1 and were used for the evaluation of the present work, and the other three systems were used only for identification of more technical words, in a bid to have a broad list of technical words from a variety of systems. We were able to use the three additional systems for the purpose of identifying technical words because the process we used to generate the list of words for a particular system did not require execution of scenarios, criteria the additional three systems could not meet during the duplicate injection experiment described in 5.5.1.

This process gave us a total of 74 implementation words. Since the technical terms are (by definition) not domain-specific, one technical list can suit many domains. That is why we used one list of technical words for all the three evaluation systems.

5. A list of domain words: After the list of technical words had been obtained, the list of domain terms for a particular system was obtained by removing all technical terms from the list of all words in a feature suite.

For a particular system, both the list of domain words and the list of steps in the scenarios are used to assess the Principle of Conservation of Domain Vocabulary, and both the list of technical terms and the list of steps in the scenarios are used to assess the Principle of Elimination of Technical Vocabulary.

Lists 1, 2, and 3 above are stored in XML files, while lists 4 and 5 are supplied as input lists respectively to the algorithms for the Principle of Elimination of Technical Vocabulary and the Principle of Conservation of Domain Vocabulary. We use XQuery\footnote{https://www.w3.org/TR/xquery-31/} to query the XML lists, to obtain scenario removal suggestions for the different principles' algorithms. Figure C.1 shows sample remove suggestions for some duplicate scenarios in evaluation System 1. We can get results in reasonable time scales since typical BDD scenarios number in tens to hundreds \cite{28}, with steps numbering in tens to a few thousands. However, the performances of both the Principle of Conservation of Domain Vocabulary and the Principle of Elimination of Technical Vocabulary can be affected by the sizes of the list of domain words and the list of technical words respectively. But typical lists numbering in tens to several hundreds should generally
be able to produce results in reasonable time scales.

6.5 Evaluation

This section presents the evaluation of the use of the proposed BDD Quality Principles in guiding the removal of duplicate scenarios.

6.5.1 Context and Research Questions

We conducted an experiment to answer the following question:

Q: How does an automated solution perform in terms of giving acceptable scenarios removal suggestions?

To answer this question properly, we need to test our hypothesis that the operational forms of the quality principles we proposed are able to make acceptable suggestions for which of a pair of duplicates to remove. Here “acceptable” means consistent with what a human expert might advise. We can run the tool on the TP duplicates from our evaluation in section 5.5 but we need a “ground truth”–we need to know, for each duplicate pair, which is the one that should be removed to maintain/increase suite quality. This is challenging because there is no way to compute the ground truth or even to acquire it. The closest to a ground truth we could get to would be to ask the developers of the systems we worked with for their preferences. But the evaluation systems we used were open source and had no developer contacts, and so it was impossible to get original developers of the three systems. This forced us to look for other alternatives. Two options were available: to find human experts who could act as a proxy for original developers, and to find a computable ground truth. We explored both options.

For an option of using human experts, the people we used to inject the duplicates could act as a proxy for original developers, but were too likely to be biased in favour of their scenarios. So we had to find a neutral third party. Ideally, we would have preferred to get more than one human experts because decisions on which scenarios to remove are subjective and so human experts might disagree, especially on borderline cases. In case of disagreements between human experts, a somewhat reliable ground truth of acceptable recommendations could be produced by focusing on cases where several human experts agree. But we only managed to get one BDD expert. Again,
our industry collaborator had limited time to spend on our experiment, and manual preparation of the ground truth is known to be prohibitively expensive [4].

For an option of finding a computable ground truth, we employed the pragmatic approach based on the premise that: injected scenarios are most likely to violate the proposed BDD quality principles. This is because scenario injectors (1) had limited understanding of the domain served by the software, which limited their ability to properly reuse steps, domain keywords, and other reusable aspects of the BDD specifications they worked with when injecting duplicate scenarios; (2) were somewhat less likely to write scenarios that used terms and steps consistently with the rest of the specification, since we asked them to focus on individual scenarios, and they may not have ever looked at large parts of the rest of the specification. It is therefore reasonable to expect that, given a pair of duplicate scenarios (IO) in which one scenario (O) existed before injection and another scenario (I) was injected by a volunteer, the algorithm should suggest the injected scenario (I) for removal. For this to be true, a further assumption is that writers of the original scenarios (Os, in this regard) fairly observed, possibly unknowingly, the principles we have proposed for preserving the quality of BDD specifications. Besides, these features were not an issue for our experiment on duplicates injection, where we needed only duplicate semantics, not high quality of scenarios.

It is important to note that the idea of using the original/injected status of the TP duplicates is not something we assume it is correct, nor something we want to get evidence for or against. It is an easily computable value that we have reason to believe that it might act as a suitable proxy for the ground truth. So, like any ground truth proxy, we cannot draw strong conclusions from its use but any broad/strong patterns in the results can be explored, to see if they might have significance in the context where the particular features/limitations of the proxy are known and taken into account.

We used the two weaker forms of ground truth in the hope that they would balance/compliment each other, since we did not have a single good source of ground truth. We will also be conservative in what claims we make on the basis of the experiments we were able to run. More specifically, we combined the following two approaches to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed principles in guiding the removal of duplicate scenarios:

1. **Lab Experiment:** For this particular evaluation, we explored the expectation of recommending injected scenarios for removal. So Q can be further refined to:
6.5. EVALUATION

**Q1:** How does an automated solution perform in terms of suggesting the removal of injected scenarios?

The success criteria in this regard is that an automated solution should suggest the removal of injected scenarios in all (or majority of) IO pairs across the systems used in the benchmark. Q1 was further broken into the following questions:

**Q1.1:** What is the performance of each principle in terms of suggesting injected scenarios for removal, and what affects the performance?

**Q1.2:** What is the sensitivity of the operationalised principles to changes to the contexts of the vocabularies?

**Q1.3:** What proportion of scenarios injected by each volunteer is suggested for removal by each principle, and what affects the performance of each principle on the scenarios developed by the individual volunteers? This question is based on the premise that there might have been traits inherent in the duplicates injected by specific individuals, and we wanted to explore how those traits might have affected the recommendations made the algorithms for the proposed BDD quality principles.

**Q1.4:** How does the combination and prioritisation of the four principles perform, in terms of suggesting injected scenarios for removal?

2. **Industry Experiment:** For this evaluation, we worked with an expert BDD practitioner to build the proxy ground truth of remove suggestions for a sample of known pairs of duplicate BDD scenarios. Specifically, this experiment sought to answer the following questions:

**Q2:** To what extent are the injected scenarios suggested for removal by a human expert? Answers to this question would qualify the results of the pragmatic approach used in the lab experiment.

**Q3:** To what extent do the suggestions of the tool agree with the suggestions of a human expert?

In the subsequent sections, we present experiment design, results and discussion for both the lab and industry experiment.
6.5.2 Lab Experiment: Design, Results and Discussion

Experiment Design

To answer Q1, we used 65 IO pairs (Table 4.4) of duplicate BDD scenarios from the benchmark created for the duplicate detection experiments. The characteristics of these systems, the process through which they were identified, and the process through which the duplicate scenarios were injected in them were detailed in section 5.5.1. To recall from section 4.3.4, the number of duplicate pairs between original and injected scenarios (IO) were as follows: System 1 (36), System 2 (23), System 3 (6). For each of the 3 systems, we used the process described in section 6.4.5 to extract the data required to run the algorithms for the proposed quality principles.

Furthermore, to study the sensitivity of the operationalised principles to changes to the context of the vocabularies, for each of the three evaluation systems, we created different categories of words, in order to get different domain word sets that we could run the experiment against. In particular, for each system, we used the following process to create different sets of domain words. To obtain an initial set of domain words, for each system, we regarded all contents of the Lucene index file (except names of the indexed files which, by default, are also reported as part of Lucene index) to be domain words. Other sets of domain words were obtained by excluding numbers and technical words from the initial set, as well as by including words in a particular set based on their frequency of occurrence in the Lucene index file. The following categories were identified to contain words from our evaluation systems:

1. All words–everything in the lucene index file, except the file names.
2. All domain words–as in set 1, excluding numbers and technical words.
3. Domain word frequency greater than 1–all words in set 2 that occurred more than 1 time in the lucene index.
4. Domain word frequency greater than 2–all words in set 2 that occurred more than 2 times in the lucene index.
5. Domain word frequency greater than 3–this set, which should hopefully be self-explanatory, however, only had words for System 1 and System 2. System 3 had no words in this category.

Up to this point, we were able to answer Q1.1, Q1.2, and Q1.3. To answer Q1.4,
however, we combined the four principles, prioritising them in the following order: Conservation of Steps, Conservation of Domain Vocabulary, Elimination of Technical Vocabulary, and Conservation of Proper Abstraction. This order was chosen based on the sum of the scores of each individual principle in the “Agree” and “Strongly Agree” categories in the survey responses (Conservation of Steps (80.8%), Conservation of Domain Vocabulary (75.0%), Elimination of Technical Vocabulary (98.1%), and Conservation of Proper Abstraction (83.7%)) and on the results for Q1.1. Thus, apart from the popularity criteria, our ordering prioritised the principles that had the potential of giving higher numbers of acceptable remove suggestions. Hence, while the Principle of Elimination of Technical Vocabulary had more support than the rest in the popularity category, to produce any results, it largely depended on whether technical words were used in the scenarios’ steps for the specific evaluation systems, and on our ability to identify the implementation words from the steps of the evaluation systems. This is why the Principle of Elimination of Technical Vocabulary was preceded by both the Principle of Conservation of Steps and the Principle of Conservation of Domain Vocabulary in our order.

Results and Discussion

We now present and discuss the results of our lab experiment.

Q1.1: Performance of each principle: Figure 6.4 shows the performance of each principle when used individually to suggest injected scenarios for removal.

In general, most of the injected scenarios across the three systems were suggested for removal when steps, or domain words, or both were conserved, compared to when the focus of our experiment was on elimination of technical vocabulary or conservation of proper abstraction (see Figure 6.4). Based on the results for each principle, we conducted manual analysis of the scenarios in each IO duplicate pair across the three systems, to discover what might have influenced the recommendations made by the different principles. For each step in a duplicate pair of scenarios, we queried the list of all steps of a particular specification (section 6.4.5) to determine the number of times it (step) had been used across the suite. A step was considered to have been reused if it appeared more than once across the specification; otherwise, it was considered not reused. The following were revealed:

Conservation of Steps: For System 1 and System 3, there was extensive reuse of steps
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Figure 6.4: Proportions of IO duplicate pairs in which injected scenarios were suggested for removal by the specific principles across the original scenarios in the feature suites. Since most of the steps introduced by volunteers involved rewording, merging or splitting of the original steps, and the injected steps were generally not reused across the suite, the Principle of Conservation of Steps suggested the removal of injected scenarios in almost all pairs.

For System 2, however, there was not a single pair in which an acceptable remove suggestion (remove an injected scenario and keep an original scenario) was given. Out of the 23 known duplicate pairs, for 17 pairs, the suggestion was to remove either scenario and, in 6 pairs, the suggestion was to remove the original scenario and keep the injected scenario. This was because there was generally no reuse of steps across the feature suite. This was true for both original and injected scenarios. Specifically, for the 17 pairs in which the suggestion was to remove either scenario, each step in both original and injected scenarios was used only once across the feature suite. For the other 6 pairs in which the suggestion was to remove an original scenario and keep an injected scenario, volunteers had split original steps into several new steps, making injected scenarios have more steps than their original counterparts. Because neither original steps nor new steps were reused across the feature suite, the Principle of Conservation of Steps recommended the scenarios with fewer steps (original ones, in this regard) for removal. So the principle might work well when the suite is generally of high quality, but breaks down when it (suite) does not follow the principle in the first
Conservation of Domain Vocabulary: While most of the injected scenarios for System 1 and System 2 had fewer domain keywords, compared to their original counterparts, majority of the injected scenarios in System 3 used slightly more domain vocabulary than their original counterparts. That is why in most duplicate pairs in System 3 the recommendations resulting from the Principle of Conservation of Domain Vocabulary were to keep injected scenarios and remove original ones (see Figure 6.4).

Elimination of Technical Vocabulary: The performance of this principle largely depended on the ability to identify, beforehand, the list of known technical words in the scenarios. Of the 74 technical words in our reference list, identified through the process detailed in section 6.4.5 only two words were from System 1. Because there was not a single pair of duplicate scenarios in System 1 in which an injected scenario had used the two words more than its original counterpart, in no pair in System 1 did the Principle of Elimination of Technical Vocabulary suggest an injected scenario for removal (see Figure 6.4). This result suggests that the Principle of Elimination of Technical Vocabulary cannot help us if the suite is already of consistently high quality. Further, in 3 of the 36 pairs of duplicate scenarios in System 1, the Principle of Elimination of Technical Vocabulary made suggestions to remove original scenarios and keep their injected counterparts. This was because, in the 3 pairs, the two technical words were used more number of times in the original scenarios than they were used in the injected scenarios. Moreover, in 4 other pairs, the two implementation words had been used the same number of times in both injected and original scenarios. Thus, the suggestion in each of the 4 pairs was to remove either scenario. Besides, the two words were not used at all in the other 29 pairs, and thus the suggestion in each of these pairs was to remove either scenario.

Nevertheless, this principle suggested for removal injected scenarios in more than a quarter of known duplicate pairs in System 2, and a third of known duplicate pairs in System 3. This was because some of the volunteers who injected scenarios in System 2 and System 3 had used a variety of technical words that were part of our reference list. This demonstrated the importance of the principle—our volunteers had added scenarios that reduced the quality of the suite, and the Principle of Elimination of Technical Vocabulary acted to correct the problem.

Conservation of Proper Abstraction: Because the abstraction levels of the injected scenarios were largely consistent with the abstraction levels of other scenarios across
the feature suites for all the 3 systems, only a few injected scenarios (System 1 and System 2) and none from System 3 were suggested for removal by the Principle of Conservation of Proper Abstraction (refer to Figure 6.4). For most of the pairs in which injected scenarios were suggested for removal, to form injected scenarios, steps in original scenarios had been either split into several steps or merged into fewer steps. This caused injected scenarios to have abstraction levels that deviated from the average abstraction levels of the specifications in question.

Q1.2: Sensitivity Analysis on Domain Vocabulary: Figure 6.5 shows the sensitivity analysis results for including and excluding words from the list of domain words.

![Figure 6.5: Suggestion of injected scenarios for removal: Sensitivity Analysis for the Principle of Conservation of Domain Vocabulary](image)

Referring to Figure 6.5, for System 1 and System 2, the number of remove suggestions implicating injected scenarios decreased with an increase in the frequency of the words included in the list of domain words. This was due to the fact that frequent domain words were mostly used in injected scenarios as well, causing the algorithm to suggest the removal of either injected scenarios or original scenarios, or the removal of original scenarios, keeping injected scenarios.

For System 3, however, the number of remove suggestions implicating injected scenarios was directly proportional to the increase in frequency of words included in the list, for the frequency categories up to and including Domain Word Frequency >2. This was
because frequent domain words were least used in injected scenarios, causing them to be suggested for removal in most pairs. The category Domain Word Frequency >3 had no word in it for System 3.

In general, while System 2 and System 3 were too sensitive to changes in the lists of domain words, System 1 was relatively less sensitive to changes in domain words. Since manual analysis of the domain words used across the three systems revealed that there was a relatively high reuse of domain words in System 1 compared to the other two systems, the sensitivity analysis results suggest that the Principle of Conservation of Domain Vocabulary can be useful in situations where a suite has achieved high quality through reuse of domain words.

**Q1.3: Removal suggestions for scenarios injected by specific volunteers:** Table 6.6 shows the proportion of injected scenarios suggested for removal by each principle, for each of the 13 volunteers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volunteer</th>
<th>System</th>
<th>Injected</th>
<th>Conservation of Steps Suggested %</th>
<th>Conservation of Domain Keywords Suggested %</th>
<th>Elimination of Technical Vocabulary Suggested %</th>
<th>Conservation of Proper Abstraction Suggested %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.6: Performance of the four principles on the scenarios injected by each of the 13 volunteers

While almost all scenarios injected into System 1 by volunteers 1 through 6 were suggested for removal when both steps and domain keywords were conserved, generally, the scenarios which were injected by volunteers 7 through 11 in System 2 were not
suggested for removal when both steps and domain keywords were conserved (see Table 6.6). For the Principle of Conservation of Steps, this was due to the same reasons stated before in the discussion of the results for Q1.1. However, for the Principle of Conservation of Domain Vocabulary, for 6 pairs from System 2, the use of domain words was slightly more in injected scenarios than in original scenarios, causing original scenarios to be suggested for removal. In the other 17 pairs, domain words were used the same number of times in both original and injected scenarios, causing the algorithm to suggest the removal of either scenario in each of the pairs.

Additionally, while the majority of injected scenarios across the three systems were not suggested for removal by the Principle of Elimination of Technical Vocabulary, mainly because the majority of volunteers did not use the technical words in our list, only the scenarios injected by 5 of the 13 volunteers were suggested for removal by the Principle of Conservation of Proper Abstraction. Manual examination of the injected scenarios suggested for removal by the Principle of Conservation of Proper Abstraction revealed the following. For System 1, volunteers who injected scenarios had merged one or more steps of the targeted original scenarios, raising the abstraction levels slightly higher, and thus deviating from the abstraction level of an overall specification. For System 2, however, volunteers had introduced new steps that ended up having no glue counterparts in the original scenarios. Thus, the extra number of steps with no glue statements affected the metric ASPS (described in section 6.4.4), making the abstraction levels of the injected scenarios deviate more from the average abstraction level of an entire specification. This resulted into higher values of abstraction distance, causing injected scenarios to be suggested for removal.

Q1.4: Performance of the algorithm that combines and prioritises the four principles

The percentages of injected scenarios that were suggested for removal by the combined algorithm, for each of the 3 systems, are shown in Table 6.7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>System 1</th>
<th>System 2</th>
<th>System 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># of IO scenario pairs</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of IO pairs in which injected scenarios were suggested for removal</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of injected scenario remove suggestions</td>
<td>97.2%</td>
<td>43.5%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.7: Suggestions of injected scenarios for removal: combined algorithm

Inspecting the results for the combined algorithm revealed that the remove suggestions for System 1 and System 3 were made by the first principle in the order (Conservation
6.5. **EVALUATION**

of Steps). This is why the results of the combined algorithm on System 1 and System 3 are exactly the same as the results of the Principle of Conservation of Steps in Q1.1 (refer to Table 6.7 and Figure 6.4). Also, the results of the combined algorithm on System 2 revealed that combination of the algorithms for the respective principles allowed other principles to make suggestions where earlier principle(s) in the order could not. Specifically, different from Figure 6.4 where the Principle of Conservation of Steps could not make, on System 2, any of the removal suggestions we expected, the combined algorithm allowed other principles to make acceptable remove suggestions for this system (see Table 6.7).

In general, based on the results for Q1, the idea that injected scenarios are most likely to violate the BDD quality principles was acceptable for some principles, for some systems, and for some volunteers.

### 6.5.3 Industry Experiment: Design, Results and Discussion

#### Experiment Design

To answer Q2 and Q3, we worked with an industry collaborator who had 8 years of BDD experience, and held the position of Test Lead in their company. The collaborator acted as an independent judge for suggesting scenarios for removal in selected pairs of duplicate scenarios. As stated earlier, access to original developers was not possible, even though it would have been a much better option for us. But even if we accessed original developers, still, we could not know for definite whether our expert would give the same, better or worse suggestions than the original developers. Working with a BDD practitioner from the industry was the best we could do under the circumstances we had. Additionally, though this judge was not from the development teams of the evaluation systems, the fact that we chose evaluation systems whose understanding did not require specialised domain knowledge (as mentioned in section 4.3.2) meant that any experienced BDD practitioner would easily understand the scenarios in the evaluation systems and make plausible remove suggestions.

Because our industry collaborator had limited time, we could not get remove suggestions for all the 65 known duplicate pairs across the 3 systems. Instead, we randomly sampled 14 duplicate pairs of scenarios from System 1. We chose System 1 because it was the largest of the 3 systems, and had more known duplicate scenario pairs (the
ones obtained through our experiment on duplicates injection) compared to the other two systems.

To cover scenarios with diverse characteristics, the sampled duplicate pairs were randomly selected from 6 different features, and the injected scenarios in the 14 duplicate pairs were developed by 4 different volunteers. Moreover, to avoid the possibility of influencing the recommendations made by our industry collaborator, we did not disclose either the proposed quality principles or the information on whether a particular scenario in a given pair was original or injected. Instead, we gave our collaborator pairs of duplicate scenarios (one pair at a time) and asked them to make recommendations on which scenarios should be removed. Thus, using the “think aloud” technique [202], for each of 14 pairs, they were asked to state the scenario they would remove and why. In most cases, they were able to make suggestions by just looking at the scenarios, but, occasionally, they had to inspect glue code before they could make decisions. It took about 1 and a half hours to get remove suggestions for all 14 pairs of duplicate scenarios.

We also wanted to compare the results of the pragmatic approach used in the lab experiment with the results of an expert, with respect to suggesting injected scenarios for removal. Thus, for the sample of 14 pairs of duplicate scenarios, we analysed the remove suggestions made by our tool, to obtain the number of pairs in which injected scenarios were suggested for removal. The results of this process were then compared with the number of pairs in which injected scenarios were suggested for removal by the human expert.

Besides, to determine the extent to which the suggestions made by our tool would agree with the suggestions of a human engineer, for a sample of 14 pairs, we regarded the proxy ground truth of the suggestions made by the industry expert, and determined the number of pairs in which both the tool and industry expert made the same suggestions.

Results and Discussion

We now present and discuss the results of the industry experiment.

Q2: Human expert’s suggestions of injected scenarios for removal: For each of the 14 pairs of duplicate scenarios from System 1, Table 6.8 shows the expert opinions on the scenarios to remove and the reasons. What is presented in the column labelled
“Reason” is our own summary of the reasons given for the recommendations made on each pair.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pair</th>
<th>Remove</th>
<th>Reason</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>O has more information–I is subsummed by O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>O looks much better</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>O has more steps that are not in I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>I has more steps compared to O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>O has more information in steps compared to I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>O has more steps and more information compared to I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>O does more more in glue code compared to I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>O does more more in glue code compared to I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>I has a clearer title than O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I misses some information which is covered in O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Cannot decide</td>
<td>Keep both because they look different</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I has more wording explaining the same thing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>O has more information in the steps than I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>O has a clearer scenario title; and I has more wording with no extra value</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.8: Expert opinions: scenarios suggested for removal and the reasons

Based on the evidence in Table 6.8, generally, the expert preferred to keep scenarios that were readable, with more steps, and rich in information; and it turned out that majority of injected scenarios fell short of these properties. Thus, as can be seen in Table 6.8 the majority of injected scenarios (11 out of 14) were suggested for removal by an expert. Additionally, from the results in Figure 6.6 the expert suggested injected scenarios for removal in more pairs than the pragmatic approach used in our lab experiment, except for the Principle of Conservation of Steps in which the pragmatic approach suggested injected scenarios for removal in slightly more pairs than was the case for an expert. This strengthened our intuition that injected scenarios are most likely to violate the quality principles and, therefore, should be suggested for removal.

Figure 6.6 shows the proportions of System 1 duplicate pairs in which injected scenarios were suggested for removal by both the pragmatic approach used in our lab experiment and the expert-involving approach. Of the 14 duplicate scenario pairs used in our evaluation with the human expert, it was in 11 pairs only (78.6%) in which injected scenarios were suggested for removal. The same expert’s value (78.6%) across all the
principles in Figure 6.6 is because we used expert recommendations as a proxy ground truth for all the principles. In comparison with the lab experiment, for the Principle of Conservation of Steps, in only 13 of the 14 pairs (92.9%) were the injected scenarios suggested for removal during our lab experiment. This means, in 2 more pairs, injected scenarios were suggested for removal during the lab experiment. In each of the other three principles, the proportion of the 14 pairs in which injected scenarios were suggested for removal during our lab experiment was less than the proportion of pairs in which an expert suggested the removal of injected scenarios. For example, in only 10 out of the 14 pairs (71.4%) used in expert evaluation did the Principle of Conservation of Domain Vocabulary suggest the removal of injected scenarios.

![Figure 6.6: Pragmatic vs expert: suggestion of injected scenarios for removal](image)

**Q3: Performance of our tool on the expert proxy ground truth:** Figure 6.7 shows the performance of our tool on the proxy ground truth created based on the recommendations of the human expert who worked with 14 duplicate scenario pairs from System 1.

From Figure 6.7 we can see that the majority of remove suggestions by both Conservation of Steps and Conservation of Domain Vocabulary matched with the suggestions of the expert. In addition, Conservation of Proper Abstraction agreed with the expert in more than a quarter of the duplicate pairs. This could be attributed to the fact that many developers would determine an abstraction level of the scenario based on
its (scenario) intent rather than the requirement to be consistent with the rest of the specification, as discussed in section 6.2.5. More investigation into the best ways to measure appropriate abstraction levels for scenarios would improve the correctness of remove suggestions by automated solutions.

Besides, as stated in the discussion for Q1.1, the fact that only 2 out of 74 words in the list of technical terms came from System 1 largely affected the remove suggestions by the Principle of Elimination of Technical Vocabulary. Thus, the effectiveness of this principle can be better assessed when technical terms are frequently used in a specification.

**Answer to Q:** An automated solution that implements the proposed quality principles can give acceptable remove suggestions when a BDD suite has quality violations. However, the principles could be less helpful when a BDD suite is consistently of good or poor quality.

### 6.6 Threats to Validity

The validity threats associated with the survey presented in section 6.3 about practitioners' support of BDD quality principles are:
1. Validity threats 1 and 2 in section 3.6, as well as their respective mitigation strategies, also apply to the survey in section 6.3 on practitioners’ support of the BDD quality principles.

2. Most of the respondents might have been using a particular BDD tool, so that our results could be valid for users of a specific BDD tool only. To cover practitioners using a variety of BDD tools, we followed the objective criteria mentioned in section 3.2.2 to identify email addresses to which survey completion requests were sent. We also posted the survey in general BDD forums, in anticipation that respondents from those forums might be using different tools.

3. The use of convenience sampling (in our case, depending on self-selecting respondents within the groups we contacted) might limit the ability to generalise from the survey findings. To mitigate the effects of this, we surveyed respondents from at least 4 continents across the world (see Figure 6.2), and some of the respondents were contributors to sizeable BDD projects in GitHub (see section 3.2.2). Still, our results may not generalise to all BDD practitioners across the world. For example, our results do not represent BDD practitioners who are not proficient in English.

As well, the following are the validity threats associated with the experiment in section 6.5 on evaluation of the use of BDD quality principles in suggesting duplicate scenarios for removal:

4. Part of our list of technical words (which also affected the list of domain words we used for individual systems) was identified through intuitive reasoning. This was mitigated in part by the fact that we were working with systems from different domains that required general knowledge to be understood. As such, it was fairly easy to differentiate domain words from technical words, in all the evaluation systems. Also, we adopted a list which was already independently judged as technical words by several practitioners who developed the cuke_sniffer tool [201]. This constituted almost a quarter of our list of implementation words. However, the risk still remains, even if mitigated.

5. Some injected scenarios might comply with the BDD quality principles more than their original counterparts, thereby affecting the validity of what we regard as acceptable suggestions in our lab experiment. To mitigate the effect of this, we conducted manual analysis of all the pairs in which injected scenarios were
suggested for removal, across the 3 systems, and our assumption was true in
majority of the cases.

6. Our approach for deciding on duplicate scenarios for removal was evaluated on
3 open source systems only, which might affect our ability to generalise from the
results. To mitigate the effect of this, we worked with sizeable systems, indepen-
dently developed for 3 different domains. Also, our evaluation used 65 pairs of
duplicate scenarios across the 3 systems, and those duplicate pairs were devel-
oped by 13 different volunteers, each of whom duplicated several scenarios in
different feature files. This enabled us to use scenarios with diverse characteris-
tics. Nevertheless, in the future, we will evaluate our approach on more industry
software systems, involving practitioners for judging the validity of removal sug-
gestions given by our tool.

7. Since the original scenarios are far more likely to be consistent with the wider
scenario set than the injected ones, the use of original-injected pairs when de-
ciding which scenarios to remove is likely to suggest more injected scenarios for
removal since injected scenarios may not reflect how duplicate scenarios might
appear in real projects. However, despite this limitation, the approach enabled
us to evaluate the ability of the proposed principles in identifying scenarios of
relatively poor quality. Nevertheless, in the future, it would be good to evaluate
the principles on real duplicates.

8. The implementation of glue code for injected scenarios, as discussed in sec-
section 4.3.4, might have affected quality assessment using the Principle of Conser-
vation of Proper Abstraction. However, since duplicate injection did not create
brand new scenarios, glue code for the duplicated scenarios was built naturally
by copy-pasting from existing code. This was intended to limit this threat to
validity as far as possible.

6.7 Summary

BDD is currently used by industry teams to specify software requirements in a cus-
tomer understandable language [28]. This produces a collection of examples that act
as executable tests for checking the behaviour of the SUT against the specifications.
However, large volumes of BDD suites can be hard to understand, maintain and extend.
Duplication, for example, can be introduced by members joining the teams at different points in time. Further, existing work on the removal of duplication in BDD feature suites has mainly focused on the removal of syntactic duplication [33]. However, to the best of our knowledge, no prior work has focused on removing semantically equivalent scenarios from BDD feature suites.

In this chapter, we have proposed and operationalised four quality-preserving principles for guiding the removal of semantically equivalent BDD scenarios. Each principle was supported by at least 75% of the practitioners we surveyed. Also, the four principles gave many acceptable removal suggestions, during our empirical evaluation with 3 open source systems into which duplicate scenarios were injected by volunteers.

To respond to the main hypothesis in the present chapter and the associated research questions:

- The following hypothesis was investigated in this chapter: *we can use quality aspects of scenarios in a BDD suite to guide the removal of duplicate scenarios from a suite*. Evidence presented in this chapter point to the fact that focusing on specific quality aspects of scenarios can provide guidance on which of a pair of duplicate scenarios to remove. Specifically, the work in this chapter has presented evidence that there is some value in the proposed quality principles—they can give reasonable advice in cases where quality breaches covered by the principles are found inconsistently across the suite. But the principles are less helpful when suites are consistently good or of poor quality, and when suites contain more subtle quality issues. The principles cannot judge “readability” of a scenario, for example—a property that was rated highly by the survey respondents, and that probably trumps all over other quality principles. Respondents would prefer to keep the scenario that breaks our rules if it is the more readable one. This suggests a future work idea, looking for general metrics of text readability, to see if they can be applied to BDD suites. This might help to answer the question of whether and how text readability corresponds to the quality of Gherkin specifications.

- **RQ1: On the properties of scenarios that affect the quality of a feature suite as a whole:** The following properties of scenarios were found to relate to the quality of a BDD suite as as whole, and were supported by the majority of BDD practitioners that we surveyed: the reuse of steps in several scenarios across the suite, the use of common domain terms to express the steps of individual
scenarios across the suite, the use of little or no technical terms when expressing steps of scenarios in a suite, and expressing scenarios at a consistent abstraction level across the suite. Other quality aspects of a BDD suite that are not covered by the four proposed principles are summarised in Table 6.5 and in Table 6.1.

- **RQ2: On how the proposed quality properties are perceived in practice:** All the four principles were generally highly supported by practitioners as acceptable facets of quality in BDD feature suites. Each principle received at least 75% votes of support from respondents of the survey of BDD practitioners (sum of “Strongly Agree” and “Agree” in Figure 6.3).

- **RQ3: On the extent to which the proposed BDD scenarios quality properties are successful in guiding the removal of duplicate scenarios from the feature suites:** In general, the Principle of Conservation of Steps and the Principle of Conservation of Domain Vocabulary gave more acceptable removal suggestions, compared to the Principle of Elimination of Technical Vocabulary and the Principle of Conservation of Proper Abstraction. All the four principles were especially observed to give acceptable removal recommendations when the quality aspects they advocate for were breached in a suite.
Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

BDD is now used by many software teams (section 3.3) to allow them to capture the requirements for software systems in a form that is both readable by their customers and detailed enough to allow the requirements to be executed to check whether the production code implements the requirements successfully or not. The resulting feature descriptions, as sets of concrete scenarios describing units of required behaviour, provides a form of living documentation for the system under construction (as compared to the passive documentation and models familiar from other approaches to requirements engineering [31]). Unfortunately, management of BDD specifications over the long term can be challenging, particularly when they grow beyond a handful of features and when multiple development team members are involved with writing and updating them over time. Redundancy can creep into the specification, leading to bloated BDD specifications that are more costly to maintain and use. Despite these challenges, studies investigating BDD maintenance challenges are few in number and limited in scope.

7.1 Summary of Research Contributions

1. Identification of BDD maintenance challenges and research opportunities:
   Using quantitative and qualitative data collected through the survey of BDD practitioners, we have gained evidence of the activeness of BDD use in industry, its perceived benefits, and the maintenance challenges BDD practitioners have
encountered, including the challenge of duplication, which is of particular interest to us in this thesis (Chapter 3). We mapped the identified challenges to the literature, to identify those which are still open and which have solutions. From this, we produced a list of 10 open research challenges that have support from the practitioners in our survey (Table 3.6).

2. **A framework for detecting semantically equivalent scenarios in BDD suites:**
   We have proposed a dynamic analysis based framework in which execution traces are analysed to differentiate between essential and accidental characteristics of BDD scenarios; and, thereafter, the essential characteristics of scenarios are compared to detect semantically equivalent BDD scenarios (Chapter 5). The framework was evaluated on 3 open source systems into which a total of 125 pairs of duplicate scenarios were injected by 13 volunteers. The comparison of scenarios’ execution paths was found to detect more duplicate scenarios than the comparison of public API calls, public API calls and internal calls, or their combination (execution paths, public API calls, and public API calls and internal calls). As well, the comparison of essential of only the essential traces of scenarios was found to detect more duplicate scenarios than the comparison of every piece of information in the execution traces of scenarios.

The tool and data for this work can be accessed here[1][2][3][4].

3. **BDD suite quality principles and their use to guide the removal of semantically equivalent BDD scenarios from suites:** We have proposed four quality principles for BDD suites. These principles encourage the reuse of steps and domain vocabulary, and the use of consistent abstraction levels for steps in various scenarios of a BDD specification; and discourage the use of technical terms in step phrases, to produce scenarios that can be understood by all stakeholders (a very important BDD foundational element) (Chapter 6). We surveyed 56 BDD practitioners about the proposed principles, and each principle was supported by at least 75% of the respondents. In addition, we report on practitioners’ other opinions on how to keep BDD suites understandable, extensible and maintainable. Finally, we have proposed algorithms that operationalise the four principles

---

in the context of a tool to guide the user in the removal of semantically equivalent BDD scenarios. Based on the proxy ground truths we used in our lab and industry evaluation (section 6.5), the principles gave acceptable removal suggestions across three systems. In particular, the Principle of Conservation of Steps and the Principle of Conservation of Domain Vocabulary gave more acceptable removal suggestions, compared to the Principle of Elimination of Technical Vocabulary and the Principle of Conservation of Proper Abstraction. Nevertheless, all the four principles gave acceptable removal recommendations when the suite breached the quality aspects espoused by the respective principles. Thus, the proposed principles can give advice to engineers on which duplicate scenarios to remove from the feature suites.

In general, we learned that it is hard to appreciate the value of the four principles when working with specifications of high quality. However, there seems to be some value in the four principles we proposed, particularly when working with specifications of low quality. But, other quality aspects of BDD suites remain to be covered—especially readability.

The study presented in this thesis has improved our understanding of how BDD is perceived and practiced in the software industry, as well as the challenges facing BDD practitioners. It has also improved our understanding of how duplicate BDD scenarios can be detected and removed from BDD specifications.

### 7.2 Answers to the Research Questions

**RQ1: To what extent is duplication a problem among BDD practitioners, and how do practitioners deal with duplication in BDD specifications?** Most respondents thought that, though present, duplication in their BDD specifications remains a manageable problem. However, duplication is still among the maintenance challenges of concern to some BDD practitioners, and, in some instances, it has scared away some practitioners from using BDD. Further analysis of the survey results revealed that about 57% of the respondents were concerned with duplication to an extent—they performed manual inspection to detect and manage duplication, or they had given up the detection and management of duplication due to the complexity of the duplicate detection and management process (refer to Fig. 3.13). We therefore argue that there is
a need for more research about automated techniques and tools to support practitioners in detecting and managing duplication in BDD feature suites.

**RQ2: Can the comparison of how BDD scenarios exercise the production code detect semantically equivalent BDD scenarios in a way that outperforms the detection of duplicate scenarios by existing approaches?** The comparison of the execution paths of the scenarios in BDD feature suites can detect semantically equivalent scenarios with better precision that existing tools. However, even with the comparison of execution paths (which detected more duplicate scenarios than other methods in our experiments), still, we were not getting 100% precision, and on all projects. Also, focusing on only the information that remain constant across several runs of a scenario can be more effective at detecting semantically equivalent BDD scenarios, than the comparison of traces without due regard to essential parts of the trace.

**RQ3: What are the characteristics of a “good” quality BDD scenario, and how can we assess the quality of a scenario relative to other scenarios in a suite?** We proposed, and managed to gather limited evidence in support of our proposal, that a “good” quality BDD scenario should do the following, without compromising the readability of scenarios across the feature suite:

1. maximize the reuse of step phrases in the suite as far as possible;

2. maximize the use of the ubiquitous language across the suite [200];

3. minimize the use technical terms;

4. use steps whose abstraction levels are consistent with the abstraction levels of steps in other scenarios of the specification.

Thus, given two scenarios \( A \) and \( B \) in a suite \( S \); if \( A \) is assessed to be better than \( B \) on one or more aspects of choice from this list, then \( A \) can be considered to be of better quality than \( B \). Therefore, if \( A \) and \( B \) were semantically equivalent, and we were required to remove one of them from \( S \); we would remove \( B \) since it is deemed to be of poorer quality than \( A \).


7.3 Future Work

To extend the work in this thesis, there are several possible future research directions. In this section, we categorise future work as follows: future work on duplicate detection, future work on quality of BDD specifications, and future work for BDD as a whole, in the context of the whole software project life cycle and its artefacts.

7.3.1 Future work on duplicate detection in BDD

Future research on duplicate detection in BDD specifications could focus on the following:

- Investigate the best ways to combine the dynamic approaches discussed in Chapter 5 with approaches based on textual and syntactic similarity, perhaps to give more helpful reporting of duplicates that includes suggestions for how the duplication can be resolved most elegantly.

- Evaluate the proposed duplicate detection and removal approaches on more systems, particularly industry systems. This would provide the opportunity to experiment with systems of diverse characteristics that contain real duplicate scenarios, as oracled by actual developers and or domain experts. At the time when we started this work and were creating the benchmark, very few systems with BDD specifications had been made public, and many were toy systems rather than real production systems. This has now changed, based on our recent observations on several software repositories hosting systems (e.g., Github, Gitlab, and Bitbucket). So, we would have the chance to evaluate on a much wider range of systems. Moreover, the system of injecting duplicates had both strengths and weaknesses. Now that we have a version of the duplicate detection tool that we can run, we can adopt a different approach—by sending a report of the duplicates we find to the actual developers and giving them the option of responding to the tool’s output. This could counterbalance the strengths and weaknesses of our duplication detection approach.

In addition, it would also be good to investigate the extent and impact of duplication in industry systems. In particular, it would be good to know about the proportions of scenarios that are duplicated in a variety of real systems, and how that duplication impacts the maintenance of BDD specifications.
7.3. **FUTURE WORK**

### 7.3.2 Future work on quality of BDD specifications

- On the duplicate scenario removal suggestions using the Principle of Conservation of Steps, it will be good to investigate which scenario to remove when one scenario in the duplicate pair has more steps, but all steps in the duplicate pair of scenarios are used only once in the feature suite. This will address both the possibility of keeping many steps unnecessarily, if a scenario with fewer steps is selected for removal; and the challenge of diminishing the reuse potential of the steps in the specification, particularly if a scenario with more steps is selected for removal, suggesting that, in the future, developers might have to rewrite the steps removed because of the suggestions of the duplicate removal algorithm using the Principle of Conservation of Steps.

- Investigate novel ways to help practitioners to manage steps, terms and abstraction levels of scenarios in the specifications. In particular, it will be good to investigate the following: best ways to merge steps in duplicate scenarios, or scenarios with many steps in common, without altering the scenarios’ behaviours or compromising the coverage of the specification; novel ways to inform maintenance engineers about steps existing in the specifications they work with, to avoid unnecessary introduction of new steps; novel ways to guide the use of proper terms and abstraction levels when writing new steps for specific BDD specifications. In connection to the abstraction levels of steps in scenarios, it would be good to investigate the appropriate trade off between complexity in the scenario, step definitions, and the SUT.

- Use more industry collaborators to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed BDD suite quality principles in guiding the removal of duplicate scenarios. Particularly on the development of the benchmark of known poor quality scenarios in known duplicate scenario pairs, it would be good to have each pair judged by more than one BDD expert, to increase the reliability of the benchmark. It will also be good if the known duplicate scenario pairs will be distributed across reasonably many systems, with diverse characteristics.

- Explore the possibility of forming other BDD suite quality principles out of the quality aspects not covered by the four proposed principles. This would include further exploration of the aspects summarised in Table 6.5 and other comments given on each of the four principles as summarised in section 6.3.4. For example,
it would be good to conduct further study on what makes BDD suites more readable, the metrics that can be used to assess readability of scenarios in a BDD suite, and how readability of scenarios can be used to guide the removal of duplicate BDD scenarios.

- It might also be interesting to contextualise the advantages and disadvantages of duplication in BDD specifications. For example, it might be interesting to investigate whether duplication of steps in BDD scenarios increases the readability of a feature suite. Thus, the trade off between the benefits and costs of duplication in BDD specifications might be worthy an investigation.

7.3.3 Future work for BDD as a whole

- In the future, it would be good to investigate the degree of conformity to the BDD workflow by the industry teams. Specifically, for the teams that use BDD on all projects, some projects, or a few pilot projects, it would be good to know the extent to which they strictly observe the dictates of the BDD technique.

- Table 3.6 summarises some of the opportunities for future research in BDD. For example, it would be good to do the following: study the kinds of smells that occur in BDD suites; identify the patterns of change that occur in BDD based systems by analysing commits in public systems, propose refactorings for them, and automate the refactorings for use in development tools.

As yet, BDD techniques have not been studied in great depth by the research community, and we need to gain more data and a better understanding of their strengths and limitations in practice, to allow better tools to be developed.
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Appendix A

A Survey on BDD Use by Software Engineering Teams and the Challenges of Duplication in BDD Specifications

A.1 Survey Questions

Q1: How would you characterise your organisation? (Options: Public; Private; Voluntary (eg Charities); Other, please specify)

Q2: How would you describe the frequency of BDD use in your organisation currently? (Options: Used on all projects; Used on some projects; Used on a few pilot projects; Not used on any current project; Other(s), please specify)

Q3: Which of the following best summarises the use of BDD in your organisation currently? (Options: Used as a mandatory tool; Used as an optional tool; Not used at all; Other(s), please specify)

Q4: How would you describe plans to use BDD in your organisation in the future? (Options: It will be used as a key tool on all projects; It will be used as an optional tool on some projects; It will continue to be used on a few pilot projects; We do not plan to use it on any future project; Other(s), please specify)

Q5: In general, how does your organisation regard BDD as a tool for software
development? (Options: Very Important; Important; Unimportant; Very Unimportant; Other, please specify)

Q6: If you currently use BDD/ATDD (Acceptance Test-Driven Development), what tools does your organisation use? (tick all that apply) (Options: Cucumber; FitNesse; JBehave; Concordion; Spock; easyb; Specflow; Other(s), please specify)

Q7: In your opinion, what do you think are the benefits of using BDD in a software project? (tick all that apply) (Options: Software specifications are expressed in domain-specific terms, and thus can be easily understood by end users; Specifications can be executed to confirm correctness or reveal problematic software behaviour(s); Code intention can be easily understood by maintenance developers; Attention is paid to validation and proper handling of data; Could produce better APIs since it emphasizes writing testable code; Improves communication between various project stakeholders; Other(s), please specify)

Q8: In your opinion, what do you think are the challenges of using BDD to develop software systems? (tick all that apply) (Options: Its use changes the team’s traditional approach to software development, and that can be challenging; It involves a steep learning curve; Its benefits are hard to quantify; It can lower team productivity; Other(s), please specify)

Q9: What is the typical number of scenarios on the individual systems you work with? (Options: less than 100; 100-1000; 1001-10000; More than 10000; Other, please specify)

Q10: In our research, we are looking at the issue of duplication in BDD specifications, and the problems and challenges this causes for stakeholders. By duplication, we refer to BDD specifications in which some functionality is specified multiple times, by different scenarios. Select all the statements below that you think could be associated to the presence of duplication in BDD specifications. (Options: Execution of BDD suites take longer to complete than necessary; Specifications can become difficult to understand in full; Specifications can

---

1 Strictly speaking, some of these are more properly termed Acceptance Test Driven Development (ATDD) tools, but they were included because of the close relationship and interaction between BDD and ATDD.

2 To provide context for the maintenance challenges reported, we asked for information about the typical sizes of the BDD suites used and managed by the respondents.
A.2 Codes and Themes from the Challenges Reported by BDD Practitioners

This appendix presents the codes assigned to the various BDD challenges reported by respondents (Table A.1), and the sorting of codes to form themes (Table A.2).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Respondent</th>
<th>Reported BDD Challenge</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>“Needing to involve Business and final users”</td>
<td>Involvement of domain experts and end users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R10</td>
<td>“Difficult to have the just enough. Difficult to write clear Gherkin Scenarios (Scenarios)”</td>
<td>Adequate and clear scenarios</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R12</td>
<td>“It’s a simple concept but can be hard to get right. Many people make the assumption it’s about test automation and try to use like a scripting tool and the project ends in failure”</td>
<td>Improper practice of BDD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R19</td>
<td>“it does not succeed at being legible to colleagues outside of software engineering departments”</td>
<td>make non-developers read tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R20</td>
<td>“Make other non developers read tests. So far I have used BDD for couple of years and even though idea behind it good, people who are not involved in testing are also not interesting in test cases no matter how easy to read they are.”</td>
<td>make non-developers read tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R23</td>
<td>“As with other kinds of testing, the best way to learn is from somebody who has experience. Thus just by downloading a framework, reading a bit and trying, one can produce tests which value is disputable.”</td>
<td>Lack of training and coaching and Improper practice of BDD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R24</td>
<td>“Danger (Danger) of confusing the mechanics (automation, written specifications) with the intention (knowledge sharing, structured conversations, discovery of edge cases), focusing too much on the former.”</td>
<td>Improper practice of BDD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R29</td>
<td>“Once the gherkin syntax is well known, stakeholders tend to skip ahead, reducing the benefits of the specification workshop”</td>
<td>Improper practice of BDD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R34</td>
<td>“It's hard to find someone who really understand what should be tested by BDD therefore a bunch of developer has negative experience about it. Probably there is no a comprehensive material on the internet that can explain every aspect of BDD.”</td>
<td>Improper understanding of BDD, Scarcity of BDD training material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R37</td>
<td>“BDD test scenarios still have to be a valid code”</td>
<td>Additional code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R49</td>
<td>“Stakeholders don’t write specs. Textual specs are too expensive to maintain long-term”</td>
<td>Stakeholders non-involvement, Hard to maintain BDD specs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R60</td>
<td>“Productivity is initially (first 6 months) lowered. Beyond that productivity is increased. Every project has a greater setup cost, say 1-3 days to put BDD tooling in place. Hence it is not worth while for trivial projects.”</td>
<td>Initial setup costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R65</td>
<td>“requires design skills often absent or not valued”</td>
<td>Absence or inapplication of skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R70</td>
<td>“Sometimes writing the fixtures requires huge effort and cost”</td>
<td>High setup efforts and costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R72</td>
<td>“BDD practices “by the book” often force domain experts to waste their time and insights trying to think like developers/testers, instead of expressing their needs. Real-world examples often have overwhelming details”</td>
<td>Impose structured thinking on domain experts and end users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R73</td>
<td>“All the usual challenges in getting automated testing running and maintained”</td>
<td>All challenges in automated test suites</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
“*In my experience, product, business analyst don’t even read BDD test, let alone modify, write them in user stories. Using BDD tools that enable writing tests in human language end up being an overhead. We just write functional tests using JUnit by using readable names in business language.*”

- make non-developers write and read tests
- Tools overhead
“BDD tests are heavyweight for developers to use: well written tests are almost always easier to read and run unless you have a very extensive DSL. Writing the DSL is overhead on engineering team so it frequently falls to QA roles. This can result in a poorly written DSL but more importantly it means DSL knowledge moves to the QA team. Eventually it becomes another silo, and a bad one at that.”

“My past BDD experience was in another company in which QA was all manual testers with no programming background. We tried to formalize the manual testing checklist using Salad (Lettuce + a webdriver DSL) with the intent to simplify webdriver testing to the point that QA could write their own tests. Over time I became less confident that this could work, tests were very brittle and manual QA types had limited ability to investigate.”

“I have read success stories where managers wrote BDD tests and I think this is actually the critical piece: Organisation leadership must show tangible buy-in in the form of regular interaction/writing. Thoughtless delegation to QA results in long-term rot, delegate to engineering results in acrimony as engineers wonder why they can’t use a real language. Without manager buy-in BDD is a pointless layer to test through.”

- Extra load for developers in creating DSL
- Creating a DSL understandable to both developers and QAs
- Limited programming skills for some QAs
- Brittle and hard to maintain tests
- Support from management
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R20</th>
<th>“BDD add unnecessary layer of maintaining specification and make them still readable with clean code.”</th>
<th>-Additional layer of code that requires maintenance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R24</td>
<td>“Extension of answer to 10: Stakeholders “writing” scenarios on their own for “improved efficiency”, thereby completely missing the main benefit of BDD - establishing shared understanding.”</td>
<td>Collaboration between stakeholders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R27</td>
<td>“Stability of user-interface testing frameworks cause problems, and a lack of established standards to handle translating between specification actions...”</td>
<td>-Unstable frameworks -Lack of standards to guide translation of natural language specs to implementation details</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Additionally, the difficulty of getting junior developers to understand XPath tends to make adoption difficult, especially when the immediate costs are more apparent than the long term benefits”</td>
<td>-Lack of skills -Initial setup costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R28</td>
<td>“BDD is often associated with slow suites. The difficulty of managing duplication is proportional to that slowness. Therefore, as BDD scales, in my opinion it is crucial to find ways to run slow scenarios fast, either by reducing their scope, or by running them against multiple configurations of the system covered by the scenarios.”</td>
<td>- Longer suites execution times -Duplication management difficulty -Lack of mechanisms to reduce suites execution times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R30</td>
<td>“Writing full specs is too much for non developers. And developers prefer to write testcases as code, not gerkin. So we end up not doing bdd at all”</td>
<td>-Make non-developers write specs -Developers writing specs as code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R36</td>
<td>“...the complexity of the test software needed to support BDD is often as high as the software under test, and the business unit owners never end up writing tests anyway...”</td>
<td>-Complexity of software to support BDD -Difficulty in making non-developers write specs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>Statement</td>
<td>Theme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R39</td>
<td>“Writing feature specs at the correct level of abstraction”</td>
<td>deciding scenario abstraction levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R45</td>
<td>“Poor tooling”</td>
<td>Poor tooling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R65</td>
<td>“there are very few sources about the structuring of <em>information</em> and the conveyance of semantic intent (e.g. e-prime / crispness index). secondly the limitations between using natural language to describe certain analytical problems (the use of labels).”</td>
<td>-Scarcity of training material -Limitation of natural language on some analytical problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R67</td>
<td>“Main issue when applying BDD, it to find time to do the three amigos workshop, it is not a tool issue but more a people one”</td>
<td>Collaboration between stakeholders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R73</td>
<td>“Some developers don’t like the duplication that an be created with having BDD separate to unit tests. BDD can also get out of hand and become far too technical and indecipherable by users”</td>
<td>-Additional layer of tests -Hard to understand and maintain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R74</td>
<td>“Not everyone likes having their specs in such strong conjunction with the sourcecode, some business people rather be vague but personally I think that is because they either are not sure or want to change their mind later. Telling them that changing their mind later is fine, but now I need precise specs, doesn’t always work.”</td>
<td>specs in strong conjunction with code</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table A.2: BDD challenges: themes with related codes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/n</th>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Collaboration between stakeholders</td>
<td>Involvement of domain experts and end users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Improper practice of BDD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Improper practice of BDD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Improper practice of BDD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Improper practice of BDD stakeholders non-involvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Improving stakeholders collaboration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Collaboration between stakeholders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Creating a DSL understandable to both developers and QAs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Developers writing specs as code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Make non-developers read and write tests</td>
<td>make non-developers read tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>make non-developers read tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Impose structured thinking on domain experts and end users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>make non-developers write and read tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>Theme</td>
<td>Challenges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.2</td>
<td>Make non-developers write specs</td>
<td>Diffulty in making non-developers write specs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Training and coaching</td>
<td>Lack of training and coaching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Improper understanding of BDD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Scarcity of BDD training material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Absence or inapplication of skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Scarcity of training material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lack of skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Comprehensibility, extensibility and maintainability of tests</td>
<td>Hard to maintain BDD specs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>All challenges in automated test suites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Brittle and hard to maintain tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Longer suites execution times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>duplication management difficulty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lack of mechanisms to reduce suites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hard to understand and maintain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Additional layer of tests</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 5 | Setup costs | Additional code  
<p>|   |            | Additional layer of code that requires maintenance |
|   |            | Initial setup costs |
|   |            | High setup efforts and costs |
|   |            | Initial setup costs |
|   |            | Extra load for developers in creating DSL |
| 6 | Tools and Software | Tools overhead |
|   |            | Unstable frameworks |
|   |            | Complexity of software to support BDD |
|   |            | Poor tooling |
| 7 | Miscellaneous | Adequate and clear scenarios |
|   |            | Limited programming skills for some QAs |
|   |            | Support from management |
|   |            | Lack of standards to guide translation of natural language specs to implementation details |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>deciing scenario abstraction levels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Limitation of natural language on some analytical problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>specs in strong conjunction with code</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix B

Sample Duplicate Report

B.1 Example duplication report

Figure B.1: Example duplication report from our tool
Appendix C

Sample Remove Suggestions

C.1 Sample remove suggestions

```
<html version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8">
<head>
</head>
<body>

<suggestions>
  <delete-scenario-with-title>
    <in-feature>
      <diff-given-when-then-steps-usage-aggregate>Blacklisted with no profile customer sends mo with HELP keyword to free short code-9</diff-given-when-then-steps-usage-aggregate>
      <and/>
    </in-feature>
  </delete-scenario-with-title>

  <delete-scenario-with-title>
    <in-feature>
      <diff-given-when-then-steps-usage-aggregate>Blacklist test cases</diff-given-when-then-steps-usage-aggregate>
      <and/>
    </in-feature>
  </delete-scenario-with-title>

  <delete-scenario-with-title>
    <in-feature>
      <diff-given-when-then-steps-usage-aggregate>Blacklisted with no profile customer sends mo with HELP keyword to free short code-blacklist</diff-given-when-then-steps-usage-aggregate>
      <and/>
    </in-feature>
  </delete-scenario-with-title>

  <delete-scenario-with-title>
    <in-feature>
      <diff-given-when-then-steps-usage-aggregate>Blacklisted test cases</diff-given-when-then-steps-usage-aggregate>
      <and/>
    </in-feature>
  </delete-scenario-with-title>
</suggestions>

</body>
</html>
```

Figure C.1: Sample duplicate removal suggestions based on conservation of steps